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Chapter One
Captain's Log, Stardate 5983.2. The Enterprise
doesn’t get to revisit places very often, but we’re
about to enter orbit around Cestus 3. Our
presence has been requested at a diplomatic
ceremony, the signing of a peace treaty with the
Gorn Hegemony. After nearly three years of
negotiations, it is certainly an historic occasion for
all parties, but I find myself uneasy, remembering
our first visit here and the Gorn warship we
chased from a smoldering colony.
 
Before the tingling had completely faded from his skin,

Captain James T. Kirk took a deep breath and forced his spine
to relax with the exhale. This was not the same colony he’d last
visited. Oh, it was the same planet, but the cleanup and
reconstruction had been quick and thorough, and aside from
the diplomatic presence, Cestus 3 had become home to a large
Starfleet Communications Station as well as a young colony
with more than a thousand volunteer colonists, eager to change
the memories of the world.

He watched a heavy transport roll down the street, pulling
what looked like a load of transparent aluminum sheets.
Reconstruction efforts had obviously dropped the “re” and were
still moving at warp speed. Kirk wondered if he should have
taken the time to read a little more background on plans for
the colony but the call of some alien bird distracted him, and
he turned around to find they’d materialized in front of a
polished marble gateway, wide and welcoming as it braced a
path leading to an open courtyard and a handful of large
buildings beyond. It was hard not to notice the oversized
emblem of the Federation Diplomatic Corps stretching above
the gate.

“We’ve clearly come to the right place, gentlemen.” And
even harder not to notice that the gate didn’t have a fence or a
wall to go with it. “At a guess, I’d say this is the new diplomatic



compound. A little larger and more open than I expected.”
Standing to his left, McCoy still faced out into the street.

“And not exactly separate from the rest of the colony. Office
buildings, a warehouse, a park, and that looks like a
restaurant over there.”

As if looking for a tricorder he wasn’t carrying, Spock’s
hand brushed his side. Reflex or intent, no sign of anything
touched the Vulcan’s face. “A significant change from our last
visit.”

McCoy nodded as he turned around. “I think I like it.”
Spock almost certainly took in more peripherally than

either Kirk or McCoy did directly, and didn’t seem to feel the
need to look around. “Cleanup and reconstruction do seem to
have been quite effective, Doctor.” An echo to Kirk’s earlier
thought. “Without a detailed scan, one would never guess we
stood on the site of an orbital bombardment.”

Frowning as he turned to face the same direction as the
rest of the party, McCoy brushed an unseen wrinkle from his
dress uniform. “Hmm. Hard to believe this little planet almost
caused a war.”

Memories slipped though Kirk’s mind and he closed his
eyes for a moment against them. Unsuccessfully. His memory
filled in old gaps. A crater there, a burnt out building there, a
smoking pile of rubble further over. Ensign O'Herlihy. “I wish it
were harder, Bones.” Quick footsteps along the stone path
saved him from following the memories further and he opened
his eyes again to find a young woman in the grey folded blazer
of the Federation Diplomatic Corps approaching.

Barely stopping before colliding with Kirk, she bowed
quickly, bending her body at the waist just far enough to break
eye contact. “Oh, excellent. The Enterprise delegation, at last.
I’m Ambassador Tam Nguyen. It is my honour to act as your
escort and liaison on Cestus 3.”

Smiling, Kirk offered her his hand as she rose and was
almost surprised at the strength in the grip, though he should
have known far better than to only consider appearances at
this point in his career. “Ambassador. Captain James T. Kirk.”



She released his hand, raising both eyes expectantly as he
gestured to the other members of the landing party. “My first
officer, Commander Spock. Chief Medical Officer, Doctor
Leonard McCoy. Lieutenants Gareth and Li.”

Nguyen shook hands with both Spock and McCoy, smiling
the whole time. Her attempt to engage with Lieutenant Li, on
the other hand, met with a gentle headshake to the offered
hand and a bit of a flush came to her cheeks. Opening her
mouth to apologize, she obviously thought better of it, and
barely made eye contact with Gareth. That old Security
aloofness. “Gentlemen, welcome all of you.” Straightening
completely, Nguyen specifically addressed Kirk. “I must admit,
Captain, when we received your communiqué, we weren’t sure
you’d be able to make it in time. The arrival you projected
seemed a very narrow possibility from your reported position.”

Which he took as a polite way of the Ambassador
wondering if the Enterprise spent all its time careening from
one crisis to the next. It certainly felt that way at times, but he
was certainly aware enough of reality to recognize the long
stretches of boredom and routine, too. “A… minor delay in the
overall scheme of things, Ambassador. Our arrival was never in
doubt.”

With a grunt, McCoy specifically didn’t bring up their most
recent temporal anomaly or the Sarpeidon supernova,
shortening the conversation by some large but not easily
measurable amount of time, and Kirk wasn’t all that eager to
relive being taken as a witch, at any rate.

The grunt and the pause that followed it seemed to go
completely by the Ambassador, however, who continued to
smile. “Well, I’m personally glad you were able to reach us in
time for the Ceremony, even with such a small safety margin.
Since you made the initial, um, contact with the Hegemony,
you’re regarded as an important symbol of the progress of
peace.”

But you couldn’t keep a good doctor down for long.
“Symbols are nice, but I like my first contacts with less
weapons fire.”



“I think we all do, Bones, but we didn’t get much of a
choice, did we?” He cocked an eyebrow and McCoy took the
hint, grinning at him. He hoped the ambassador would be
forgiving.

She didn’t stumble much. “Ah, yes, well. I should give you
your translators. Ear pieces, I’m afraid. A little more discreet
than handheld units, no audio range considerations, and
they’re less likely to interfere with each other even when close
together. Standard models, so the fit won’t be perfect, but they
should serve.” She pulled five of the devices from various
pockets in her jacket that shouldn’t have been able to hold
them without bulging somewhere and gave one to each member
of the landing party. “Now, if you’ll please follow me, it isn’t far
to the Treaty Hall, and we still have a just little time before the
official Signing begins so I can give you a few quick pointers on
Gorn formal custom and etiquette on the way.”

Kirk fell in beside her as the ambassador moved back
through the arch, immediately angling off the stone path and
across the manicured lawn towards a gap between two of the
visible buildings. “What’s the least we need to know,
ambassador?”

She smiled, shaking her head, and Kirk had the feeling
that he’d committed some minor faux pas without knowing
what it might be. “I’m sorry, Captain, but I’m not sure I’ve
reached the level of the least I need to know, so it might take a
little time for me to give you the real basics. We don’t have
much of that, and only a little space between the ceremony and
the reception, but there are a few critical points, and a little
knowledge in advance never hurts.”

He nodded, wondering if he’d underestimated the junior
ambassador just because of her apparent youth. Considering
his own past, that was something he thought he’d learned to
avoid. “Fore-warned is forearmed.”

“Exactly, Captain, and not a bad way to phrase it when
dealing with Gorn.”

McCoy snorted. “Well, since we’re forearmed, maybe we
can hope for fewer casualties this time.”



“Bones.” Kirk just managed not to sigh out loud.
Nguyen looked over her shoulder at McCoy. “Umm, yes,

that… should be the case, doctor.” She bit her lip and he
thought she might be trying to hold a smile in. “We have made
it through the talks with very little bloodshed.” Looking ahead
again, she adjusted their course back onto a path. “The Gorn
are not actively hostile, but they are territorial by nature, both
personally and as a species, and a lot of their social customs
work to establish a great deal of formality and hierarchy in
order to help mitigate any potential disagreements.”

Territorial. Formality. That might go a long way towards
understanding what had happened with Cestus III the first
time around. Kirk had wondered more than once why the
attack had been so sudden and savage coming from what had
been a largely empty part of the explored galaxy as far as the
Federation was concerned. If the system had been at the edge
of what the Hegemony considered as claimed territory, putting
a small outpost colony there would probably have been seen as
aggressive. Of course, if the Federation had had even a hint of
the Hegemony’s existence, there would have been a completely
different approach to the area, as subsequent talks had clearly
shown.

Still smiling, Nguyen glanced left and right before leading
them between the two buildings and Kirk could almost feel the
rise in the tension levels of his security escort at the confined
space. “When speaking with one of the Gorn, it is important to
hold your head high. Looking down is a sign of weakness or
subservience.”

“Eye contact. No bowing, I’d guess. What passes for a
standard greeting among the Gorn then, ambassador? I don’t
suppose they shake hands?” He thought about what it might
feel like to wrap his fingers around those claw-tipped tree
trunks.

“Not exactly, captain, though they do have an equivalent.”
One side of her smile rose a little higher. “They are a
standoffish bunch by human standards, but if, against all
probability, a Gorn happens to approach you with his or her



hands held out at chest level, press both of your palms firmly
to theirs. It's the rough equivalent of a handshake, and if they
nod, that’s a gesture of respect and their equivalent of a bow.
You should feel encouraged to do so as well.”

“Hmm.” Kirk started to feel a little uncomfortable with the
spacing of the buildings himself, but thought it likely he was
just adding remembered stress to an innocent situation. “Nod,
but don’t break eye contact.”

“Precisely, Captain. By no means should you break eye
contact. And don’t interlock your fingers with theirs. That’s a
direct challenge of strength.”

Which he knew from personal experience would not be a
good idea. “Something I’m very likely to lose, Ambassador.” Not
likely. Certainly. Unless his greeter took pity on the poor,
ignorant human who didn’t know any better. Given his specific
history with the Gorn, he didn’t feel the probability of that was
particularly high, either.

They stepped out from between the buildings into a large
courtyard, and Kirk was surprised to see what amounted to an
honour guard on the far side of it, protecting the main entrance
of what was obviously the primary diplomatic building on the
planet. A dozen bright yellow steps, wide and shallow and
gleaming with reflected sunlight, led up into a huge open
doorway. The actual architecture reminded him a little of what
he considered to be the primary ancient Greek style, thick
columns supporting a marble roof. Those columns were likely
just for show since the building had perfectly normal walls as
well.

“The Treaty Hall, gentlemen.”
Six Starfleet marines stood on alternating steps on the

right side, perfectly matched by the same number of Gorn
soldiers on the left, and Kirk suddenly found himself wishing
he’d chosen to walk on the ambassador’s right. He did his best
to crush the thought as soon as he had it. Far better for him to
be closer to any potential danger than a civilian, even though
she’d spent far more time around Gorn, even Gorn soldiers,
than he had. The problem was that Kirk had a very different



experience interacting with Gorn than he expected the
ambassador had, and that certainly coloured his perceptions of
them. Something he’d have to deal with.

He breathed normally, evenly, consciously as they slowly
climbed the stairs. Neither marine nor Gorn so much as turned
a head as they passed, though they all certainly had to be
wondering who the ambassador might be bringing to the
ceremony so late. Kirk had to wonder if maybe his face had
been circulated among the Gorn for identification purposes,
but he didn’t detect any reaction as they passed.

There were more guards beyond the stairs and Nguyen
excused herself for a moment to approach them and display
her credentials. McCoy took the opportunity to lean forward
and whisper in Kirk’s ear. “You okay, Jim?”

He smiled a little and turned far enough to catch his
friend with one eye. “Fine, Bones. Just fine.”

“Liar. Try to relax a little. You’re moving like a statue. I
should have poured a drink down your throat in the
transporter room.”

And that would have made a great first impression. Here’s
the famous Captain Kirk, the human who almost killed the first
Gorn he met in person, reeking of Saurian brandy at the treaty
signing. “That obvious, is it?”

“Only to Spock and I.”
His Vulcan friend said nothing, of course, and neither did

Kirk as the ambassador turned back around and waved them
forward. “Gentlemen, please come ahead, and again welcome to
the Treaty Hall. We do still have a few minutes before things get
started, but you did cut it very close, Captain.”

“Again, Ambassador, it wasn’t our intention.” They
stepped through the interior doors and instantly into a large
hall filled with milling delegates and dignitaries. The crowd
seemed to be about evenly split between Federation personnel
and Gorn, an easy distinction to make since the crowd
appeared split nearly down the middle complete with a
separation gap. On the fringe of each gathering, he saw a few
looks exchanged, but nothing he could class as friendly or even



more than indifferent acknowledgement. Starfleet dress
uniforms seemed to make up about a third of the Federation
side, and he tried to pick someone he knew out of the group.
Captain Singh should be here somewhere with the Resolute in
orbit, but he didn’t see her at the moment.

The ambassador didn’t seem to mind not having his full
attention, but she did keep speaking, trying to drag him back
to the present. Not an easy task. There had to be more than
fifty Gorn in the room. “I know, Captain, but you did have us
worried.”

“A surprisingly small gathering for such an occasion.” A
glance told Kirk his first officer was also busy scanning the
crowd, but likely with a much more analytical mindset than he
had. “I had expected somewhat more formality, particularly
considering the ambassador’s warning.”

Kirk nodded. “Agreed, Mr. Spock. And a lot more people.
It’s not every day the Federation signs a treaty with another
major power.”

Trying to maintain her smile, Nguyen nonetheless let a
small sigh slip out. “Circumstances in this case are… unique.
There are security concerns, of which the Gorn are very
conscious. They have a tradition of paranoia to rival the
Andorian Imperial Guard and, given the original sequence of
events that brought the Federation and the Hegemony together,
there is a certain amount of nervousness on both sides.”

“Ha! Nervousness I understand.”
“Bones.” Kirk didn’t even try to stifle his own sigh this

time.
But Nguyen glossed right over it and he wondered if she

might be getting used to his Chief Medical Officer already, or if
it were just diplomatic training. “You must also remember we
are effectively in the middle of nowhere. Cestus 3 is on the
frontier for both parties. Three years isn’t nearly enough to
change that. Ten years won’t be enough.”

“I suppose not, but it’s still a major peace treaty. I would
have thought there would be a bit more, um, ‘high level’
presence.” He did notice a pair of human reporters who



appeared to be discussing angles and lighting over their
instruments. They weren’t making much of an effort to be quiet
so the words carried fairly clearly over the low murmur of the
crowd.

“Yes. We’ll have full view of both entrances, Gorn on the
left and the Federation Ambassadors on the right, plus the
whole dais, the signing table, and a perfect shot of anyone who
speaks.”

“I’m sorry. I’m just paranoid. This is history, you know?”
“It’s not like we’ve got the time to change them anyway.”
Kirk tore his mind away from the distraction he didn’t

need in time to pick up Ambassador Nguyen’s thread without
looking lost. Focus. He needed to pay attention, but he could
admit to himself, at least, that the cavalier attitude was a way
of hiding from memories he didn’t like, memories of what had
almost happened. Part of Kirk wished that they had been held
up just a little too long to make the ceremony. At which point,
Scotty would have found a way to get a little more out of the
engines after swearing it wasn’t possible.

“—but the senior ambassadors have been vested with the
authority to sign the Treaty. Ratification by the Federation
Council and the Gorn Parliament is required within 15 months,
but it's certainly just a formality. No one wants a war.”

“Well, I sure don't.”
As per usual for a formal occasion, Bones was in rare

form, but this time Spock made the reminder, and in a way
that gave McCoy the extra shock of tacit Vulcan agreement.
“Thankfully, Doctor, the majority of citizens of both the
Federation and the Gorn Hegemony seem to share your
opinion.”

Looking around, Kirk was struck again by the stark
division in the crowd. “I agree that it is a little strange,
Ambassador. I’ve been to a few diplomatic events in my time
and there’s usually a little more mingling going on, even
between official enemies. Not so much here. I see a few nods
and greetings at the edges, but otherwise it’s Gorn on one side
of the room and Federation on the other.”



With one of those unemotional nods to someone on the
crowd’s edge, Nguyen turned to face Kirk. “Security concerns,
Captain, as well as a concession to Gorn custom. Outside of
official dialogue, only junior members of either delegation will
normally interact with each other, and those in a limited way,
delivering formal messages and appointment notifications and
so on. Members of the press and the documentary crew have a
little more freedom, and military interaction is something
entirely different that both sides are trying to avoid at this
stage.”

“I see.”
She smiled. “Once the Treaty has been signed, the Gorn

should relax a little. They correctly don’t consider it nearly on
par with an alliance, but it will let them be a little more social. I
think you’ll find a very different environment at the reception
this evening, but you should expect the Gorn to be very cool
and aloof until then.” Nguyen stiffened suddenly, her eyes
going over Kirk’s shoulder as she cleared her throat. “Ah, there
are, of course, exceptions to everything.” Her voice dropped.
“Please remember what I said about posture and bearing.”

Taking a step to one side and narrowly avoiding tripping
over Lieutenant Li, Kirk turned to face whomever she’d been
looking at and found a large Gorn approaching. He felt his body
tense even as he tried to force himself to relax, but the sight of
an old enemy sometimes caught him fast and hard, and this
one had a special place in his past, particularly juxtaposed to
current events. Maybe having a little farther in the past would
have helped his current reaction.

The uniform might be different, a long robe, several
shades of tan with short sleeves and a glittering array of ovals
and circles making two straight lines across the broad chest,
but there was no mistaking the shape of the shining eyes and
the curve of the heavy skull.

Nguyen’s voice, a little louder now, cut through his
sudden tension and gave him a moment to breathe and reset
himself. “Captain Kirk, this is S'Kresh-Captain. He's—”

But he didn’t let her finish the introduction, his response



much tighter than he might have liked. He hoped that wouldn’t
come through the translator. “I believe the Captain and I have
met.” Kirk licked his lips once and let his breath out slowly, but
couldn’t quite get himself to smile. “You're looking well.”

A tumble of sibilants and harsh growls fell from the
predator’s jaws, but the translator in Kirk’s ear provided an
unaccented, if slightly flat, baritone. “Considering my state of
health when we last parted company, thank you.” The huge
lizard executed a slow bow, more than a nod of the head but
not bending too far. “I am somewhat surprised you recognized
me. Your species seems to have trouble distinguishing
individuals of mine. Not that the problem doesn’t work in both
directions.”

“Certain things tend to focus the mind.”
“Truth.” Raising both hands, three thick fingers spread

wide on each, S’Kresh took another step forward, just close
enough to make the Gorn formal greeting possible. “Your
strength and honour.”

He felt himself hesitate, though he was sure it only lasted
a moment, and hoped it didn’t show. Part of Kirk wished he
could wait longer and part of him cursed that wish, but you
had to learn and adapt to who you were to become who you
wanted to be. And you had to be who you said you were. How
else could you look at yourself in the mirror?

Kirk raised his hands and pressed them to the other
captain’s and it wasn’t lost on him that he had to move his
fingers into twin Vulcan salutes to do so. “And yours.” Those
hands were warm to the touch.

The reptilian face didn’t have much in the way of
expression to Kirk’s eyes, so he wondered if he imagined the
eyelids scrunching down into a frown as S’Kresh gave a small,
breathy snort. “Odd. Human palms are always so much
warmer than I expect.”

S’Kresh let his hands drop and the sudden loss of heat
made Kirk’s seem almost cold. “I had a similar thought,
Captain.”

Near the front of the room a serious looking man in the



brown uniform of the Diplomatic Security Corps moved to the
front right corner of the room and struck a brass bell twice.
Nearly all eyes turned towards the sound and most of the
conversation drifted off to murmurs or nothing.

Ambassador Nguyen cleared her throat. “The ceremony is
about to begin. Really not much time to spare.”

Taking a step back, S’Kresh gave an exaggerated nod,
almost from his shoulder. “Hmm. A strange day.”

Forced into polite conversation, there wasn’t much Kirk
could say to that, at not much time to say it at any rate.
“Agreed.”

The Gorn captain shuffled back a little farther, heavy feet
scraping the carpet. “I must return to my delegation. I, hunh,
Kirk-Captain, if it is not objectionable, I would appreciate the
opportunity to speak with you at the reception.”

Well, so much for ducking out of the reception early. He’d
had little doubt some of the ambassadors would want to hear
about his experience with the Gorn three years ago, and chiefly
so they could look down on his barbaric behavior. He’d been
considering dressing it up a bit to make it seem something less
than the brutal contest the Metrons had made it. Now he had
something else to look forward to. “Certainly, Captain S’Kresh.
At your convenience.”

Another nod, deeper this time, deep enough that Kirk had
to take it as a Gorn bow equivalent. He didn’t know if that was
his former foe’s attempt to adapt a little to being around
humans or a genuine gesture for the occasion, but felt obliged
to return it.

“My thanks.” With an abrupt turn, the big reptiloid walked
away, moving surprisingly quickly.

McCoy leaned in close to Kirk, more careful of his words or
volume than he’d been since they beamed down. “That was a
little cryptic. What do you suppose it’s about?”

Shaking his head, Kirk managed not to shrug. “No idea,
Bones. I’ll find out at the reception, I suppose.” There didn’t
seem a reasonable way to avoid it short of the Enterprise being
called away for another emergency. Considering the level of the



orders that had brought them to Cestus 3, that didn’t seem to
come with a high probability.

“We should find our own seats, gentlemen.” Nguyen’s
hand twitched as if she wanted to reach out and grab Kirk’s
sleeve. “The second row on the Federation side has been
reserved for us, directly behind the rest of the ambassadorial
negotiation team.”

As they slipped into those seats, a Gorn in what Kirk
assumed was a similar level of dress uniform stepped forward
opposite his Federation counterpart and tapped another brass
bell. The Gorn, however, used a claw tip instead of a small
hammer to make the surprisingly pure sound. The Gorn then
turned to face the settling audience, adopting a posture he
would have called relaxed attention in a human soldier, match
the human officer’s posture in the opposite corner extremely
well.

At each side of the room, a door slid open simultaneously,
the one on the right admitting the three senior ambassadors of
the Federation negotiating team, two humans and an Efrosian,
and the left releasing what appeared to be their Gorn
counterparts. Aside from differences in height, he could
definitely tell that the four Gorn now on the stage all had
slightly different skin tones. Or should that be hide tones? It
was going to be a lot of work to tell them apart easily, but it
seemed obvious now that not all Gorn looked alike even at first
glance. The reception was still going to be a bit of a challenge,
but maybe not as bad as he’d feared.

The two groups of ambassadors walked slowly from the
sides of the room to the centre and turned to face the front,
each standing behind a chair at the white cloth-draped table.
Each of the Gorn wore an almost floor length white robe,
sleeveless but with a thick hood cast back over their shoulders
and making an odd counterpoint to the staid brown suits of the
Federation diplomats.

When the ambassadors were all in place, the Gorn and
Federation guards in the corners each turned to their bells and
tapped them twice more, so closed to simultaneously that the



difference was lost to Kirk’s ears. The last few whispers died
away, leaving the room with only the sound of breathing and
the anticipation of speeches to come. The Efrosian ambassador,
closest to the table’s centre, and the Gorn next to him,
remained standing as the other four ambassadors sat. He
smiled at the gathered audience, lingering for a moment in the
direction of the reporters at the back of the room, before he
began to speak.

“Gathered sapients. Today we reach the culmination of
long negotiations, a sequence of small steps toward peace and
understanding between the Gorn Hegemony and the United
Federation of—”

A quick trembling in the floor was Kirk’s only warning
before explosions shattered the walls on both sides of the treaty
hall. Dust and debris filled the air, stealing everything more
than arms’ length away from his vision. His instinct was to dive
to the floor, carrying anyone nearby with him. Ambassador
Nguyen, sitting straight in her seat was an easy catch. Luck
and a long reach drew in the man sitting beside her and the
three of them collapsed to the floor as bits of the ceiling began
to poor down around them.



Chapter Two
His hearing cleared first, but Kirk waited several seconds

before trying to get up, wanting to be sure something else
wasn’t going to fall on him. He opened his eyes to a dust and
rubble covered room with a lot of people lying on the floor
around him and Kirk himself lying farther from where he’d
been standing than he should have been. “Spock? Bones?”
Dust coated his tongue and throat, making his voice barely
more than a whisper. He tried again, louder this time, finding
that Captain’s voice. “Enterprise landing party, sound off.”
Ambassador Nguyen and the fellow he’d knocked over had both
landed with him and both seemed conscious now. He brought
himself up to one knee before trying to decide which to help up
first.

Something shifted to his right and both of the Security
officers acknowledged first. “Li.” “Gareth.” He rolled over as a
more-or-less-red uniformed arm appeared in front of his face to
help him up. His communicator beeped. He didn’t see how the
Enterprise could have monitored the explosion, but he’d take
the luck if they had.

“Uninjured, Captain.”
Spock’s voice was a relief, but McCoy’s was somewhat less

relaxed than the Vulcan’s. “I’ll live, Jim, thanks to my pointy-
eared friend.” He struggled up with an assist from Spock. Other
people began to move around as well, some trying to drag
themselves to a standing position.

“I’m certain you would have managed, Doctor.”
“It was a big chunk of ceiling, Spock.”
“Indeed.”
The communicator beeped again. Satisfied that his

personnel were accounted for, he made sure the two people
he’d knocked down were stable and sitting up before he pulled
the communicator free from his belt and flipped it open.
“Bones?”

“Already on it, Jim.” Snapping open the medical kit that
wasn’t normally part of a dress uniform, McCoy pulled out a



scanner and a half-size tricorder, crouching to run it over
Ambassador Nguyen’s seated form.

Lifting the communicator, he turned his head a little to
listen with the ear that didn’t have a translator earpiece stuck
in it. The uncomfortable little device would probably leave a
scar when he pulled it out now. “Kirk here. Talk to me,
Enterprise.”

Unsurprising, it was Scotty’s voice in the speaker.
“Enterprise. Scott here, Captain. Sir, several small vessels
blasted up from the planet’s surface and fired on both groups
of ships before running to warp. Is everything all right down
there?”

Kirk shook his head, realizing how silly it was as he did it.
“Negative. There was an attack down here, too, and we've got
wounded. I need all the medical personnel you can spare and I
need them down here as fast as you can get them into the
transporter. How's the Enterprise?” He already had the basic
answer to that question. Scotty’s voice didn’t have enough
stress in it for anything to be wrong with his ship.

“Ah, we’re fine, sir. We got our shields up in time, but I
think we were the only ones. Pearson and Resolute both took
engine damage and we’ve got no response yet from Faith of
Andor.” Scott paused for a moment. “Emergency response
teams on the way, Captain. Dr. Mbenga assures me no more
than two minutes before the first hits the transporter room.”

Looking around at the recovering dignitaries from both
delegations, Kirk decided there wasn’t any more time to waste.
They needed to get some information on what had happened
here. “Excellent, Mr. Scott. We'll expect them. Try to establish
communication with the rest of the ships in orbit and track
those fleeing ships as you can. Stand by for further orders.” He
nearly closed the communicator on Scotty’s response.

“Aye, sir. Standing by.”
“Kirk out.” Looking around, he picked out his security

team. “Gareth, Li. You're with Dr. McCoy. Assist as you’re able.
Spock—”

Lieutenant Gareth looked up from helping the ambassador



to her feet. “Sir, I—”
But Nguyen cut him off even as she stifled a cough.

“Captain!”
Kirk tried hard not to sigh. He didn’t have time to deal

with diplomatic niceties at the moment. “I've get medical teams
coming down, Ambassador. We'll take good care of everyone.”

Ambassador Nguyen shook her head and pointed at the
stage. “That’s not it at all, Captain Kirk. The Senior
Ambassadors are gone. All of them!”

His head whipped around to the stage. Sure enough, every
chair behind the big table was empty, and not one of them had
someone lying on the floor to go with it.

Straightening in Kirk’s peripheral vision, Gareth nodded.
“Aye, sir. That’s what I wanted to tell you. Transported out.
There were armoured soldiers, but I’m not sure how many.” He
looked back at the stage. “I saw several through the dust, bent
over the ambassadors, placing beacons, probably. I’m sorry,
sir. I couldn’t react. The concussion from the blast—”

“No.” Shaking his head, Kirk held up a hand. “And don’t
say, ‘If I’d had a phaser, I could have stopped them.’ Most of us
were on the floor and some of us were out cold, Lieutenant, so
I’ll just say thank you for the intel. As you were.”

The young man came to attention, and Kirk suspect he
only barely resisted the urge to salute. “Sir.” He stepped over a
chair to move to McCoy’s side as the doctor scanned another
potential patient.

Across the aisle, an electronic growl reached through the
still settling dust just before Kirk’s translator gave a static-filled
rendition of translated Gorn. “Rakish-Officer, report!”

Spock interrupted before he could eavesdrop on the rest of
the Gron conversation, however. “At a glance, there appear to
be no severe casualties. The explosion was designed for
concussive force only. Interesting.”

Turning to his first officer, Kirk nodded. “I suppose it is,
Mr. Spock, and I suppose I should be thankful for that, but I’m
also beginning to think we shouldn’t come to this planet. It’s
dangerous here.”



The traditional raised eyebrow greeted his comment.
“Captain, that is—”

“Yes, I know, illogical. Two data points don’t make a trend
or something like that. But knowing it doesn’t change how I
feel, does it?”

Several people started coughing nearby and other groans
and worried voices took the noise level past the general hubbub
they’d entered the room to. Nguyen looked around, and the
dust coating half her face emphasized the sudden lines in her
expression. “I don’t understand. We’ve worked so hard on this
Treaty, for so long. It’s in the best interests of both sides. Who
has anything to gain by stalling it, much less blowing it up?”

Spock’s eyes flicked to the short woman. “An excellent
question, Ambassador. As you suggest, the motivations would
certainly be political. I will consider the matter.”

As if she hadn’t heard, Nguyen turned to Kirk. “What are
we going to do?”

Resisting the urge to grab Nguyen’s shoulder to steady
her, Kirk shook his head. “The first thing we're going to do is
stay calm, Ambassador. Panic helps no one. The next thing is
we're going to tend to the wounded.” Anything else he might
have said disappeared with the sound of a transporter beam.
“Scotty ahead of schedule as usual. Let’s see if we can make
ourselves useful, Mr. Spock.”

*
The sound of multiple transporter beams, a mixture of

Federation and Gorn almost drowned out the last few words of
Scotty’s report, but he got the important message. They didn’t
have a lot of time. He looked up as his landing party, dress
uniforms wrinkled and dirty, and in one or two cases stained
with what must have been blood, gathered around.
“Understood. Kirk out.” He snapped the communicator shut.
“We've got less than 30 minutes before those ships pass out of
sensor range. The good news is Scotty thinks they’ve reached
their maximum speed at a little over Warp 6. We can catch
them, but it’ll be a long chase and we've got to move now.”

“Sounds familiar.” McCoy shook his head. “But we’ll need



to leave at least one medical team behind, Jim. If everyone else
up there has taken damage, it might be tough to find beds, and
we’ve got a lot of bruises and broken bones. It's a good thing no
one is critical. We were damned lucky.”

“I know it, Bones.” Kirk tucked the communicator back
into his pocket. “We break orbit in fifteen minutes. Have your
choices made before then. Spock?”

The Vulcan tilted his head to one side. “Yes, Captain.”
“Beam up and get what you can out of the sensor logs. See

if you can figure out how our attackers managed to surprise
eight ships.”

“I will endeavor to ascertain the chain of events.”
“Whatever you can come up with will help, Spock. Do your

best.”
The upswept eyebrows pulled down. “I cannot remember a

time when I have done less, captain.”
“Of course not. My apologies, Mr. Spock.”
Moving several steps away, the first officer opened his own

communicator. “Spock to Enterprise. One to beam up.” He
snapped it shut again and the hum of the beam began almost
before he had the device back on his belt. Ambassador Nguyen
and the Gorn captain were careful to approach from a different
direction.

“Captain Kirk!”
“Yes, Ambassador.”
She’d clearly made a very quick effort to brush the dust off

her face and uniform in order to appear presentable, though
that effort hadn’t done much more than leave smears. “Captain
Kirk, I believe that S'Kresh-Captain has something you need to
hear.”

With a deep nod, S’Kresh’s glittering eyes made contact, if
one could call it that, with Kirk’s. “It is, indeed, an interesting
day, and in a far different manner than I originally suspected. I
offer the assistance of the Gorn Hegemony in this pursuit.”

He’d actually been prepared for that on some level, but
still hesitated before giving a pat, almost prepared answer. “I
appreciate the offer, Captain, but your only undamaged vessel



can barely make Warp 5. The retreating ships are running at
Warp 6.” Kirk shook his head. “I'm sorry, but you just can't
keep up.”

“Truth.” Membranes slid across the reptiloid’s eyes and
back. Kirk wondered why he couldn’t think of them as eyelids.
“You are correct that you have the only viable ship for pursuit.
Such is not the assistance I can offer. However, I am able to
provide shock troops and tactical knowledge.”

That offer made Kirk extremely uncomfortable, suddenly
thinking about the log entry he’d made just before beaming
down. The Gorn weren’t Klingons, and they weren’t actually
actively hostile, but he still couldn’t exactly think of them as
partners in anything. And that bothered him more. “Captain, I
—”

“Captain, please. Consider a large picture.” Nguyen’s voice
might have seemed pleading in another context. Here,
somehow, she was inserting herself as a negotiator. “Their
people were taken too and, to be completely honest, a Gorn
presence on this mission is essential. If events lead to open
combat, having Captain S’Kresh with you will help prevent any
potential misunderstandings. It would go a very long way
toward lowering the political temperature, and—” She broke off,
unsure how to make her next point.

Kirk sighed. She didn’t have to. He could make it for her
and in much less diplomatic language. “And, given our past
history with the Gorn, this needs to be seen as something other
than the Enterprise rushing off to crush the offenders,
something other than vengeance. You make an excellent
argument, Ambassador.” He couldn’t possibly say no.

Smiling, Nguyen bobbed her head far enough to break eye
contact for an instant. “Thank you, Captain. A joint rescue
mission would be a huge benefit to the Treaty. And besides—”
she held out a hand towards S’Kresh who didn’t hesitate.

“Those who abducted Ambassadors were Gorn.”
And that put an entirely different light on things. Two

lights on two different things, maybe, and it certainly made him
reconsider things. Questions tumbled through Kirk’s head for a



moment as he held his breath. Whether he could justify Gorn
on the Enterprise loomed largest, but he doubted there was
much choice in that. Knowing that he was chasing another
Gorn vessel, he came face to face with the fact that couldn’t
leave Cestus 3 without them. The political appearance could
start a war on its own, undoing three years of negotiations. And
didn’t the Hegemony have the right to see to the safety of its
officials? He was right that they couldn’t keep up, but they
could provide the diplomatic fiction of a joint mission by having
a small Gorn contingent on board when they caught up with
the kidnappers. He didn’t much care for the idea of shock
troops, but it would be consistent with his previous experience
for the Universal Translator to have something almost, but not
quite right.

And yet, what if they needed them?
He let out a deep breath he hadn’t realized he’d been

holding. “Captain S’Kresh, unless you’d prefer to beam over,
the Enterprise will open her hangar doors in fifteen minutes to
welcome the crew you’ll bring aboard. That's all the time I can
give you.” And that pushed his planned departure back by
several more minutes, giving the kidnappers that much more of
a lead.

Membranes slipped over the multifaceted eyes for a
moment as the big saurian head nodded twice. “It is generous.
We will be ready.” A clawed digit tapped a silver hexagonal
amulet Kirk had thought was a metal. It made a deep chirp not
too different from a Starfleet communicator. “Koreck-Officer.
Energize.”

“But will we?” Kirk waited for the too-orange beam to fade
before turning to Nguyen. “Ambassador Nguyen.”

She straightened, turning away from where S’Kresh had
dematerialized. “Captain Kirk?”

“Do I need to put in a formal request for your presence on
this mission?”

“Captain?” Her eyebrows rose as high as they could,
something he was sure was against diplomatic training.

“Ambassador, I have this sudden feeling that I’m really



going to need a lot more lessons on Gorn customs and protocol,
and fifteen minutes isn’t a lot of time.” He pulled out his own
communicator again, already thinking about the warning he
needed to give Scotty. “And I imagine Captain S’Kresh might
appreciate a few pointers in the other direction.”

“I—” She shook her head several times before
straightening her back and pulling on her dress tunic with
both hands to smooth the wrinkles. “Captain Kirk, I’m a junior
ambassador and my experience is almost entirely wrapped up
in low level message running and note taking with other junior
ambassadors. I’ve only ever been on a Federation military ship
once and as far as my real experience with the Gorn goes, well,
Captain S’Kresh is the most senior officer I’ve spoken to more
than once beyond formal greetings. I, I’m sorry, Captain, I just
don’t think I’m the right person for the job.”

Kirk flipped the communicator open. “Ambassador,
whether you’re the right person or not doesn’t really matter at
the moment. You’re here, now, in the right place at the right
time, and that’s usually the way things work out.” He smiled.
“Pack light. You’ll be beaming up in about twelve minutes.”

“I—” Nguyen closed her mouth and looked Kirk in the eye.
“Yes, Captain, I guess I will.”

 



Chapter Three
“And… hangar doors are closed, Captain. Beginning

pressurization sequence.” Scott’s hands moved over the
controls without supervision, his eyes looking through the
observation window down on the hangar deck. “I’ll admit it’s
not exactly what I was expecting when you called up, sir.”

Voice very carefully neutral, his chief engineer seemed to
have been studying the art of understatement under his first
officer. “It’s not exactly what I was expecting either, Scotty. I
assumed they’d bring a lot of equipment so they wouldn’t have
to rely on us, so a transport made sense, which is why I offered
the hangar bay, but I did expect just the one vehicle.” And even
the one vehicle he had expected, blocky, armoured, and far too
big for a shuttle by Federation standards, was definitely more
than he’d expected. He should have thought things through a
little more, but there wasn’t time and his instincts had served
him well enough in the past. Shock troops and tactical
assistance, S’kresh had said. A small group of marines was
what Kirk had thought, plus support equipment for a mission
lasting at least a few days, even a week or two. Well, he
couldn’t claim unpreparedness on the part of the Gorn. They’d
joined the mission ready for a fight if one presented itself.

But he couldn’t decide whether to feel relieved about that
or not.

Standing out of the way, hands clasped behind his back,
Spock raised an eyebrow, not looking down into the hangar
bay. “Captain S'Kresh was completely honest, however.
Detailed scans indicate nothing that wasn't on the manifest he
provided as they departed, including ration packs and power
cells. Of course, they are quite literally armed to the teeth.”

Scott let his jaw hang open for a moment before finding a
snort and a smile. Having to work hard to keep from laughing,
Kirk grinned at his friend. “Thank you, Mr. Spock. I needed
that.”

“Indeed.”
The moment passed, and Scott’s face dropped back almost



into a scowl. “Aye, but I still don’t like this, Captain.”
“I understand, Mr. Scott.” Kirk wasn’t exactly thrilled with

the idea himself, and hadn’t been since Nguyen and S’Kresh
had come to him on the planet’s surface. He had obligations,
however, and much as he’d like to just ignore them in favour of
riding to the rescue, there were times he couldn’t. This seemed
to be one of them. “But we need to give the Gorn the same
consideration we would to anyone else we had aboard
representing a non-allied power, and in the same way.” Half a
dozen examples in the last few years sprang to mind, but none
of them with quite the same numbers or preparedness.
“Ambassador Nguyen assures me the Gorn sense of honour
toward the intent of the Treaty will keep us from open conflict
in the halls. They have as strong an interest in making this
work as we do, though I suspect they’ll keep to themselves as
much as possible.”

It wasn’t quite enough to mollify the engineer. “Aye, sir,
and I appreciate the guards around engineering, and the
general surveillance, and other precautions, but the Gorn
Commander—”

“Will certainly be as focused as I am on ensuring that our
personal history doesn’t repeat itself.” Kirk didn’t think there
was really any chance of that, thinking about what he knew
now, but memory was a hard thing to get past. “Mr. Spock,
we’ll meet you in Briefing Room Two. Scotty, let's go down to
greet our guests, shall we?”

Swiping a hand across the board to lock the controls,
Scott straightened his spine and nodded. “Aye, sir.” It took
Kirk’s practiced eye to see the sigh Scott didn’t let free, and the
distrust that he didn’t want seen, as they moved for the door.

*
Heat circulators still hadn’t quite removed the chill of

space from the Hangar Deck as Kirk stepped through the
doors, though he couldn’t quite see his breath. It wouldn’t take
long for the temperature to come up to normal. Atmospheric
pressure was already there and stabilized—he’d trusted Scott’s
control over the process more than enough to avoid needing to



ask the computer if it was safe.
At deck level, the Gorn transport looked even more

imposing, in a giant brick sort of way. Starfleet shuttles didn’t
seem particularly aerodynamic at first glance, but the nose of
the Gorn transport barely had a slope to it, almost as if it had
never occurred to the designers that it would be used anywhere
but in space. He wondered if it had much in the way of stealth
systems to go with the non-reflective dark grey composite
making up its hull.

A door ground open with a brief hiss of atmosphere and
Kirk looked up into a face that had given him a nightmare or
two in the weeks after his first visit to Cestus Three.
“Permission to board, Kirk-Captain.” The voice wasn’t what he
remembered, though, just like it hadn’t been earlier in today’s
events. That helped a great deal.

Doing his best to smile, and wondering if the Gorn could
even recognize the expression, Kirk nodded. “Granted, Captain
S’Kresh. And welcome.”

The Gorn curled his thick fingers into fists and bumped
them together at the knuckles as he bowed. “Though I am
unsure that is the case, it is appreciated. Thank you, Captain.
A very strange day, indeed.”

The echoed comment rang in Kirk’s mind. It might be the
strangest one he could remember in recent months, and he’d
had some doozies. “To that, I can only agree. Everything is
secure?”

“All personnel and material accounted for and standing
ready.”

“Excellent. A moment, please.” He took a few quick steps
to the comm panel next to the door from the hangar deck. “No
time left to waste, Mr. Sulu. Maximum warp.” Behind him, even
before Sulu’s filtered voice replied, he heard a mechanical
whirring for several seconds and heavy footfalls.

“Aye, aye, Captain. Maximum warp.”
He clicked the panel off and was oddly pleased to feel the

engine hum begin to build even as he turned around and
moved back to the little group, now clustered around a shuttle



exit ramp. “My apologies, but we need to start making up time
as quickly as we can.”

“I completely agree, Kirk-Captain.”
Smiling again, Kirk held out a hand. “Captain S’Kresh,

you met Mr. Spock briefly before the ceremony began. I’d like to
present another member of my senior staff, Lt. Commander
Scott, Chief Engineer.”

Keeping his spine rigid, Scott cleared his throat. “Welcome
aboard the Enterprise, Captain, uh, S’Kresh.” He rolled the ‘R’
more than the translator did in Kirk’s ear, a sure sign of stress,
but he kept it from his expression, well enough to fool the
Gorn, at least, Kirk hoped so. Their body language and facial
expressions would almost have to be completely different than
most humanoids, so they might get away with more, but it was
better to be on guard and pay attention.

S’Kresh’s hands twitched and Kirk wondered if he meant
to offer a formal handshake, but he seemed to settle on a deep
nod instead. The glittering compound eyes held on Scotty, Kirk
thought, but it was hard to tell for certain. “Thank you, Scott-
Engineer. We have much respect for the strength of the
Enterprise. It is obviously well maintained.”

Kirk hid a grin as Scott flushed and some of the tension
drained from his body. There wasn’t a better thing the Gorn
commander could have said. Compliment an engineer on their
area of responsibility and you quickly made a friend, whatever
the species. Scotty took the whole ship as his responsibility
directly, something proven on more than one occasion. “Aye, we
do our best.”

Clearing his throat, Kirk made clear eye contact with the
larger being. “We've designated some quarters near here for
your use. They're not exactly first class, but we’re not really a
passenger liner and they should be far more comfortable than
your shuttle. Mr. Scott will act as an escort to show your
designate the way.” He ignored the glance Scotty gave him

“Very generous.” Not for the first time, Kirk wished the
translator gave just a little more emotional context. The words
came out a little on the flat side, and he thought by what



followed that they must have held a little surprise. “We would
have been content to camp on the hangar deck, if required.”

“I don’t think that would have been a very diplomatic
decision on my part.” And he was sure the Federation
Ambassador on hand would have quickly drawn his attention
to it.

A grunting stuttered breath of what Kirk decided must be
Gorn laughter. “Perhaps not, but it would have been
overlooked.” S’Kresh turned to face the transport’s open hatch.
“Kralesh-Ensign!”

A second Gorn appeared in the shuttle doorway, dark tan
uniform, very different from S’Kresh’s mottled brown, stretched
across the heavily muscled frame. The sound of a single heavy
footstep betrayed how close the officer had been to the opening,
but Kirk cleared his throat again before any orders might be
issued. “Ah, there is one other thing before you settle in.”

S’Kresh tilted his head toward Kirk. “Of course, Kirk-
Captain.”

“With the exception of a few on duty security personnel
and landing parties, my crewmen don’t typically go armed.”

“Understood. Kralesh-Ensign.”
Ensign Kralesh took a pair of long steps down the ramp

and smacked a heavy fist to his chest. The sound it made was
closer to a spanner against the bulkhead than fabric-covered
flesh. Looking closer, Kirk realized it was more like that. The
short-sleeved uniform one-piece was actually some kind of
flexible armour. The difference was lost on Kirk, reinforcing the
more militant nature of their guests. “Yes, S’Kresh-Captain.”
Her chest. The translator gave the voice a definite feminine
timbre.

“Before seeing to the storage of equipment and vehicles,
you will accompany this officer to our designated quarters. He
is known as Scott-Commander and to be addressed as a
superior. Take one other with you and memorize the route so
that you may return.”

Kralesh thumped her chest again. “Of course, Captain.”
“Note to all personnel. Personal weapons are not required.”



“Understood, sir.” Looking back up into the shuttle,
Kralesh gave a quick hiss and a third Gorn appeared in the
doorway. Armoured as Kralesh was, it thumped down the ramp
to join the others.

Turning to a now less-comfortable chief engineer, Kirk
smiled. “See that they're comfortably settled in, Scotty.”

“Aye, Captain.” He stepped just a little to the side and
gestured to the hangar deck door. “If you’ll be coming with me,
Ensign.” Having not been introduced to the other Gorn, he
settled for a nod. “Mister.”

“Of course, sir.” Kralesh tapped a fist to her chest with
just a little less force than she had for her captain.

Watching them leave, the additional Gorn trailing behind.
Kirk was struck by how odd a pair they made. He wasn’t
exactly tall, but Scotty had a couple of centimetres on him. The
armoured Gorn, however, had a several dozen on the engineer
and was probably twice as broad across the shoulders. The
trailing Gorn might even be a touch taller, but not as wide.

S’Kresh grunted. “Please post your guards as openly as
you wish. They are expected.”

Not trying to hide the smile, Kirk nodded. “They're already
in place, Captain, but only in key areas. Within reasonable
guidelines, our mess and recreational facilities are open to you.
The chase is going to last several days, at least, plus the return
trip, and there’s no reason for your people to be confined to
quarters.”

It took the Gorn captain several seconds to reply, and Kirk
wondered what might be going through the reptiloid mind.
“Again, thank you. It is exceedingly generous, considering all
things.”

“And not exactly according to the rule book.” Kirk
shrugged, feigning a nonchalance he didn’t remotely feel. He
had a good crew, and they’d pay attention, plus there were
guards. “But there is a treaty on the way and we need our
people to be able to work together.”

“An easier task if they are able to interface. The logic is
sound.”



“You sound a little like a Vulcan of my acquaintance.” He
gestured to the door. “If you'll accompany us to the briefing
room, we'll go over the situation. I expect Mr. Spock and several
of my officers will have brought together some interesting
details from the available data.”

“Certainly. It is never too soon to begin preparations for
battle.”

 



Chapter Four
The door to the briefing room slid open and the cluster of

humans seated at the table shot to their feet. Kirk didn’t smile.
His usual mannerisms entering a non-combat briefing
suddenly didn’t seem appropriate. With the visitors involved, he
felt like the atmosphere needed to be a little more formal. “As
you were, everyone. Captain S’Kresh, please meet Lt.
Commander Sulu, Ensign, I’m sorry, Lieutenant Chekov.”

Chekov flushed a little but recovered quickly. “Chekov
Quite all right, sir. It still sounds a bit strange to me, too.”

Nodding, Kirk continued. “My chief of Security, Lt.
Commander Endilev. And you’ve already met Commander
Spock and Ambassador Nguyen.” Both of whom somehow
seemed less dust-covered and tidier than when he’d left them a
few minutes before. Kirk wondered if he should have taken the
time for a detour to his quarters to change at some point since
beaming up.

“It is agreeable to meet you all.” S’Kresh found an
available seat with space to either side and lowered himself into
it with some care. No creaking, but Kirk had a moment of worry
that the design specs might have been exceeded.

And then he very deliberately picked a seat next to the
Gorn captain. “Mr. Spock, if you wouldn’t mind summarizing
what you've learned so far.”

Spock pressed a switch in the middle of the small bank in
front of him, and the three-sided view screen in the centre of
the table powered up to show a group of three triangular
blocks. Viciously pointed warp nacelles perched at two vertices
but there seemed to be nothing else to really distinguish the
ship from the outside. No significant features, at least not at
the captured resolution.

“Approximately 1 hour, 6 minutes ago, these three ships
appeared just above the ground several thousand kilometres
from the main colony and diplomatic outpost on Cestus 3. It
seems likely they had been lying in wait for some time under
cover and with stealth systems engaged.”



Chekov cleared his throat. “As we broke orbit, the
embassy security office transmitted the notification that they
were sending teams to investigate the likely launch site.”

“Indeed.” Spock nodded. “Their course took a steep ascent
through the atmosphere, surprising, and firing on, all of the
vessels in orbit. Only the Enterprise and the Gorn
ambassadorial transport Dahkreth were able to raise their
shields in time. The other six vessels all sustained damage to
their warp and impulse engines but few casualties. No fatalities
reported so far. Targeting was quite precise.” He flicked another
switch and the view tightened to focus on one vessel, giving a
little more detail. Kirk was able to make out some viewports
that reminded him of arrow slits and a few cryptic markings.
“After the barrage, the lead ship, protected by its companions,
dropped its shields for eight-point-three seconds. All three
vessels then went to warp directly out of orbit on a heading of
269 mark 52. We are tracking their warp signatures.”

Ambassador Nguyen cleared her throat. “They dropped
their shields to beam aboard the six primary Ambassadors,
Federation and Gorn, plus their own extraction team. That
team consisted of armoured Gorn soldiers, seen by Lieutenant
Gareth and several other people present in the Treaty Hall.”
Her mouth pressed into a thin line, nostrils flared. “Apparently,
there is a previously unheard-from Gorn faction that doesn't
want the Treaty signed.”

Politics. As long as there were sentient beings in the
universe, Kirk was sure politics would get in their way.
“Apparently, Ambassador. But our immediate concern is
getting the rest of the ambassadors back. Both sets. It will be
up to them to worry about the politics of things after the fact.”
He hoed. Kirk looked around the table, making quick eye
contact with everyone, even S’Kresh though he couldn’t read
anything there. “For a change, the Enterprise is not the only
ship in the quadrant, but it shouldn’t surprise anyone that
she’s the only one able to give chase at the moment. Which
brings me back to the, um, elephant in the room.” Gods, he’d
almost said giant lizard. “Rumours run even faster than official



communications on this ship so you’re all likely aware we have
more than just one guest on board. Ambassador.”

“It’s a delicate political situation. There are a number of
contributing factors, but primarily because of past events and
because the Gorn Hegemony has as much interest in a positive
resolution to this situation as we do, they’ve sent a contingent
of soldiers to join us under the command of S’Kresh-Captain of
the GHS Longtooth. You may—”

One thick hand curled into a fist and smacked his chest,
effectively interrupting whatever Nguyen might have been
about to point out, and S’Kresh almost stood, weight shifting
forward alarmingly. “It is an honour to serve with the
Enterprise crew, though I could wish circumstances to be
different.”

“As do we all, Captain.” Switching his gaze to his chief of
security, Kirk raised an eyebrow. “Commander Endilev.”

The Andorian woman’s expression didn’t change beyond
making eye contact. “Sir?”

“Reiterating our earlier conversation, commander, and so
that everyone is clear, the visiting Gorn are to be accorded all
the freedoms we would allow any guest from a non-allied power
on our ship.”

“Of course, Captain.”
Damn, Andorians were hard to read when they wanted to

be. “I’m also making it your job to ensure the crew is fully
aware of the situation. We don’t need some crewman sounding
the alarm just because a couple of Captain S’Kresh’s crew
happen to show up on one of the Recreation Decks.”

“That would certainly be appreciated.” The translator gave
the non-quite flat words a wry intonation. Dry humour coming
through the translator? He never would have thought the Gorn
had humour. It wouldn’t even have occurred to him before now.

Endilev cleared her throat. “I issued the necessary
communications before they came on board, Captain, and I will
follow up with all department heads and supervisors. In the
ordinary course of events, everyone should be clear by end of
the shift, but I will ensure the communication happens more



swiftly.”
“Thank you, Commander. Mr. Sulu, what’s your best

estimate on an intercept time?”
“The vessels have pushed their speed to Warp 6 point 5.

Assuming this is actually their maximum, without redlining
our own engines we'll overhaul them in a little less than 84
hours.”

Kirk nodded. “Mr. Scott has promised to squeeze a little
more power out of his engines without shaking us apart, so
we'll shave a bit off of that, I expect, but we’ve still got more
than three days of planning time. What we need to know is
what we're facing when we get there.”

S’Kresh made a noise like a deep cough and his teeth
clacked together, fairly effectively drawing the attention of
everyone else in the room. He looked around the table. “The
vessels are A’kess Class combat scouts. They have a crew
compliment of 36 with minimal extra space and facilities so the
Ambassadors will be packed in rather close quarters unless
they are spread among the three ships. Possible, but unlikely.
Armament consists of six mid-range blasters, two of which are
rear-facing, and one torpedo launcher with six torpedoes
available. Shielding is light compared to a cruiser-grade vessel,
but excellent for its size. The chase may be slightly longer than
estimated. They can attain Warp 7 for short periods, but it is
not recommended.”

Leaning forward, Chekov’s eyes glittered, though not quite
like a Gorn’s. “Design flaws and weaknesses?”

It took a long moment for S’Kresh to respond. “This class
of vessel is in service and a peace treaty, even if signed, is not
an alliance. In spite of current circumstances, I will provide
only tactical assistance, not technical.”

“I understand.” The mixture of disappointment and
satisfaction on Chekov’s face impressed Kirk a little. He
thought about just how much the young man had matured
during his time on the Enterprise.

But the Gorn wasn’t finished yet, turning those glittering
eyes on Kirk. “For the same reasons, Kirk-Captain, I will also



strongly request that any vessels we disable be destroyed after
all prisoners have been taken aboard.”

“I think we can all respect that, Captain.” Although he’d
have to phrase the log entry carefully to satisfy whatever intel
officers would eventually read it in that event. Not that it would
be the first time.

The Gorn’s entire upper body bobbed and Kirk chose to
interpret the gesture as a nod instead of a bow. “Thank you. I
will say, however, that I do not believe three to be a fair match
for this vessel in true combat. There might be interesting
moments, but I have no doubt the Enterprise would come out
victorious.”

“Probably a big part of why they're running.” Sulu
shrugged in the moment he became the centre of attention. “I
hate to put motivations into things with so little data, but it
doesn’t look to me like they were after a fight, just a smash and
grab.”

Chekov nodded. “And we were supposed to be disabled as
well.”

“Thanks to your reflexes we’re not though, Pavel.” A false
frown brought Sulu’s eyebrows down, fighting with the smile.

“Leaving it to us to attempt the rescue, Lieutenant.” Kirk
slipped in the extra comment before Sulu’s next observation
could make it into the open. With only three of the small ships
involved in the kidnapping, they couldn’t have counted on
disabling all of the ships in orbit. They had to have been hoping
for confusion and slow reactions. The fact that they damaged
all but two had to be counted as good fortune for the
dissidents.

Chekov hadn’t quite put that together yet, but even when
he did, it wouldn’t be a reflection on his reaction time, just
analytical experience. If the shields had been down, the
Enterprise would still be back in orbit. His eyes dropped to the
table. “Thank you, sirs.”

Letting the fresh Lieutenant enjoy the praise and
embarrassment for a moment, Kirk turned his attention back
to the rest of the table only to be interrupted by the bosun’s



call of the intercom and the tinny voice of Lieutenant
Commander DeSalle. “Bridge to Captain Kirk.”

Flicking a switch on the small panel in front of him, he
tried not to sound irritated at the interruption. DeSalle knew
better, so it wasn’t going to be trivial. “Kirk here.”

“Sir, two of the ships have changed course.”
Spock’s quiet voice interrupted Kirk’s indrawn breath.

“Captain, if I may.”
“Go ahead, Mr. Spock.”
Spock flicked another switch. “Spock here, Mr. DeSalle.

The ship I have designated as Alpha is our primary target.
Please adjust course as required to continue closing with that
vessel.”

“Understood, Commander. Adjusting to comply. DeSalle
ou- Captain! I have three more on sensors! Just at the edge of
our range and of probably identical configuration. They're… on
an intercept course with Enterprise and the first two are
definitely moving to join them. Time to close… estimate 27
minutes.”

“Yellow alert, Mr. DeSalle. Keep us up to date. We'll be
there shortly. Kirk out.”

Chekov leaned over and spoke quietly to Sulu, though not
quietly enough to avoid being overheard. “Yellow Alert?”

Clearly checking a grin, Sulu shook his head. “You want
to wind everyone up on Red for half an hour before anything
actually happens?”

“Good point.”
Illustrating nicely the difference in experience between the

two. “So much for the smash and grab, Mr. Sulu.” Kirk looked
at his Gorn counterpart. “You said three of the combat scouts
aren’t a match for the Enterprise. What about five?

“Five will be very interesting.”
Pressing his mouth into a line, Kirk nodded. “It certainly

will, Captain. I think now would be an excellent time for some
of that tactical assistance. And the floor is open to suggestions,
everyone.”

 



Chapter Five
“I think we’ve had enough of the alert klaxon, Lieutenant.

Thank you.”
“Aye, sir.” A quick flick of a switch on Uhura’s board and

the sound disappeared, returning the normal bridge
background noise to prominence after a few seconds of hearing
adjustment. The red lights continued to flash where everyone
could see, however.

At the navigator’s console, Lieutenant Chekov turned his
head just far enough to speak over his shoulder. “Two minutes
to weapons range, Captain.” Not a tremor in his voice, and no
trace of excitement. How soon youth gave way to experience,
Kirk thought, and then noted he was having that thought far
too often lately. Of course, a tour on the Enterprise seemed to
bring a lot of experience very quickly, so that helped on both
counts. “Thank you, Mr. Chekov. Take us out of warp, Mr.
Sulu. Let’s let them come to us.”

“Aye, aye, Captain.” Sulu’s hands slid across the controls.
Somewhere far below, engineering systems took those
commands and the strong hum of the warp drive dropped away
as the star field returned to a normal on the view screen. They
weren’t particularly close to any star system, so those distant
points of light remained distant points in subtle shades of a
dozen colours, all still against the endless black carpet. He
resisted the urge to look for motion among the stars, knowing
he wasn’t the only one with eyes on the viewer. There wouldn’t
be any, not even when they closed to combat range and
launched into whatever maneuvers the situation required.
Thousands of kilometres would separate the ships with the first
exchange of weapons fire, regardless of how things looked on
sensors.

Fingers dancing, Uhura turned far enough in her seat to
make eye contact with Kirk. “Incoming Gorn vessels are still
refusing to answer hails.”

Kirk nodded. He hadn’t expected anything different. “Time
to set up our little surprise, then.” Kirk swiveled his chair,



looking up at the giant lizard standing next to him. “Captain, if
you'd like to give the order.” He flicked a pair of switches on the
right arm and thought he felt an increase in temperature as his
counterpart leaned over.

“Thank you.” With access to a starship’s computing
capacity, emotion came through the translation, and the Gorn
Captain’s next words came across almost as a growl. “Keliss-
Lieutenant. Launch fighters.”

Filtered through two communications systems and a
translator, Keliss replied in a flat voice. “Acknowledged,
S’Kresh-Captain. Fighters away.”

*
Keliss watched an indicator shift to a dull orange the

moment the hangar doors had opened with a minimum margin
for wing clearance. She flipped several switches and released
the locks on the controls, pulling up gently on the thruster
lever. During those few heartbeats, the hangar doors opened
fully, providing plenty of space for even a careless pilot, which
none of them were.

“Launching now.” Her own words seemed hollow in the
helmet, tiny echoes pushing against her hearing membranes.
She’d missed the sensation.

Behind her, K’lek and Agesh mirrored her movements in
their own fighters and she felt her pulse begin to quicken. This
was different than mere manoeuvres, training exercises, or
even war games. Keliss and her pilots rode into battle with
weapons free and fully powered. And they would fight against
ships that under other circumstances would fight at their
sides. She worried that she would be the one to fire the first
shot against another Gorn vessel, the opening salvo in what
might become a broader conflict. But she trusted S’Kresh-
Captain, and knew how to follow orders. What had been done
was wrong, dishonorable, and must be answered for.

Her right hand pushed the throttle gently forward. The
engine whine rose just a little and Keliss watched the hangar
deck slide away behind her, the metal grey with black and red
accents giving way to the speckled black of open space. Her



display showed two more fighters following her as she moved
the control yolk, bringing the Federation starship into view.
“We have cleared the hangar and are taking up position on the
underside of the saucer, port rear.”

*
The screen shifted to the view from a camera under the

saucer as the three sleek, razor-sharp fighters snuggled up to
the gently curved hull. S’kresh straightened, almost leaving
Kirk’s peripheral vision. “Acknowledged, Lieutenant. Maintain
communications through Enterprise systems.”

“Understood.”
Kirk flicked a switch on his chair. He nodded to Uhura,

knowing the silent command to monitor the frequency would
get prioritized near the top of all of the things on her current
multitasking list. He looked up at the Gorn captain, still not
quite comfortable with the predatory appearance of his
erstwhile ally, but not willing to give into the primitive fear and
prejudice. “An interesting tactic. They’re in no danger?”

Without looking away from the screen, S’Kresh shook his
head. “Keliss is an excellent pilot and her wing mates are
nearly as good. They will stay tight and hidden against the hull
of the Enterprise with no difficulty. It is a tactic used with some
success in the past.”

“It's a trick that will only work once.”
S’Kresh shrugged, and Kirk was struck by how human the

gesture seemed. “In the current case, yes, but it will come as
completely unexpected from a Federation vessel. It should
provide an unpleasant surprise for our opponents, perhaps
making them doubt the wisdom of their actions. Together, the
fighters should be strong enough to disable or destroy one of
the opposing ships almost immediately. As a group, they will be
a clear match for one vessel at a time.”

“And it will be up to us to keep the rest busy.” Kirk
nodded. Four to one odds weren’t the worst they’d ever faced,
especially when the four were much smaller and lightly armed
by comparison. Together, they outgunned the Enterprise, but
not by much. “Interesting, indeed.” He watched the seconds



tick down on a small display on the arm of his chair.
At the science station, Spock straightened for a moment.

“Captain S'Kresh. I am curious about something.”
Making eye contact with his first officer, Kirk raised an

eyebrow, not quite unconsciously mimicking the typically
Vulcan gesture. “Perhaps right before combat is not the best
time, Mr. Spock. You'll have to satisfy your curiosity later.”

Spock nodded, but otherwise didn’t react at all. Not even
an eyebrow raise to note the stifling of his curiosity. “Of course,
Captain.” He bent back to the viewer without further comment.

Fingers playing across controls to ensure everything was
ready for use, Chekov didn’t turn around as he spoke, keeping
his focus on his instruments. “Entering weapons range… now!”

A few seconds passed with nothing but the hum of
instruments to mark them. Finally, Kirk leaned forward a little.
“They're maintaining the same wing formation? No change?”

Chekov seemed a little surprised. “Aye, Captain.” He
glanced over his shoulder. “They may be unaware of our
effective range.”

Kirk grinned. “Wonderful news, Mr. Chekov. Let’s press
that advantage for whatever it’s worth. On my mark, torpedo
barrage to the lead ship and all phasers to the ship on its far
left. Mr. Sulu, as soon as the torpedoes are away, you'll roll us
to starboard, away from the fighters, and we'll fire on the lead
ship again, this time with phasers. Mr. Uhura, please
communicate that the far right vessel as the one we’d like Lt.
Keliss to focus on first.”

All three officers acknowledged the order without a glance
back. This wasn’t a new game and they knew their jobs well
enough not to need any hand holding. Kirk wondered what he’d
ever done to have attracted such competence to his ship. He
wasn't often disappointed, and didn’t expect to be this time,
unless the Gorn ships had more teeth than the Enterprise was
ready for or than S’Kresh had indicated. It wouldn’t be the first
time they’d been heavily outgunned, and he couldn’t plan for
every possibility in advance, much as he’d like that gift of
foresight.



“Ready.” He held his breath for a count of three, just to
close a little more distance, just to hide their real range from
the Gorn a little more, though he had no doubt the friendlier
Gorn on the bridge was making plenty of mental notes. “Mark!”

Chekov pushed hard on a handful of switches. Two pairs
of torpedoes launched within a second of each other, followed
immediately by a phaser burst. In almost the same moment,
the impulse engines whined as Sulu pushed both them and the
inertial compensators a little harder than they might have
preferred to work. Two more quick phaser bursts followed
during the maneuver.

If Spock had even noticed the change in environment
around him or the movement of the ship, his posture and voice
gave no sign. “Fighters are closing on the designated
undamaged A’kess vessel. Lead vessel is trailing atmosphere.
Changing course to one-eleven mark fourteen, but slowly. It
retains at least some impulse mobility but has lost warp drive
and weapons.

Shaking his head, Kirk dismissed that ship from
consideration. “Leave it. We've no reason to destroy them. Mr.
Chekov, focus your fire on the nearest ship not targeted by the
fighters. Mr. Uhura, visual please.”

The main viewer switched from a star field to the
triangular flying wing A’kess class combat scout currently
favoured by Chekov’s targeting. It appeared to spin on one
nacelle just in time to avoid a phaser blast and a brief flash
came just a split second before the Enterprise shuddered under
an impact. The impact didn’t affect Chekov’s aim on the next
shot and the ship’s shields flared under the focused energy.

Spock frowned into the viewer. “Forward Shields at 92%.
Near-simultaneous hit from two of the vessels. They should not
be allowed to coordinate their fire.”

Keeping sarcastic comments to himself since his first
officer wouldn’t appreciate them anyway, Kirk chose instead to
silently agree. “Sulu, increase evasive maneuvers. Chekov,
continue firing on the same vessel, but don’t be afraid to send
some torpedoes in the direction of one of the other ships.”



“Aye, aye, sir.” Engines pushed harder as Sulu’s fingers
flickered across the board. How soon until Scotty called the
bridge to complain? After all, it was his ship Kirk was
demanding more of.

Chekov merely nodded, watching his readings instead of
sparing a glance at either his captain or the main viewer. He’d
seen the other vessels clearly enough already and the sight
wouldn’t affect his job from here. “Understood, sir.”

Spock’s voice cut through anything else Kirk might have
been about to say. “The Gorn fighters are engaging.”

*
Space seemed unchanging. Nothing save the hum of the

engines betrayed the motion of her fighter. Even the slow
increase in size of the opponent vessel they had targeted could
easily be an imaging trick.

K’lek’s voice whispered against her left membrane.
“Optimal range achieved, Keliss-Lieutenant.”

“Agreed.” She touched two controls on the tiny
communications panel before returning the hand to the throttle
and pushing her engines harder. “Enterprise, Keliss. Beginning
attack run now.” A tight beam ran from her fighter to the
Federation starship, ensuring instant communication.

A human voice, female she thought, or at least rendered
that way by the translator, responded immediately, sounding a
little flat inside her helmet, flatter than normal
communications in a fighter, an extra level of filtration.
“Acknowledged, Lieutenant.” Keliss left the channel open,
considering it an extra level of operational awareness. She
assumed the human communications officer would continue to
listen and update both captains as required.

Optimal range, indeed. Targeting the weapons array of
their prey, Keliss triggered the blasters, knowing her wing
mates would be less than a heartbeat behind and working on
the engine nacelles. The stitch of compressed energy was
thrilling and frightening at the same time as it stalked across
the hull, but she found the explosion at its end quite gratifying.
Between the three fighters, they had put out enough power to



overload the larger ship’s shields.
In the next moment, even as she veered away, her fighter

shook and she pushed down and to port before juking back to
add some additional randomness to her flight pattern.
Continuing to evade while tracking her prey, only then did she
glance at the small damage display in the corner of her primary
systems console. “Registering a minor hit to port sensor
cluster. Evasive maneuvers continuing.”

The target rolled across her view and without waiting for a
lock, Keliss allowed a few bolts loose against the foe. Most went
wide, but the last three left, she was sure, scorch marks along
the starboard upper hull.

Pulling away again, she set a random evasive pattern and
checked the sensor display. “Confirm that target’s shields are
down.” Claws tapped a quick set of commands. “We will
regroup at these relative coordinates to come about for a
second run. Transmitting.” Now, so long as the larger ships
saved their torpedoes to direct against the threat of Enterprise
rather than the stinging insects fighters were typically
considered to be, they should easily account for at least one
ship being dragged quickly from combat. “Enterprise, we are
commencing our second run.”

*
The Enterprise rocked, a small amount of the destructive

energy from the blaster strike transformed into kinetic energy.
Not enough to do any damage to the ship or the beings inside,
but sufficient to rock everyone in their seats. They’d faced far
stronger opponents in their time, but Kirk felt like an elephant
surrounded by jackals. Sooner or later, one side had to wear
the other down. He’d bet pretty strongly on the elephant most
days, but the jackals got lucky sometimes, and the opposing
captains were very good at pack fighting techniques.

“Shields at 63%.” There were moments Kirk would have
given up a year’s leave to have that stable Vulcan voice, but
then he supposed he’d have to take everything else that went
with it. Spock might be one of his best friends, but that didn’t
mean Kirk wanted to be his twin brother.



At the helm, Chekov returned fire, all phaser banks
releasing stored energy simultaneously. His eyes never left his
board and Kirk saw the young Lieutenant’s body stiffen before
he raised a clenched fist. “Ha! Got him!”

Spock looked over his right shoulder from the Science
station without straightening. “Confirmed. Target Beta Three is
venting atmosphere and its forward weapons array appears
completely inoperable. Rear blasters remain undamaged but
are its only offensive capability. It appears to be retreating at a
low speed directly away from us.”

Almost noticed in the sounds of a bridge in the midst of
battle, Kirk heard the filtered voice of Lieutenant Keliss come
through the miniature communications console on his chair.
“Target designate Beta One disabled. Commencing attack run
on target Beta Two.”

But it was Uhura who responded first. “Acknowledged,
Lieutenant.” She turned in her chair. “Captain—”

“Thank you Lieutenant. I forgot to turn the channel off.”
Kirk flicked a switch on the right arm of the command chair as
the Enterprise rocked again. To be honest with himself, he’d
forgotten he’d turned it on in the first place there had been so
little from the fighters so far. But that made two opposing
vessels out of the fight.

“Forward shields at 51%.” Spock did straighten this time,
frowning as he turned. “Captain, the disabled vessel is heavily
damaged. Multiple systems failures.” A pause. “The vessel is
losing antimatter containment.”

“Are we close enough to transport survivors aboard?” He
didn’t even have to think about that. Part of his mind noted it
was funny how quickly he’d gone from thinking of the opposing
Gorn, or even all Gorn, as enemies to wanting to save as many
of them as possible. He reminded himself they’d rescued other
enemies in the past. You didn’t play favourites.

The patented Spock eyebrow raise followed, destroying the
frown. “It would require lowering our shields.” The ship rocked
again, but less than for previous impacts. Two ships out of the
battle meant less coordinated fire.



“Stating the obvious, Mr. Spock?”
The Vulcan’s head tilted just slightly to one side. “Merely a

reminder, Captain.”
Not quite in the corner of his vision, S’Kresh loomed, the

large Gorn somehow avoided seeming menacing. “Do not
endanger us for their sake.”

He wasn’t quite sure how to take the tone that came
through the translator. “Not if I can help it, Captain.” He wasn’t
playing that game, but he’d also learned more than once that
mercy was a better option than mere safety, present company
included. He didn’t feel the need to make that point out loud,
though. “But let's have as few casualties as we can manage.
Mr. Spock, how long until they lose containment?”

Bending back to the sensor station, blue light bathed
Spock’s face again. “Based on these readings, I would estimate
between four and five minutes. At peak efficiency, Mr. Kyle will
require at least one point five minutes to transport 36 beings
aboard.”

The ship shook again. Underneath the rocking, Kirk heard
the engines begin to whine harder as Sulu put even more
power into their evasive maneuvers.

Fingers moving through the various weapons systems,
Chekov announced the status in Spock’s place. “Shields at
39%. Returning fire.”

For his part, Spock continued on as if nothing had
changed. “We will also need somewhere to put those 36
beings.”

Kirk began putting things together in his head,
considering how large an explosion the antimatter overload
might produce in a vessel that size. “And, with our shields at
less than full strength, a few seconds to put some distance
between the Enterprise and the explosion would be nice.”

“Indeed, Captain.”
The plan coming together in his mind, Kirk issued a

stream of orders. “Cease fire, Mr. Chekov, and channel
weapons power to the shields. Mr. Sulu, intercept course for
the critical vessel and execute as soon as you’ve got it ready.



Lieutenant Uhura, open a channel to the attacking ships and
signal the fighters to pull back.”

Long fingers flipped several switches. “I have a frequency
open, sir. You may transmit when ready.” Three more switches.
“Lt. Keliss, fighters are to disengage and withdraw, repeat
disengage and withdraw.”

As he inhaled for his own message, Kirk heard a tiny
version of Keliss’ voice from a distant speaker. “Acknowledged,
Enterprise. Disengaging now.”

Kirk cleared his throat. “Attention attacking vessels. This
is Captain James T. Kirk of the Federation Starship Enterprise.
One of your damaged vessels is about to lose antimatter
containment. We have the capability to rescue the crew before
the failure, but you must cease fire and stand down.”

A flash of light against the view screen accompanied the
next rocking blast.

Spock’s voice increased in volume from any point in the
battle so far. “Port shield generators are overloading. Estimated
one or two more volleys to failure. Attempting to compensate
with redirected power.”

He looked over to the communications station, but Uhura
shook her head. “No response, Captain.”

Beside him, the Gorn made a rasping sound that might
have been his throat clearing. “Kirk-Captain.”

“By all means.” He pointed at the arm of his chair.
S’Kresh leaned a little closer to the pickup in Kirk’s chair.

“Attacking vessels. S'Kresh-Captain, Cruiser Longtooth. I offer
the survivors of the damaged vessel the Oath of Mercy. Without
it, your clan mates die and you will shortly follow. We will
continue. You have thirty heartbeats to comply.” He
straightened and spoke the next words a little less forcefully.
“You may close the channel, Uhura-Lieutenant.”

Which took exactly one switch. “Frequency closed.”
Kirk looked up at the giant lizard he shared his command

deck with. “A little harsh.”
With a very human shrug, S’Kresh turned his attention to

the view screen, squaring his heavy body to the front of the



bridge. “Gorn respect strength. In a high stress situation, it is
often best to be firm if you want something to occur, though it
can be difficult to balance. Too firm may foster resentment, but
too gentle may breed suspicion. Both can push your target
away from the desired path. Clear choices that leave strength
and honour intact are preferred.”

“I’ll try to remember that.” Kirk looked over to his first
officer. “Mr. Spock, I notice a lack of weapons fire. What are our
friends out there doing?”

“The attacking vessels have ceased fire, however they have
yet to… I stand corrected, Captain.” Spock stood, hands
clasped behind his back, and turned to take in both the screen
and his captain. “The vessels are moving off and will be out of
weapons range in approximately 55 seconds.”

His fist clenched for a moment, but that was the only
celebration of victory he allowed himself. “Mr. Sulu, best speed
to put us in transporter range, but be prepared to get us away
quickly. Lt. Uhura, security and medical teams to the
transporter room. Mr. Kyle is to start getting that crew off as
soon as they arrive. Make sure Commander Endilev is in the
loop if she isn’t already.”

S’Kresh straightened, looming even more than normal.
“With your permission, Kirk-Captain, your security personnel
might find it beneficial to have some of my soldiers present for
backup. And I might make myself available to accept
surrenders and offer Oaths in person.”

Kirk nodded. “An excellent idea, Captain. Maybe a friendly
face or two as our new guests materialize will help keep things
calm.”

“Not precisely friendly, but I take your meaning well.” The
Gorn captain’s long legs made short work of the distance
between the captain’s chair and the turbo lift, which opened
almost too slowly for his passage.

Her chair swiveling towards the centre of the bridge,
Uhura raised an eyebrow. “Receiving a transmission from one
of the Scouts, sir. It’s a simple acknowledgement. Nothing to
indicate any change in posture.” He wished that surprised him.



Returning to the sensor readouts once more, Spock
studied details Kirk could only begin to guess at. “The
remaining warp capable ships are moving to the aid of the
damaged vessel. Their shields are down and they are each
activating transporters. We are still inside their weapons range,
however.”

“Transporter range now, Captain.”
The mental debate lasted only a few seconds. There really

wasn’t a lot of time to react or get things done and Kirk was
willing to throw the dice. “Shields down. Mr. Kyle may begin
transport the moment Security teams are in place, immediately
if possible.”

One hand to her ear piece, Uhura nodded. “Transporter
room acknowledges.” She flipped several switches as she
turned back to her board. “Captain, Lt. Keliss reports that his
fighters have put themselves between Enterprise and the hostile
vessels. Their weapons remain charged and ready.”

“My thanks to Mr. Keliss, Lieutenant. Please ensure the
fighters are aware of the imminent core breach.” He could feel
his heart rate already beginning to drop back, but he wasn’t
nearly as trusting as he might have been in his youth. “Mr.
Chekov, especially now that we’ve dropped the shields, see that
we can say the same.”

“Aye, aye, sir. Weapons hot.”



Chapter Six
Waiting had never been James T. Kirk’s favourite thing.

He’d been trying his whole life to get better at it and sitting in
the Captain’s chair had given him more practice at waiting
than he’d ever wanted. It had also given him a lot of practice at
working against a clock.

But time spent waiting while other people worked against
a clock was stressful, especially when he didn’t known exactly
how much time was left on that clock. As he’d been promoted
up through to command, as he’d had to engage in that kind of
waiting more and more, the stress had only gotten worse even
as he’d learned to hide it better from those around him.

“The remaining Gorn vessels are going to warp, Captain.
Course matched to the entry vector of the original
reinforcement ships rather than the ship we were pursuing.
They may be unaware of our sensor range and hope we’ll
follow.” There might have been a hint of some subtle jibe in his
first officer’s words, but there was absolutely no inflection in
the words to tease a reaction from. Spock also deliberately
didn’t mention that there was at least one Gorn who had a
better idea of that sensor range now.

One side of Kirk’s mouth lifted and he relaxed a little in
the command chair. “How unfortunate for them that I’d rather
rescue the Ambassadors. Status on the Gorn evacuation?”

It took only two switches for his communications officer to
make the connection. “Transporter room. Status update please,
Chief Kyle.” She listened for several seconds, a frown creasing
her brow just slightly. “Mr. Kyle reports sensor difficulties due
to radiation leakage, but he believes he’s bringing the last
group on board now. Thirty-one survivors. The transporter
room has logged a number of minor injuries, but Dr. McCoy
will have several patients for longer duration stays in sickbay.”

Nodding, he turned his eyes to the view screen where the
disabled ship seemed to hang almost limp in space. “Thank
you, Lt. Uhura, please verify the fighters have withdrawn to a
safe distance. We’ll rendezvous with them as quickly as



possible.”
“Enterprise to Lt. Keliss, verify minimum safe distance,

repeat, minimum safe distance.” The pause was longer this
time, and the Lieutenant flipped a switch to allow the response
come through on speaker at Kirk’s nod.

The translated, and slightly static-strained, voice of
Lieutenant Keliss came through loud and intelligible.
“Acknowledged, Enterprise. Increasing separation.” She cut the
channel again, her fingers rippling across the board to monitor
damage control stations, external communications, and the
great bird alone knew what else.

Spock had spent the entire intervening time hunched over
the sensor readouts, but straightened now. “Captain, I have a
power surge on the Gorn vessel. Estimate one minute to core
breach.”

A raised eyebrow for his first officer, Kirk struggled not to
smile. “Not quite the four or five minutes you promised, Mr.
Spock.” He should have known better, watching his first officer
fold his hands behind his back.

“I do not recall promising anything, Captain. I merely
provided an estimate based on the available data at the time.
The data has changed.”

“Well, then—”
A quick swivel at communications likely drew more gazes

than Kirk’s. “Mr. Kyle reports the last survivors are on board,
sir.”

“Excellent. Well done, Mr. Kyle.” The orders weren’t hard
to give from here. The most important thing now was getting
the Enterprise, now with an extra thirty or so passengers, to
safety. “Shields up! Get us away from here, Mr. Sulu. Any
heading.”

Chekov acknowledged first, his fingers already on the
tactical portion of his board. “Shields up, aye.”

But Sulu was only a breath behind. “Aye, aye.” A course
already pre-selected, he pushed the impulse drive and the
distant whine of the engines made itself heard as a rising hum.

“Core breach is imminent.”



Trusting Spock to keep them apprised of the situation,
Kirk focused on the rest of the bridge crew, doing a quick visual
check of body language and focus before his eyes came to rest
on the now not-so-menacing ship receding on the view screen.
“Time to minimum safe distance, Mr. Sulu?”

Kirke doubted Sulu’s eyes ever came up from his board,
skimming over several readouts as he monitored course,
heading, speed, time, engine performance, and half a dozen
other things. “Minimum safe distance in twenty-five seconds…
mark.”

“Radiation fluctuations spiking. The core breach is in
progress.”

On the screen, he saw the ship burst apart before the
screen damped itself down to avoid inflicting the full wash of
photons on the bridge crew. The effect still wiped away
anything that might be seen in the explosion. Unable to turn
his head quite away, Kirk squinted at the almost blinding light
and waited for that light to start receding.

“Brace for impact.” Spock’s voice, the calm in the radiation
storm.

At the communications board, Uhura flicked several
switches and Kirk heard her voice reach out across the ship.
“Brace for impact. All hands, brace for impact.” She repeated
the message twice more before cutting off the intra-ship
channel and wrapping her hands around the edge of her
station.

“Wave front will reach us in four, three, two, one.”
Underneath everyone on board, the deck jumped high on

one side sending the other lower. Seated members of the bridge
crew managed to stay seated, if only barely. And Mr. Spock
merely tightened his own grip on the science station. The two
security guards stationed at the turbolift doors fared less well
and one young engineering crewman bounced off the railing
and into Lieutenant Leslie’s chair, almost dislodging him.
Leslie’s quick grab of the crewman’s collar saved them both
from a further sprawl. As the ship’s inertial compensators
kicked back in at full strength, the deck shifted back in the



other direction, leaving the final orientation the same as it had
been before the explosion, even if the Enterprise had been
skewed in space a little.

Taking a deep breath, Kirk looked around again to find his
officers and crew present and intact. “Well, since we seem to
still be here, we must have reached minimum safe distance.
Mr. Sulu, bring us about to retrieve Lt. Keliss and her wing
mates. Maximum impulse. Mr. Uhura, it’s fine if they’d like to
meet us part way.”

It could have been a roulette wheel with how fast Sulu
spun the dial with one hand even as he rotated two smaller
ones with the other. “Course one-fourteen mark eleven.
Maximum impulse, aye.”

The engines picked up again, that lovely hum that meant
his ship was moving as it should. “Damage reports, Mr. Spock.
Let’s find out what kind of shape we’re in, shall we?”

The small intra-ship communications system on the
science board flashed to life as Spock plucked his own earpiece
from its holder to begin the secondary duty. “Damage reports,
all stations.”

With a little luck, they’d be in shape to resume the pursuit
as soon as the fighters were back on board.



Chapter Seven
The corridors on Enterprise seemed wider somehow than

those on Pride of Andor, even though it was essentially the
same saucer design on a larger scale. But then, Commander
Endilev thought, Enterprise also had the engineering decks and
all of the extra corridors that went with those. Even with four
times the crew, it probably had six times the interior volume,
and the engineering decks, where one found the shuttle bay
and the cargo bays as well as main engineering and a lot of the
workshops, were underpopulated compared to the saucer.

So the lower decks were more spacious just by being less
crowded.

And that’s where the cordoned off sections were.
She walked down the centre of the corridor towards the

primary checkpoint, reveling in the free space to either side
with nothing to watch for and no other people to be aware of
until she approached the single Enterprise security officer
stationed there. That gave her a little pause and, for a moment,
she debated how to approach his missing Gorn counterpart,
deciding to let the conversation evolve naturally. Humans
seemed to have a proper feeling for neither subtlety nor
bluntness, and she was still learning her way around the
human security psyche. “Lieutenant. Are the prisoners settled
in?”

Lieutenant Gareth still looked very young to her, though
he’d made Lieutenant just before she’d come on board
Enterprise. She wasn’t sure if that was a species-centric view
point or not since many humans looked on the young side to
her. He came to attention briefly until she waved it off. “Yes,
ma’am, I think so. Captain S’Kresh dismissed the security
escort and took Arms Sergeant Sirik with him to present the
last few to their captain in the cargo bay. The other guard pairs
have dispersed to their assigned positions and reported in.” He
tried not to make a show of looking around and appeared to let
himself relax from the rigid stance he usually managed. Endilev
had noticed a gradual calming of the young man since she’d



come on board, slowly growing more comfortable with actual
conversation with his fellow officers and commanders.
“Commander, is this situation as odd as it feels to me?”

One mystery solved, another presented. “Odd how,
Lieutenant?”

“Well, standing guard over Gorn prisoners is odd enough, I
suppose, considering our history, but when my partner for the
duty is another Gorn, well, it’s just strange, that’s all.”

Endilev nodded. Understanding was easy sometimes, once
in a while even with humans. “You should learn to take every
opportunity as a learning experience, Lieutenant.”

“Ma’am?”
Endilev tried to adopt a relaxed posture, almost leaning

against the bulkhead to her left while still keeping both
directions of the corridor and Lieutenant Gareth in view. “The
tendency toward mixed crews in Starfleet is only growing. Any
opportunity you find to learn about another culture should be
seized. It's why I asked to be optioned for the position of
Security Chief on a mixed cruiser if one became available
rather than staying on Pride of Andor or going to another ship
in the Blue Fleet at the end of my rotation. I was lucky to be
considered for the Enterprise.”

Having a hard time keeping eye contact, the young human
tried to keep his posture and prove to his superior that he was
both paying attention and open to new ideas, which was what
Starfleet was all about, after all. “I suppose so, ma'am, or I
understand, at least. It's just, well...”

She tried a smile, not often a public expression for
Andorians, but humans did it constantly. “Think about it,
Lieutenant. Being on board Enterprise has taught me a lot
about humans, not that I’ll ever figure you out, and, leaving me
out of things, there are representatives of seven other species
aboard, in small numbers, so nine in total. You’re not
uncomfortable with any of us, are you?”

“Are you suggesting one of the Gorn might join Starfleet,
ma’am?”

Holding out both hands, she turned her palms up and



spread them about the width of her waist. “Not anytime soon,
but a new species joining the Federation isn’t the galaxy-
shaking event it used to be. I’m not saying the Gorn are
chewing on the strap to sign up, but a permanent peace treaty
would be a nice start, wouldn’t it?” She smiled. “Which is great
for governments but doesn’t necessarily turn the antenna in
the right direction for individuals, does it?”

“I hadn’t really thought about it, Commander.” He shifted
his weight from foot to foot and back. “I guess I’m not sure
what to do.”

Endilev sighed as quietly as she could. “Humans.” She
lifted her voice again. “I’m not suggesting you take Sirik out to
dinner, Lieutenant, just talk to her. Learn about her and her
species on a personal level. Be nice to her. Think about it as an
exercise in personal diplomacy, if it makes you feel better.”

The young human tried to smile back. “Um, thank you,
ma’am. I’ll, um, think about what you’ve said.”

“You do that, Lieutenant.”
A door opened just down the corridor and Endilev pushed

off the bulkhead, dropping her hands to ready positions.
Gareth turned away in the same moment, but had to have
caught at least part of the shift in body language. His own back
stiffened as two Gorn exited the cargo bay. Endilev was nearly
certain the taller one was the reptilian captain which had to
make the other Gareth’s paired guard, Sirik. That was
confirmed by her universal translator earbud stuffing the
scrambled consonants and sibilants into understandable
words.

“Thank you, Arms Sergeant.”
“Your command, S’Kresh-Captain.”
S’Kresh turned towards Endilev and she was again

impressed by his bulk, mentally reviewing what she knew of
Gorn personal combat capabilities. “Commander Endilev. Just
the being I need to speak to.”

“Captain S’Kresh.” She didn’t quite come to attention, but
the rank was certainly worth some respect, whatever fleet it
had been earned in. “Is everything acceptable?”



She didn’t feel like a humanoid nod quite worked with the
blocky Gorn head, but she appreciated the attempt, unless she
was misreading a natural Gorn gesture. Interspecies body
language needed more study. “The conditions are more than
adequate. I have accepted the surrender from and sworn the
Oath for all of the prisoners here and from Reseeg-Captain on
behalf of the wounded in your medical facility. I think the
prisoners will find their stay rather more comfortable than they
expected it to be.”

How to interpret that? “And yet there is something you
wished to discuss with me.” Taking her own advice, she tried to
stay open to whatever might come, a learning experience to be
embraced, and she had a great deal to learn about the Gorn.

A blast of hot air she interpreted as a sigh preceded
S’Kresh’s next words. “There is. Reseeg-Captain… would like
permission to see her wounded crew. There seems to be some
question of their treatment in her mind.”

She felt her antennae twitch and straighten before getting
control over the reaction, hoping she didn’t understand the
thing S’Kresh wasn’t saying. “Treatment? I’m sure Dr. McCoy
has things well under control. He didn’t mention that any of
the wounded prisoners was in danger, and I believe he has
diagnosed all three of his remaining patients to recover fully
with appropriate care.” With what she understood were the
usual complaints about people’s internal arrangements. “What,
does she expect to find?”

“I am unclear. She seems convinced by some propaganda I
am unaware of and is unwilling to share details, but is quite
insistent in her desire to verify the life signs of the wounded.”

“What does she think we’re going to do to them?” Her sigh
didn’t get past her throat. Hopefully, the Gorn captain hadn’t
learned to read her body language any better than she’d
learned his so far. Hopefully, he had his claws full learning to
read humans. She certainly did. They hadn’t spent much time
together, so there was hope. “I’ll have to check with the
Captain.”

“Of course. At your convenience.”



She shook her head. “If the Captain is available, it should
only take a moment.” However big the interior of a Constitution-
class cruiser might seem, you were never far from an intercom.
She appreciated that at the moment, though she found it
difficult to turn her back on the two Gorn, regardless of how
alert her young lieutenant might be. The low-high-low whistle
human designers seemed so fond of indicated communications
initiated. “Endilev to bridge.”

A response was immediate. “Bridge here, Commander.”
She recognized the tinny voice of Lieutenant Uhura. “Is

the Captain available? We have a question regarding the
prisoners.”

“One moment.”
Endilev counted to three before her CO responded. “Kirk

here. What is it, Commander?
“The mobile prisoners are all bunked in cargo bay two and

have given their parole to Captain S'Kresh. Seriously wounded
are under guard in sick bay. The Captain of the destroyed ship
is… requesting visitation rights to the wounded.”

“Hmm.” She counted five this time and wondered what the
Captain might be thinking about as he considered. “It’s a
reasonable request, Commander. I’ll grant it, under the eyes of
a combined escort, Enterprise Security and Gorn.”

“I think that will work nicely, sir.”
“Excellent. Is Captain S’Kresh nearby.”
“Yes, sir. He just exited the cargo bay and is with me

here.”
“Good. If you could pass on to him that there’s something

on the bridge he might like to supervise before we get back
under way.”

“Of course, sir.”
“Carry on, Commander. Kirk out.” The communication cut

off from the bridge side before Endilev could flick the switch on
her panel. She turned back to another nod from the Gorn
captain.

“Sirik-Arms Sergeant will act as escort with whomever you
choose to assign to the duty, Commander.”



Just behind him, the Sergeant snapped to attention, her
heavy boots clicking on the deck plate. “Sirik Understood
Captain.”

Endilev nodded. “Lt. Gareth, you’ll accompany the Arms
Sergeant and Captain Reseeg to sick bay. We’ll move one of the
other teams to cover the cargo bay entrance. I’ll remain on post
until they arrive.”

Gareth’s back was even straighter than his counterpart’s.
“Yes, ma’am.”

S’Kresh looked down the hall towards the turbolift. “I’ll
leave it in your claws, then, Endilev-Commander. I appear to be
required on the bridge.”

*
“You’re certain the disabled vessel is empty, Mr. Spock?”

He was a bit surprised the crew hadn’t scuttled it themselves.
Spock, still hunched over the science viewer, didn’t appear

take the break in his concentration personally, or even
acknowledge that he might have been concentrating.
“Affirmative, Captain. No life signs. Minimal power readings.
While we were rescuing the crew of the critically damaged ship,
the remaining vessels completely evacuated this one.”

About to query further, Kirk was caught with his mouth
open as the turbolift doors slid apart to reveal the seven-foot-
tall Gorn captain. The sudden sight of his one-time adversary
made him tense briefly, but he found it easier to relax in the
comfortable surroundings of the bridge than he had on Cestus
Three before the ceremony. “Captain S’Kresh. Thank you for
joining us.”

Coming to a halt beside the captain’s chair, S’Kresh put
his hands behind his back in a posture familiar to any first
year cadet. “You were unspecific about the reason for the
summons, Captain. When you spoke to Endilev-Commander, it
sounded as if there is some task you wish me to preside over.”

He’d been close enough to the panel to hear the whole
conversation then, not just one side. Kirk tried a smile, careful
to keep his mouth closed. “Not a summons, Captain, at least I
hadn’t meant it that way. An invitation. I thought you might



like visual confirmation on the fate of the remaining hostile
ship. We are not tagging it or marking it for salvage in any way.
Lt. Chekov is standing by with photon torpedoes.”

Multi-faceted brilliant eyes turned to the view screen. “The
ship is empty of life?”

“No life signs and minimal power. Commander Spock
confirmed that just before you arrived.”

“Spock-Commander’s information has so far proven of
high reliability.” Thick nostrils dilated as he exhaled loudly. “I
am satisfied.”

Wondering if Spock had noted the compliment, Kirk
nodded at his helmsman. “Mr. Chekov, at your convenience.”

Always prepared for weapons use, Chekov flicked the
appropriate controls. “Aye, sir. Torpedoes away.”

Through the soles of his boots, Kirk felt the distant shiver
of torpedo release. Funny how it wasn’t something he ever
noticed when the ship was actually in combat. There was too
much else to take up everyone’s attention. And the vibration
was subtly different from a probe launch, something that
almost never happened in a red alert situation.

Twin balls of red light arced away from the ship, taking
the short journey to the small Gorn combat scout. The impacts
came visually together, one of the missiles seeming to pick up
just a little speed to join its fellow in a fiery death. A bright
flash swallowed by a brighter flash as the vessel lost antimatter
containment. The view screen reacted quickly to dim and
swallow most of the glare, but as with the other vessel the Gorn
squadron had lost, it didn’t react quickly enough to make the
silent explosion easy to look at.

A hum from the sensor station as Spock did a final sweep.
It didn’t take him long. “Sensors indicate minor debris only. No
structurally significant pieces of the vessel remain intact.”

Beside Kirk, the Gorn captain gave another loud exhale.
“Thank you, Kirk-Captain. Trust is a difficult thing.”

Was there an expression change on the reptilian face?
Most sentients he’d met technically qualified as mammals, or
something very close, so he probably had a prejudiced view of



emotional visibility, but he thought there were some subtle
muscle changes in the Gorn face he might learn to read with
practice. “And so is change, Captain. Believe me, I do
understand.” But, there wasn’t time to do more than pause to
consider that. “Mr. Sulu, resume course, maximum warp. We
still have some ambassadors to retrieve.”

“Maximum warp, aye.” The pre-planned course and speed
execution took a single control to execute and Enterprise began
the hard acceleration to warp speed.

 



Chapter Eight
“And we agreed to a formal dinner because…?”
Kirk raised an eyebrow at his chief medical officer, well

known for disliking a long list of things that had both dress
uniforms and transporters somewhere near the top. Even as he
watched, McCoy tugged at the high collar of the blue dress
tunic he’d already worn once in the past few days. “Because
Ambassador Nguyen thought it would be a nice gesture. Aren’t
you curious about what the Gorn eat?”

“I could have found that out at a regular dinner in a
regular uniform or even, heavens forfend, in off duty clothing.
Wouldn’t that have been a nice change?” He tugged at the
bottom of the shiny tunic, apparently trying to straighten non-
existent wrinkles.

“But you couldn’t find out what they consider dress
uniforms.”

“I could if I’d asked. And I’m pretty sure I saw some at the
Signing just before we got blown up.”

With a sigh, Kirk risked a glance at his science officer.
“Help me out, Spock.”

Spock raised an eyebrow professionally, somehow
conveying volumes of meaning Kirk could only aspire to. “The
doctor well knows that formal dinners are customary when
members of different governments or services meet or need to
work together, just as you are well aware that he will take every
presented opportunity to raise complaining about them to an
art form.”

Saved from any possible argument, or even just McCoy
reacted to the backhanded compliment, by the swishing open
of a door to admit his Chief Engineer and Ambassador Nguyen,
Kirk didn’t quite breathe a sigh of relief. Scotty’s shining red
tunic was set off well by the kilt he’d begun to insist was part of
his heritage and required for all formal functions, while the
ambassador had chosen a black suit cut to display a silver
shirt underneath, wide-lapelled and thick-cuffed. “Good
evening, Ambassador. I trust my chief engineer didn’t take you



on too much of a scenic tour of his beloved ship.”
“Only the important parts, Captain.” She smiled, and it

was certainly a pleasant smile. “Engineering, Auxiliary Control,
the main hangar bay—”

Scotty’s head tilted a little forward and to one side as the
left half of his face scrunched into a wounded expression.
“Now, don’t you go teasin’ me, lass. We walked through the
arboretum and the main recreation deck.”

“Of course we did. They were on the way to the forward
torpedo bay.” She laid a hand on the engineer’s arm and
laughed. “Don’t worry, Captain. Commander Scott was very
thorough and had plenty of good things to say about every
section of the ship, even the bridge. He’s very proud of the
condition she’s in, especially after some of the stories he’s told.”

“Ah, I might have exaggerated a touch here and there,
lass.”

“Only when it comes to how quickly you can get things
done, Scotty.” Kirk grinned to take the sting from the words.
“Oh, I know you don’t do it on purpose, but you always manage
to find a short cut when I’m not looking just in time to surprise
me with how brilliant you are.” Or pull something out of his
back pocket unasked for, but just in the nick of time to be
useful.

“Ah, Captain. That’ s a low blow.”
McCoy, still tugging at his collar, chose that moment to

chime in. “I don’t know, Scotty, if the spanner fits.” He turned
his southern charm on the ambassador before the engineer
could react to the slight. “So, ambassador, what’s the real
reason for this dinner.”

“Bones—”
“Don’t ‘Bones’ me, Jim. I know it’s a nice gesture, and I

know it’s at least partly traditional, but we’re not diplomats and
neither are the Gorn on board. We could have gotten together
on the rec deck or the captain’s mess and worked things out
with a little more social lubricant and a little less formal wear.”
He raised an eyebrow at Nguyen. “So?”

She smiled and flushed a little. “I was hoping it wasn’t



that transparent, but yes, I do have some ulterior motives and
the formal affairs seemed to work reasonably well with the
Gorn on Cestus Three.”

Kirk tried very hard not to scowl at Bones while the doctor
completely ignored him. Spock, his eyebrows suitably arched,
stayed focused on the ambassador, neatly avoiding eye contact
with his captain and the good doctor both. Kirk didn’t take long
to give in. “So what are those ulterior motives, ambassador?”

Her eyes dipped for a moment and when they came back
up, there was a gleam in them and her smile rose on one side.
“In a word: integration.”

Giving in again, but with less of a delay this time, he
mimicked a Vulcan eyebrow. “I know what I mean by that
word, ambassador, but suppose you enlighten the three of us
as to what you mean by it in this case.” And he tried hard not
to make any assumptions about where he thought things might
be headed.

She nodded. “When they first came on board, you made a
very broad statement about how the Gorn were to be treated as
if they were any other guests. I believe that you told Captain
S’Kresh that they had the run of the ship, with the exception of
a few sensitive areas.”

“I did, at that.” And now he felt he had a fairly clear idea of
where she was going with the word. “I’m going to guess you’re
saying I haven’t followed through.” He tried to think back to see
if she might be right about that. Considering his history in the
last few years with more than one member of the Diplomatic
Corps, he might have been trying to ignore the issue and let
her take care of it.

“No, Captain, you made your orders clear to the crew and
it seems as if all the appropriate people acknowledged them.”
She smiled a little, probably trying to take the sting out of what
came next. “But I am going to suggest you haven’t followed up.
The Gorn aren’t taking advantage of the offer. They’re keeping
to themselves in the quarters you offered, in the common areas
associated with those quarters if they’re otherwise empty of
Enterprise crew, and only mix with your crew for guard duty.



Captain S’Kresh is the only Gorn to have breached the invisible
barriers that keep them there, although I concede that one or
two of your senior officers may have made the attempt to
change that without success so far.”

It was completely reasonable. He didn’t know if it was
completely accurate since no one had reported anything on the
subject. Maybe that was a symptom, too. “And so, a formal
dinner.”

With a shrug, the ambassador turned her body just
slightly towards the door. “We have to start somewhere.”

“Yes, ambassador, I suppose we do. And I do have to
admit we have a unique opportunity to foster interspecies
cooperation here.” He glanced at his senior officers. “Well then,
gentlemen, let’s go be good hosts and help our guests integrate
a little, shall we?”

*
The entire alpha shift bridge crew had presented in dress

uniforms. Captain S’Kresh had chosen only to bring two other
Gorn with him, Lieutenant Keliss and another member of the
visiting party that Kirk couldn’t seem to say anything to make
consider speaking. He was a little embarrassed at not being
able to put a name to the reptilian face, even if he had
recognized him. Her. The Gorn officer. Translator assumptions
aside, he wasn’t even sure if the Gorn had primary genders.
And assumptions could be bad for relations, but he had to
start somewhere, didn’t he? Or did he? Humans were
complicated enough, and while things seemed binary on the
surface with his own species, he knew better. And different
species from different worlds could have very different
biologies.

During the meal, conversation was limited and seemed
concerned only with specific moments, most of which hadn’t
happened yet, of the mission. Kirk ignored several meaningful
looks from the ambassador, waiting for a natural moment to
move the conversation to the matter she wanted solved. Other
Federation representatives at the table appeared content to
follow his lead. The exception to that seemed to be the



ambassador herself.
Far from the usual federation envoy he’d run into on the

frontiers during his time as captain of the Enterprise,
Ambassador Nguyen engaged with as many people at the table
as possible and actually talked to all of those people as if they
were people rather than as if she were personally responsible
for upholding the reputation of the Federation as a stuffy
windbag. Maybe she was young enough that the pomposity
hadn’t taken hold yet, though Kirk had to admit that there
were one or two diplomats who had turned out to be decent
sentient beings in the end.

But if he was ignoring the looks she sent at him over
dinner, McCoy was trying to reach out and catch them. Kirk
made eye contact with his chief surgeon on more than one
occasion and shook his head. Not quite grumbling out loud,
McCoy nonetheless took the hint and let his captain pick his
moment.

But apparently it was Scotty he should have been paying
more attention to. His engineer found the perfect lull in the
stilted table conversation for his Scottish burr to slip in almost
naturally. “Lieutenant Keliss.”

Almost every other noise in the room came to an abrupt
halt. Utensils paused in their various acts and trips to or from
plates and nearly every eye in the room turned to Scotty while
trying to look like it wasn’t. Kirk held his breath, ready to
sidestep into the conversation.

“Yes, Scott-Commander.”
“I was goin’ over the logs from when your fighters came

back to the hangar bay after the battle an’ I noticed there’s a
bit of a power fluctuation in your starboard engine.”

Kirk started to relax a little. Trust Scotty to bring
everything back to engineering.

“That is so.” Keliss gave an exaggerated Gorn nod. “My
fighter was struck several glancing blows during the combat. It
will be inconvenient when next we face an enemy, but well
within my skills to compensate for.”

“Ah, I see.” He took a drink of something green Kirk hadn’t



seen him pour, looking over the rim of the glass at the Gorn
pilot. “So ye didna want a little assistance in fixing it, then? In
the interests of combat efficiency, say.”

Gorn expressions were still for Kirk difficult to read, and
he didn’t feel like he’d made a lot of progress there. The
shining, almost compound eyes didn’t show emotion the same
way most humanoid eyes did. The structure of the skull and
the muscles covering it moved in very different ways than he
found normal. And their body language seemed stiff and
formal, though it was possible he’d just not seen a Gorn in
anything like a relaxed state yet. Still, it seemed to Kirk that
the pilot was just staring at his chief engineer. Actually, it
seemed as if all three of the visiting Gorn were just staring at
his chief engineer, and the only reason he drew that conclusion
for certain was that all three heads were pointed at Scotty.

He was well aware that the humans in the room were all
holding their breath. Commander Endilev continued quietly
eating at the far end of the table, apparently not paying
attention at all. She was a recent addition to the Enterprise
crew but came highly recommended with a number of
commendations from her previous positions and commanders.
He doubted there was a breath she wasn’t taking note of in
spite of her relaxed demeanor.

Clear membranes slid over and back across Keliss’ eyes
and she seemed to make a long, silent exhale. “I think, Scott-
Commander, I would very much appreciate any assistance you
could provide in rectifying the issue. While we came prepared
for significant maintenance and a certain level of repairs, the
cause of the fluctuation has so far eluded our diagnostic skills.”

Scotty grinned and tossed back the rest of his drink.
“Well, lass, I’m sure we can figure something out. Tinkering wi’
things that aren’t workin’ like they should is one of my finest
specialties.” He looked down the table, grinning. “Wi’ your
permission, o’ course, Captain Kirk.”

Not being able to do anything other than smile and nod,
Kirk did just that. “Of course, Scotty. In the interests of combat
efficiency, of course, and absolutely to help ensure the safe



return of the fighter’s pilot on her next flight.”
The rest of the evening seemed much more relaxed after

that, and he wondered if some kind of note should be appended
to Scotty’s file for the save.



Chapter Nine
Captain’s log, Stardate 5983.8. The Enterprise
has been in pursuit of our target, a Gorn A’kess
class combat scout, for 61 hours now. Offset by
one major interruption, we expect to overhaul her
in just a little over 24 more. The opposing vessel
is clearly outclassed, so we hope to secure the
release of the kidnapped Federation and Gorn
Ambassadors in short order, but can’t rule out the
possibility of further reinforcements and another
battle.
With our own shields restored and repairs
complete, Commander Scott and Lt. Keliss are
working on one of the Gorn fighters and expect to
have it back in shape well before our next
encounter.
Our prisoners seem content enough camped in
Cargo Bay Two. Enterprise security is sharing
guard duty with Captain S’Kresh’s troops and
only three of the captured Gorn remain in sick
bay recovering from their injuries. Dr. McCoy,
uncharacteristically tolerant of the intrusion, has
had a number of visits from their Captain.
The “friendly” Gorn presence has caused
surprisingly little friction with the crew, though
many of them must share my apprehensions
given our past history. Of course, beyond shared
duties, the Gorn have mostly kept to themselves
so far, but that may be changing after last night’s
dinner.
 
 
The turbolift door swished open and Gareth looked up at

the sound of heavy Gorn footsteps on the deck plating. He was
starting to be able to recognize differences in their features and
patterns on their skins and was pretty sure the Gorn



approaching was Manesh, here to relieve Sirik. If the timing
was consistent, that probably meant Collins would be here in
about an hour. They seemed to keep the same watch lengths,
just offset a bit.

Manesh clapped a huge, clawed fist to his breast plate
hard enough to make a small echo in the corridor. “Sirik-Arms
Sergeant, I have come to assume your post.”

Sirik tapped claw tips to her left leg twice, which maybe
was an acknowledgement but Gareth wasn’t sure. “No unusual
activity to report. The prisoners are at ease and have requested
nothing beyond that covered by Oaths. Reseeg-Captain is
currently under escort to Sick Bay and will return shortly. A
quiet watch.”

With an exaggerated nod, Manesh took one more step
forward. “I’ll wish for the same. You are relieved.”

Sirik stepped aside for Manesh to take her place. “I am
relieved. The post is yours, Manesh-Corporal. And not too soon.
The extra few minutes make the watch seem long.”

“Agreed.”
Gareth perked up a little at that. Maybe this was a

moment to try a little of the cultural exploration Commander
Endilev had suggested. He took a deep breath and smiled with
his mouth closed. “How long is your watch normally?”

Turning to be able to face both of them, Sirik tilted her
head to one side. “We divide our watches for such things as
guard and sentry duty into lengths equal to one sixth of a
standard day. However, I have come to understand that our
day is approximately sixty-eight minutes shorter than yours.”

Gareth wondered what the original measurement was in
their language. Universal translators were life- and sanity-
saving devices a lot of the time, but they could be too efficient.
His mind wanted to substitute four hours to match Enterprise
guard watches for this kind of duty, and that matched up with
what he’d seen, but he hadn’t paid enough attention until now
to be able to convert.

“For operational convenience,” Manesh added, “S’Kresh-
Captain has adjusted our schedule to fit yours, if offset so that



not all duty changes happen at the same time.”
Which also matched up. Maybe he wasn’t such a dummy

sometimes. Gareth nodded. “Making each watch eleven
minutes or so longer. I get it, even if I hadn’t thought about it.
Small changes in routine can make a big difference. Enjoy your
down time, Sirik. Try not to think about us standing bored in
the hall.”

“I will not.”
Gareth laughed. Maybe the translator could use some

improvement. Sirik’s response had been completely deadpan.
She started to move away but Manesh called to her. “Oh,
Sirik.”

The Arms Sergeant turned her upper body to look back as
she stopped. “There is something?”

“Tasik waits for you with less than perfect patience. I
think perhaps he hoped I would relieve you early.”

Sirik blew a blast of air through both nostrils. “He should
know better. A watch is a watch. But thank you for the
message.”

Looking across the hall at Manesh, Gareth frowned a little.
“Something important?”

“No. He wants a drink.”
The statement surprised Gareth into another laugh. “I

wouldn’t mind one, either.”
“Kirk-Captain has declared that we should avail ourselves

of your recreational facilities. Perhaps that can be arranged
later.”

That almost seemed like Sirik was inviting him to share
some down time. Maybe Commander Endilev was right. He
wondered what a drunk Gorn might be like and was both
interested and a little frightened to find out. “I certainly hope
so.”

*
By now, Doctor McCoy was very familiar with the standard

ranges for Gorn vital signs, so the diagnostic bed’s strange
readings didn’t make him as jumpy as they first had. His
tricorder generated more detailed information as he moved the



scanner back and forth over the unconscious patient. An
engineer, this particular Gorn had been too close to the
beginning of the containment field failure and gotten half
cooked by a radiation leak before Kyle had managed to beam
him out. He was the last of the critical patients and responding
well to the radiation purge.

A foot scuffed on the floor behind him, reminding McCoy
of his audience. He didn’t lift his eyes from the tricorder.
“You’re very solicitous of your crew, Captain Reseeg.” He
lowered his voice so she could pretend not to hear him if she
wanted to. “Every damned day.”

As normal, the paroled Captain didn’t take the bait. He
was beginning to think that the Gorn weren’t the bloodthirsty
killers half the Federation wanted to believe they were. His
experience so far was that they were easier to get along with
than most Klingons of his acquaintance, and maybe some of
the Vulcans.

“They are my responsibility, Doctor. I must ensure they
are being well treated.”

“Hnh.” He lowered the sensor and skimmed the tricorder
readings. Yes, the patient was responding very well. McCoy had
the impression that there might be a higher level of background
radiation on the Gorn home world than on most life-bearing
planets. “The sick and injured are my responsibility, Captain,
and I don’t give a damn what ocean spawned them. That’s what
being a doctor means.”

The pause went on just long enough that McCoy turned
around to make eye contact just as Reseeg took a deep breath.
“I did not mean offense. Please forgive the words, McCoy-
Doctor.”

McCoy sighed to match Reseeg’s loud breath. “Don’t
mention it, Captain. I just get tired of having to explain to
people why I’m patching them up. It’s not that difficult a
concept.”

“I do understand.”
“I don’t know that you do.” He didn’t know that anyone

ever did, but he always kept going back for more. “Sometimes,



it seems like I spend most of my time on this ship putting
broken bodies back together. If starship captains would learn
to use more words before breaking out the photon torpedoes,
I’d have a much easier time of things and wouldn’t have to
write so many damned death certificates.” He’d love to get
through this mission without any, but every hour they were
under way, he felt the tension on board ratchet up just a little
more. All things considered, not that he’d been told everything,
McCoy wondered if the Gorn might be dangerously close to a
civil war. The Enterprise could easily get caught in the opening
salvo if that happened.

Reseeg exhaled loudly again. “Again, I am sorry, McCoy-
Doctor. The situation is just not what I expected.” The large
head shook back and forth several times in what he thought
was a deliberate attempt to mimic a human response. “Rescued
from a crippled ship by our enemies in the heat of battle short
moments before the warp core goes critical.” She straightened.
“Those same enemies then treat our wounded. We did not
expect you to be bound by the Oath of Mercy.”

“Whatever that is.” Not that he couldn’t figure it out pretty
easily, but he wasn’t giving up the moral high ground here and
didn’t really want to share it until she took the step herself.
“There are principles that are more important than letting
people die when you don’t have to. We’re not all that interested
in being your enemies.”

It took her a long time to respond again. “I think I begin to
see that. I have been led to believe—” Another loud exhale.
“Thank you once again for your time. I will return again in your
morning, if that is acceptable.”

McCoy nodded. “I’ll be here, and so will your crew
members, hopefully healthier than they are now. None of them
are in any danger now.”

“Again, thank you, McCoy-Doctor.”
“Don’t mention it. I expect your escort is still waiting in

the hall.” And that had been an argument, but they made the
place too damned crowded.

“You are almost certainly right. I—” She straightened and



raised both palms as she turned to face him directly. “Your
strength and honour, McCoy-Doctor.”

“What?” Thinking back to the young ambassador’s initial
warnings, McCoy felt himself flush with sudden emotion, but
managed not to drop the tricorder before he could get it to the
bedside table. “Oh, well, yes. And yours.” He raised his hands
and pressed both palms to hers, finding the sensation warmer
than he expected as well as softer.

Reseeg bowed as she pulled her hands back and turned
for the door. It opened for her and he caught a glimpse of two
guards, one Gorn and one of the Enterprise’s own security
officers, stepping up to either side of the ship-less captain.

He turned back to the Gorn laying on the bed, rubbing the
fingers of his right hand together. “Their hands are warm.
Hmm.” He picked up the tricorder and scanner again, turning
to one of his other patients. “Maybe we’re making a little
progress, after all.”

*
While Chekov loved being on the bridge and in the thick of

things, at least when there were things to be in the thick of, he
also very much loved his off duty time, and considered himself
lucky to have his first tour of duty on a ship with a large crew
so that the recreation facilities were more than the terminal in
your tiny, and quite probably shared, quarters.

And once in a great while during those off hours, things
got extremely interesting, such as when the door slid open to
admit two Gorn who, despite completely different body
language than any other sentient Chekov had ever met,
somehow contrived to look uncomfortable as they found a
small table and sat there silently for a couple of minutes.

Well, I certainly can’t let that continue. Especially
considering last night’s formal dinner. While Mr. Scott had
broken the ice, the captain had certainly dropped hints that it
shouldn’t be the only such invitation. And this was a most
excellent opportunity.

He finished his drink, pulled out his chair, and took the
few steps over to stand in front of the two aliens, who seemed



far less alien than they had a few days ago. “I do not know if
you have been officially greeted, but welcome aboard the
Enterprise. I am Lt. Junior Grade Pavel Chekov.”

The two exchanged a glance, which seemed much more
deliberate and exaggerated than if two humans had done it,
possibly something to do with ocular placement. Finally, the
one on his left responded. “I am Tasik-Corporal. This is Sirik-
Arms Sergeant.”

Names were a good start. He wondered if they would be up
for an actual conversation. Small talk wasn’t his favourite
thing, but one had to start somewhere. “Please to call me
Pavel.” He tried smiling, careful not to show any teeth. “So, how
are you finding Enterprise?

The Gorn on the right, Sirik, opened their hands to display
lighter palms without actually raising them from the table.
“Cold.” The translator provided a female voice in his ear.

Tasik tapped two claw tips on the table. “And the air is
thinner than I would like.”

Interesting. “Your home world is much warmer, then.” He
pulled out a third chair at the table and quickly slid into it.
Neither of the visitors objected or seemed alarmed by his
presumption, at least to human eyes.

Sirik tried a nod, exaggerated but no different than if she’d
been human, really. “If this is comfortable to you, then you
would say our home world is hot. But there are places where it
actually snows and my home has small ice caps at the north
and south poles.”

“I must agree. That sounds almost tropical.” He
straightened his back and grinned widely at the pair. “But I am
Russian.” He spread his arms wide. “This is hot. In Siberia, it
sometimes snows in summer.”

Sirik shivered, which looked strange from a two-metre-
plus tall bipedal lizard. “I do not think I would like to visit this
place.”

Around them, the rest of the current inhabitants of the rec
deck had decided the visitors weren’t going to eat Chekov and
conversation built quickly back to a low murmur, although he



was certainly still under considerable observation. Step 1,
achieved. Now, to turn the still-uncomfortable social gathering
into friendly and active one. “Nonsense. It is wonderful place.
As your home must be, too. I expect we have much in
common.” He leaned across the table a little. “Do you drink? By
which I mean alcohol.”

The two exchanged another look before both turning back
to Chekov. Tasik was the one to break the silence again. “Yes.”

“Ah. Good.” He stood up from his chair quickly enough
that it slid back twenty or thirty centimetres and took a few
fast steps to the synthesizer. A few button pushes pulled up
one of his favourite programs and the door in the panel slid up
to reveal three glasses of clear liquid. He gathered them quickly
but carefully and returned to the table to set them down. “And
by alcohol, I of course mean vodka!” He picked one up and
raised it a little. “To home! Wherever it may be.”

After a very short moment, each of the Gorn picked up a
glass to mimic the gesture. Chekov quickly clinked his glass to
each of theirs and then threw back half of his vodka in one
shot.

*
Not quite willing to trust the universal translator to get the

intent of his words, Scotty kept the cursing under his breath,
or as close as to under his breath as he could with an electron
probe clenched between his teeth. Not helping him keep the
sentiment to himself was dangling into the fighter’s engine
compartment upside down to his waist with a scanner in one
hand and a spanner in the other.

Finding a moment of balance with both hands available,
he slid the scanner to his mag belt and spat the probe into the
suddenly free hand. One more quick polarity burst with a twist
of the spanner on the other side and… the background hum
changed pitch, dropping at least an octave into a pleasant
middle C. “Hah! That should do it, Mr. Keliss. Give her a try
now, if you please.”

His heart made a brief flutter with the clunk that preceded
the engine powering up, but the hum stayed steady even as the



new sound swallowed it. He swapped the probe for the scanner
and waved it around him, looking for any trace of a problem. It
gave a contented beep and Scotty started to wiggle up and out
of the tight space.

Keliss’ translated voice reached from the cockpit. “All
readings are nominal, Scott-Commander. No power
fluctuations detected.” The engine powered down again and
before Scotty was fully out of the fighter’s guts, he felt the Gorn
pilot extract herself from the cockpit. “You are an
extraordinarily talented mechanic. My thanks.”

“Ah, we say ‘engineer’, lass.” He finally popped free into
the relatively open air of the shuttle bay. “Hah! That’s better.
And it’s no trouble at all. The technology isn’a tha’ different.”

Two big feet hit the deck behind him and he turned to see
the giant lizard drop its mouth open in what he thought was a
huge grin. Scotty remembered something about not showing
teeth when he smiled but shrugged it off. Gorn teeth were
pretty much always visible, so he couldn’t see how that made
sense. It had to be all in the way those teeth were displayed, lip
position or some such, and human teeth were certainly
observable just when speaking.

“I’m certain our need for the fighter group has not passed,
Scott-Commander, and you have restored the engine systems
on mine to full capacity where we did not have the capability to
do so. Trouble or not, I thank you.”

Feeling his face start to warm, Scotty cleared his throat
and allowed himself a big smile of his own. “Well now, I’m
happy to help. Anything that lets me tinker around and make
something right again is always welcome.”

“Nonetheless.” Keliss seemed to tense a little, though Scott
had a hard time with Gorn body language and couldn’t decide
what that might mean. Come to it, sometimes he had a hard
time with human body language at times. Ships were so much
easier to read. “Is there some way I can repay your kindness?
Perhaps a beverage in your recreation facilities. Though I
believe S’Kresh-Captain said nothing is charged for, so it would
be a token gesture only.”



Ah, definitely a common language to be found. “It’s the
thought that counts, lass, and the conversation. An’ it’s a good
thought. Perhaps a wee bit of relaxation is in order. Come with
me. There’s a recreation deck just a deck or two above where
we’re standing.”

*
Sulu parried the heavy blade, feeling the shock of impact

run up his arm and into his shoulder, and not for the first
time. Ducking under a large green fist, he pulled his sword
back to stab in at his opponent, foiled at the last instant by a
back cut that turned into a block as steel rang again.

The two broke apart for a moment and Sulu took a couple
of steps back to gain the opportunity for a deeper breath or
two, wishing his training partner looked as winded as he felt. It
was hard to tell with the Gorn.

K’lek dipped his head and dropped his lower jaw in an
expression Sulu was learning to recognize as a grin. “You are
very quick, Sulu-Commander. Were this a real battle, I would
bleed from a dozen wounds at the moment.”

Sulu hoped his laugh didn’t sound as breathy as it felt.
“Oh, I don’t know about that, Lieutenant. My reflexes might be
faster, but it’s likely you’d have broken both of my arms by
now, or maybe my sword. You’re obviously holding back. And
it’s Hikaru, please.” He raised his blade to a vertical salute,
glad he’d at least gone for a Renaissance-type blade rather than
a standard fencing sabre. He doubted the holodeck would have
held that together for very long with the force he was having to
counter.

The Gorn made a similar gesture, but horizontally, and
with a blade at least twice as thick. “K’lek then, Hikaru.” The
marine lowered the blade just a little, not quite into a true
guard position, but obviously ready for use nonetheless. “Tell
me, do you practice unarmed combat in Starfleet?”

The laugh burst out of Sulu’s laugh before he could
control it. “Oh no, I’m not falling for that.”

A rapid hissing answered him as the Gorn straightened
again. “No, I am merely interested in a demonstration and



would be happy to repay it in kind. I am currently ranked
fourth in the Third Fleet’s Freestyle Combat League.”

Sulu considered for a moment. “Well, I don’t know that I’d
be the best person for you to demonstrate on.” He ran through
the unarmed combat specialties he knew of on board. “Maybe
Chief Sellekov. He’s a little closer to your size and more of a
mixed martial arts kind of guy.” Actually, he was a lot closer to
Gorn size, a fourth-generation native to Kalinor II who’d grown
up under gravity a little more than double standard. It might
be an interesting match, though there were those claws to
contend with.

“I admit to curiosity regarding human fighting styles.”
K’lek’s mind seemed to be going in a similar direction.

“A sentiment I think at least some members of the
Enterprise crew might share in the opposite direction.” He ran
his mind through specialties he knew about and came up with
at least a dozen different arts across three species that could be
demonstrated, and there were probably others he wasn’t aware
of. “I’m sure we can set up some kind of, ah, cultural exchange.
Maybe in a couple of hours, after shift change?” Which would
still give him a few hours before his next shift on the bridge.

“Quite acceptable.” The Gorn paused for a moment, sword
dipping just a little more. “The thought occurs to me that there
are several other competent combatants among our
contingent.”

Amazing how similar their thought processes were. He
could close his eyes and forget he was sparring with a giant
lizard. “I’m sure I could find at least a couple of potential
demonstrators.” He was sure he would have more volunteers
than he could possibly handle.

“I’m growing fond of the idea. It could be a good thing for
relations between our crews.”

Which weren’t doing too badly already. “Not to mention
the Hegemony and Federation overall.” Both sides might learn
to fear the other just a little less. He dipped his head a bit and
grinned. “Fun, too.”

“I think you may be right about that, Sulu-Commander.



Hikaru, I mean.”
The two of them shared a laugh before both returned to a

guard position to renew the battle.
*

Scotty and Keliss opened the door onto the recreation deck
to a tidal wave of ambient conversation and laughter, with
occasional drinks clinking together not quite underneath the
din. At least two dozen off-duty members of the Enterprise crew
and half a dozen Gorn mixed freely in the room. The
conversational hubbub was a pleasant assault considering
some of the potential alternatives, and a nice surprise for the
Chief Engineer.

Chekov appeared out of the middle of the throng, a huge
grin on his face and a glass in his hand. “Mr. Scott! Lt. Keliss,
yes? Welcome to the party!”

Scott raised his eyebrow in finest Vulcan style, managing
to keep a straight face as he did so. “What’s all this, then, lad?”

Raising his glass almost to eye level, Chekov grinned at
him. “Just doing my best at following orders, sir. The Captain
said to be hospitable.”

“Aye, that he did.” The glass in Chekov’s hand was about
half empty and Scott had a strong suspicion he knew what the
clear liquid it contained must be. Well, the lad had the right
general idea of things even if his taste of poison wasn’t quite up
to snuff. He lifted one side of his mouth. “So why are ye serving
our guests that rot gut? Find us all a round of scotch, will ye?”

Coming to attention, Chekov swapped the glass to his
other hand and saluted smartly. “Aye, aye, Mr. Scott!” But he
was careful to knock the rest of his drink back and set the
glass down on a handy table before turning back to the
synthesizer.

Scott watched the young man weave through the tight
space without a misstep. “There’s a good lad.” He turned to the
Gorn pilot he’d been about to share a drink or two with, giving
her a broad smile. “Well, Lieutenant Keliss, perhaps relaxation
isn’t quite the right word, but it seems there’s room at the party
for two more.”



 
 



Chapter Ten
Kirk set his glass down on the small table and listed to the

low hiss of the air vent while he reflected on how some
moments in his career had been very strange. More than a few
of them in the past five years. This one, sharing drinks with his
first officer, a Federation ambassador, and an alien captain
who had done his level best to kill him under staged primitive
conditions the first time they’d met, might not be in the top ten
for strangeness, but it was up there, and it was definitely
making him very introspective at the moment.

Spock, drinking a flavoured water rather than the brandy
Kirk had offered his other guests, lowered his glass and
directed his frequently impenetrable gaze at said captain.
“There is something I would like to understand, S’Kresh-
Captain.” Kirk had a flashback to the moments just before
battle on the bridge. Vulcan curiosity, never satisfied.

S’Kresh turned his glittering eyes on the Vulcan,
hesitating only a moment before responding. “Ask. I may not
answer.” Kirk wondered what kind of questions the Gorn might
be anticipating. There were plenty he’d like to ask he knew
wouldn’t be answered, but what would scratch Spock’s itch to
know at the moment?

“Understood.” His head tilted a little as he worked his way
towards the question without asking it directly. “When we
engaged the A’kess vessels, your pilots had no difficulty
attacking ships which under any other circumstances would
obviously be friendly, allies, in fact, members of the same
service. You yourself appeared to have no difficulty in giving the
order.”

“I have to admit to wondering about that, too, Captain.”
Ambassador Nguyen’s light, almost Vulcan-swept eyebrows
tilted together. “It seemed very quick to me in the moment.”

The pause before S’Kresh answered stretched far into
uncomfortable territory, far longer than any perceived
hesitation might have been before the battle, and Kirk didn’t
remember any. He thought he might be better to change the



subject just as the answer finally came. “I had great difficulty,
Commander, Ambassador, and I suspect Keliss and her wing-
mates did as well. Allies, members of the same service, yes.
Possibly even friends or distant kin, which was not and is not
known.”

Spock pressed the point. “Yet there was no hesitation.”
“No.” S’Kresh set his own glass down, the brandy two-

thirds gone. “No, there was not. Each of the fatalities from that
battle weighs heavily on my conscience, but hesitation was not,
and cannot be, an option. Not ever.”

Head tilting back to normal, Spock raised an eyebrow.
“Are you able to explain?”

The eyes turned away, and it seemed to Kirk they fixed on
the philodendron in his sleeping area, but when S’Kresh spoke,
Kirk realized that wasn’t remotely what he was seeing. “Twenty-
two years ago, the Gorn Hegemony nearly broke apart. We
experienced internal armed conflict for first time in nearly four
centuries. More than an insurrection but still less than a true
civil war. It remains fresh in many hearts and many veterans of
the conflict still serve in both the Fleet and the Marines.”

“Including you.” Kirk nodded. That, somehow, made a
little sense and gave him some significant insights into Gorn
psychology plus lots of thinking to do later.

S’Kresh nodded without looking back. “It was my first
tour.” He breathed deep and let a long rush of air out through
dilated nostrils. “Junior Weapons Officer on the Carrier
Steadfast. Over the months of conflict, I participated in half a
dozen engagements and two boarding actions. It was a...
difficult time.”

Finally setting his glass down on the small table, Spock
allowed the frown to crease his brow, a sign he was struggling
with the Vulcan form of embarrassment. “I will ask your
pardon then, Captain. I did not mean to disturb the past.”

“So I accept.”
The Ambassador couldn’t let things go so easily. “But you

seem so unified.” Nguyen shook her head several times. “We—I
never suspected.”



“The conflict is not a secret—it was far too widespread for
that ever to be the case—but it is seldom discussed outside of
historical or tactical instruction. I doubt it came up at all
during treaty negotiations.”

“There would have been no motive for it, I think. We
wouldn’t have had any legitimate reason to ask about previous
conflicts.” Nguyen shook her head again. “And it certainly
would have been mentioned in my briefings if it had come up.”

“Who would have thought it relevant?” S’Kresh dragged
his gaze back to the small gathering, fixing on Nguyen. “No,
Ambassador, historical internal politics and territorial disputes
should have had no bearing on potential relations with the
Federation. We have worked hard to heal the cracks in our
society, though clearly not hard enough. I did not think such a
thing could happen again, yet the abduction of the
ambassadors says we must somehow be near to it. We will go
to any length to ensure internal peace. I will go to any length,
and such are the orders provided to any captain on assuming
command of a vessel in our service. Hegemony before clan or
polity.”

“So it isn’t war with the Federation you’re worried about.”
Kirk found himself leaning forward for the response, more than
half way to having asked the same question himself.

“No.” S’Kresh gave an exaggerated head shake. “Before the
treaty ceremony, I might have, would have, given a different
answer considering our first encounters, but now… no. We are
territorial by nature, but I do not believe the Federation would
attack us unless it felt directly threatened. Cestus, as you call
it, is the far frontier, the edge of our claimed territory. A new
internal conflict would not threaten the Federation, but it
would change how we relate to everything, how we view the
universe.”

Spock nodded. “And that could be a danger to the
Federation.”

“Perhaps, Spock-Commander. It would certainly affect
how the Hegemony approached negotiations.”

Picking up his glass, Kirk raised it as if giving a toast. “All



the more reason we must succeed.”
Three other glasses rose to touch his, the one held by the

Gorn only a fraction of a second behind the others, and each of
the four took a drink of the liquid in their own glass. For a long
moment, they all remained silent. Kirk couldn’t speak for the
others, but he was searching for a way to divert to a less
difficult topic of conversation.

But S’Kresh beat him to it. “I must admit, Kirk-Captain, I
have found most humans to be fair and reasoned individuals.
Other members of your crew as well. I intended no slight,
Spock-Commander.”

“None was perceived, S’Kresh-Captain.”
Kirk chuckled at the Gorn Captain’s admission and let

himself keep a grin. “Thank you, Captain. I think.”
Nguyen’s smile was much wider. “You’ve mainly moved in

diplomatic circles so far, Captain, and we struggle to be polite
to everyone at all costs.” Not Kirk’s experience, but he chose
not to interrupt the young woman. “There are certainly bigoted,
unreasonable individuals to be found in the Federation, and
more than just the human variety.”

Nodding, S’Kresh raised the glass to consider the
remaining contents as Kirk held up the bottle to offer a refill.
An offer S’Kresh accepted by extending his glass. “The same
can be said of the Hegemony, Ambassador. Yet there is
strength in difference.”

“Infinite diversity in infinite combinations.”
“An interesting phrasing, Spock-Commander.”
“A cultural tenet.”
Time to forestall the philosophy discussion with something

a little more solid. “My experience with Gorn is even more
limited than yours with humans, Captain, but I had a similar
idea. We aren’t as different as I first thought and the stress
level on board isn’t remotely what I expected, considering the
circumstances.” Of course, in Kirk’s opinion, the Gorn were
getting the best the Federation had to offer. He wondered how
S’Kresh felt about the people he’d brought from Longtooth.

“And the history.” The glass, full again, found its way back



to the tooth-filled mouth and back to the table. “Nor I. It offers
hope for future relations between our peoples.”

“Agreed. Everyone’s getting along fairly well.”
“If a little quietly.” He turned his head to look directly at

Kirk. “Do you remember the translators the Metrons gave us?”
“Hnh. Yes. I thought it was a recording device until you

talked back.” He wondered what had given him that idea in the
first place. “Gave me quite a surprise.”

A deep series of breathy hisses that were probably the
Gorn version of a chuckle. “At the time, I believed your words
were an attempt to lull me, convince me that you were
harmless. But the translator made you sound like a deranged
lunatic, barely in control.”

“Hmm. You were a cold-blooded killing machine.” Not that
the same couldn’t be said about humans sometimes, but
context was everything, and that context was a lot less clear
than it had been.

“Interesting.” S’Kresh tapped his chest twice with the
claws of his free hands. “Also not necessarily far from the
truth, though we are not actually ectothermic.”

With a genuine smile, Kirk nodded. “The Metrons didn’t
exactly play fair, did they? A set up from the beginning to make
it difficult for both of us. Now we both know better.”

“Do we? I would have killed you to protect my crew. You
were trying to do the same. We were both capable, I think, but
you held back at the moment of victory.”

“I almost didn’t.” And it wasn’t the easiest thing I ever did.
Not striking that final blow had been so hard.

“Yet you managed.” S’Kresh looked at his glass again.
“And I am not sure I could have done the same in your place.
The price would have been high.” He spun it slowly between
two large fingers.

“War.” Kirk had wanted it for a time during the chase, or
revenge at least for the destruction of the colony.

“Possibly.” S’Kresh continued to spin the glass back and
forth. “My crew, at least. My ship.” He blew out a long, heavy
sigh. “The diplomats will have put it in careful language during



the negotiations, but I will speak as a soldier. Longtooth was
sent to destroy the colony on Cestus III. Our intelligence
believed it to be an advance military base, a foothold for future
incursion. We came with a display of strength so you would
back away.”

Which made a lot of sense given what he knew about the
Gorn now. Kirk wondered what had happened, what failure of
intelligence or mistranslated word had given the Gorn that
impression in the first place. The Starfleet presence on Cestus
III was limited to an observation post without enough uniforms
to crew a courier ship. A handful of colonists had essentially
tagged along.

“When did you realize?”
“Very quickly, ambassador. Your so-called advance base

had little in the way of defenses. Even if secret, such a base
should have something to protect itself. Yet the ground assault
was over in moments and my troops encountered little
resistance.

Kirk sighed and refilled his own glass. “And then the
Enterprise arrived, confirming your suspicions in spite of the
evidence you’d found.”

“Just so. I did what I thought necessary to preserve my
ship and return home.”

“It was very convincing in the moment.” Kirk savoured the
burn of the brandy in his mouth before swallowing. “So we
chased you, assuming we’d been lured into a trap as prelude to
an invasion. We didn’t want you to report back our weakness.”
And, not that he was going to say it out loud, he was angry at
having been fooled, at not having taken normal precautions.
They hadn’t done a sensor sweep of the colony from orbit. If
they had, things might have turned out very differently that
day, at least for two young Starfleet officers.

Nguyen picked up the thread based on what she knew of
the incident, probably gleaned from a pared down version of
the official report. “And then the Metrons intervened. Um, I’ve
read the reports and files. There’s not much detail. Nothing else
sent out to 2466 PM has found anything.”



“As it has been for us.” S’Kresh lifted his glass. “There
wasn’t much detail to give from my view. It was a brief, but
intense, experience. However, those events are past, if my
regret is not, at least wholly, and we still have a war to
prevent.”

Kirk lifted his in response. “We certainly do, Captain.”
Spock and Nguyen followed suit and the four glasses clinked
together again.



Chapter Eleven
Fuel consumption reports.
There were always fuel consumption reports and usually

just before they were about to use a lot more of it than normal.
He’d gotten to the point where he barely glanced at them
anymore even though he was supposed to know what they
said. But they didn’t go in his log and someone would
complain, eventually, if there was something wrong with one of
them.

He looked up to see his alpha shift navigator and weapons
officer rubbing one temple. DeSalle, currently on duty at the
helm, leaned over and Kirk struggled not to grin at the
comment. “You okay, Pavel?”

With a heavy sigh, the young Russian nodded. “I will be
fine, Vince, thank you. The Gorn hold their liquor very well. It
was difficult to keep up.”

DeSalle barely kept the laugh out of his voice. “But you
managed.”

“Of course.” Chekov straightened and looked ahead at the
star field on the view screen. “The honour of Enterprise was at
stake.”

“That sounds familiar.” And it wasn’t the first time Chekov
had been ‘forced’ into drinking to defend the honour of his
ship.

“You would have done differently, what?”
DeSalle turned his attention back to his own board and

tried to look like he was studying the readings. “Made sure I
wasn’t on duty the next morning.”

For a second or two, Kirk bit his lip, listening to the
background noise of the bridge while he pretended to read. He
signed the report and passed it back to the Yoeman just as he
heard the whir of the science scanner from Spock’s station.

“Interesting.”
“What is it, Mr. Spock?” He had a feeling their relaxation

time was at an end.
Spock stayed hunched over the viewer. “While passing



through the system ahead, the target vessel dropped out of
warp and immediately disappeared from our sensors. I can find
no trace of it from this distance.”

“All stop.” Kirk fought the urge to stand up, a useless
gesture that would only serve to raise the tension around him,
and he could feel those levels going up in the bridge crew
anyway as DeSalle acknowledged the order and the engine hum
quickly dropped below the threshold of hearing. They would
have overhauled the vessel in a few more hours, but now things
were different. Now they’d have to be a different kind of careful.

The turbolift door slid open to reveal the backlit imposing
figure of his Gorn counterpart. “Captain S’Kresh. Better timing
is hard to come by.” With a nod to his now-standing first
officer, Spock repeated his last statement.

S’Kresh flexed the thick fingers of his left hand. “I cannot
explain. A planetary system might offer places to hide but they
certainly know they are being pursued. If they dropped out of
warp and immediately cut power to all systems... I suppose it is
a valid tactic, but it makes no sense, unless—”

Kirk nodded, oddly glad to have some verification for his
instincts. “A trap.”

“Yes.”
He looked back at the view screen, picking out a star a

little brighter than the rest near its centre. “Which means, one
way or another–”

“We have found our destination.” The hide around the
Gorn commander’s eyes appeared to crinkle. “Do you have a
designation for this system, Spock-Commander?”

“Only a catalog number. We are well into Hegemonic
space.”

“If you will provide me with the coordinates, I will consult
the database on board our transport.”

“Certainly, S’Kresh-Captain.” Titles. Kirk didn’t know why
it was jumping out in his mind at the moment, but it suddenly
seemed like he was the only one who hadn’t made the small
language adjustment to put name and title in the preferred
Gornish order when talking to one of the Gorn.



It would be nice to have something other than a catalog
number, but it wasn’t necessarily high on Kirk’s list of
priorities at the moment. “When that’s done, Mr. Spock, I
believe we conveniently have a few of the new long-range
sensor probes on board, the ones designed for collecting data in
hostile environments.”

“Six of them, Captain.”
“Excellent.”
“I do feel obliged to point out, however, that they are

designed more for the deep atmospheric exploration of active
gas giants. Still, the reinforced hull plating may potentially be
of value in our current situation.”

“Even better. I believe the solar system ahead can be
classed as a hostile environment, if not quite of the sort the
designers had in mind.” Which would satisfy someone reading
the mission report in about six months that the appropriate
regulations had been followed regarding such an expensive
piece of equipment.

“I concur.”
And so the log would show. Still, Kirk wasn’t quite done

stirring his fingers in things yet. “Is it possible that one could
be rigged for silent running? Shut off all non-essential systems
and just give us a tight beam data stream from passive
sensors?” Just to make sure no regulation was left unbent.
Well, and to make things a better fit for what they actually
needed the probe to do.

Spock just nodded. Either he’d had a similar thought or
just knew Kirk well enough that he’d suspected the thought
might be coming. “While that would run contrary to the probes’
design intentions, I will confer with Mr. Scott as to the
possibility. With your permission, captain.”

“Thank you, Mr. Spock. Don’t forget to get Captain
S’Kresh his coordinates first.”

“Of course not, captain.” There may or may not have been
a hint of affronted Vulcan dignity in the words.

“Mr. DeSalle, take us in to one hundred AU from the
primary and hold position.”



DeSalle’s fingers moved across the board with nearly as
much fluidity as Sulu displayed. If he could lock himself into a
single career path, he’d make an outstanding helmsman
instead of merely an excellent one. He could say the same thing
talking about navigation or engineering. Still, the jack of all
trades approach might make him an excellent captain
someday. “One hundred AU, aye.”

Beside him, Chekov sighed before commenting quietly.
“More waiting.”

DeSalle grinned. “Think of it as recovery time. Confirm
course, please.”

Kirk just pretended he didn’t hear the exchange.
 

 



Chapter Twelve
The deck shivered just a little under Kirk’s feet as the

probe launched. On the main view screen, he watched a speck
of light arc away from the ship and disappear into the star field
ahead. Much like most of his younger officers, Kirk wasn’t all
that fond of waiting. Unlike them, he’d had a lot more practice
at hiding it, but he wouldn’t have long to wait for at least some
new information.

“Probe away, Captain.” Chekov’s voice was firm and
confident as he watched the readouts. “Course confirmed.
Telemetry responding well within programmed parameters.
Programmed warp burst to take it to the approximate location
we lost contact with our target… now.” A tiny burst of
Cherenkov radiation showed as a flash in the middle of the
view screen for less than a second.

After a few moments, Spock bent over the science station.
It seemed an interminable delay before the Vulcan began to
speak. “Data coming in now. Confirm G7 star. Six major
planets.” A short pause as he digested the readings. “The single
planet in the life zone is a gas giant approximately one and a
half times the size of Neptune and has three Mars- to Vulcan-
sized moons as well as at least a dozen lesser bodies in higher
orbits. The vessel we’re seeking is not appearing on sensors.”
Kirk waited for a few more seconds for his Science officer to
continue. “Interesting. There is, however, a dissipating trail of
charged particles such as might be left by a very large tractor
beam.”

Looking up at the Gorn captain standing next to him, Kirk
raised an eyebrow. “Drop out of warp, power down, be
snatched out of space by a huge tractor beam? The power
needed–”

S’Kresh didn’t make eye contact, staring at the stream.
“Would be enormous. I am not aware of any such installation
in this sector, or at all. To my knowledge, Experimentation with
tractor beams on this scale has been limited and this system is
officially listed as uninhabited and non-strategic in our



database. There is nothing here to protect or defend against.”
“It could certainly have been built in secret with sufficient

resources.” Kirk wondered what the point of the secret base
had been initially, before this apparent splinter group had
picked it as a place to run to with the kidnapped ambassadors.

With a nod, the Gorn turned his glittering gaze on Kirk.
“Even officially. I hold only a Captain’s rank. There are
doubtless many things I am not aware of, but with the
knowledge I do hold, I cannot think of a valid military purpose
for such an installation, particularly in this location. Secrets
are sometimes the price of safety, but this is a strange secret.”

From the science station, Spock spoke again. “I have
altered the probe’s programmed instructions to follow the
particle trail. Though somewhat faint, it leads very definitely
toward the largest moon of the gas giant. Initial data:
Oxygen/Nitrogen atmosphere, gravity ten point two percent
above Earth normal, mean surface temperature approximately
twenty degrees centigrade, small polar regions.”

From Kirk’s other shoulder, McCoy grunted, and he
wondered when the doctor had arrived on the bridge. “The
temperate regions are probably what we’d consider tropical.
Sounds like a nice vacation spot.”

Letting his mouth drop open for a moment, S’Kresh
shrugged, an awkward-looking gesture on the bulky body.
“This is in the area of what we would consider normal, Doctor.
The tropical zones are likely quite pleasant.”

Spock straightened for a moment. “I would tend to agree,
however—”

“However, gentlemen, this is hardly the time for shore
leave.” But Kirk found himself smiling anyway.

“Of course not, Captain.” Spock bent back over the viewer.
“Ah. I believe the probe has been detected.”

Pulse quickening, Kirk found himself leaning forward in
his seat and consciously eased back into a more relaxed
position. “Has it scanned anything that might be the ship or an
installation?”

“Negative. It has, however, been scanned, and—” the



Vulcan stood and turned to face Kirk, his hands clasped
behind his back. “The probe has been destroyed, Captain.”

“What happened, Spock?”
Frowning, the Vulcan shook his head and turned back to

the viewer once more. “A moment please, Captain. I will need to
analyze the last few milliseconds of data in detail.” No one on
the bridge spoke, leaving the calming background of the
Enterprise bridge to wash over him until Spock stood again.
“Considering previous data, I believe the probe was taken
under the influence of a tractor beam of enormous power. It
proved unable to withstand the applied pressure and shattered
in a few thousandths of a second.”

Of course it did, in spite of being designed for high
pressure atmospheres. Kirk frowned at the view screen,
wishing he could see what the probe had seen. “So much for
the hostile environment hull plating. Could this be deliberate?”

“Insufficient data.”
“Have Mr. Scott prepare a second probe. We need more

details.”
“I have taken the liberty of doing so. The second probe

may be launched at will.”
Kirk nodded. “Lt. Chekov.”
A few quick switches preceded the familiar shiver in the

deck and another dot of light sped away from the ship, quickly
swallowed by the distance. “Probe number two away, Captain.
Full impulse. Moving to warp to close the distance.”

“Excellent. Mr. Spock?”
“A moment, Captain. The distance is considerable.”
Patience, Jim. One hundred astronomical units wasn’t

something covered instantly, even at the low warp speeds the
probe was able to handle. “Understood.”

“Probe has arrived in system. I am directing it towards the
gas giant, approaching the largest moon of the from a different
course and angle.” Another interminable delay. “Scanning.
Data coming in now. I have evidence of artificial structures in a
single location on the largest continent. Probe is entering orbit
above the moon to gather additional data. Camouflage is



moderately effective. Power generation facilities are mainly
passive save for a single significant source I believe to be the
tractor beam itself. Interesting. Power readings showing a
sharp increase in that—transmission ended, Captain. The
probe has been destroyed.”

Kirk sighed. “Did you have Mr. Scott prepare a third
probe, Mr. Spock?”

Spock straightened. “Negative, Captain, and I believe there
is nothing further to be gained from this distance. The
inhabitants of the installation are aware of our interest, and,
considering circumstances, would have been without the
probes at any rate. Any additional attempts at scanning would
be wasteful of equipment and provide them with additional
warning.”

“Excellent, then—”
“I would like, however, some moments to analyze the data,

Captain.”
Kirk nodded as he rose from the command seat. “Of

course. Mr. Uhura, please have Commander Endilev and Lt.
Keliss meet us in Briefing Room One.”

“Aye, sir.” As she echoed the command into one of the
pickups, Kirk issued further orders. “Spock, please join us
there with the second probe’s data at your earliest convenience.
Captain S’Kresh, I assume you’re interested in Mr. Spock’s
findings.”

“I could certainly be convinced to attend.” Now that Kirk
had learned to listen for it, the dry Gorn humour was
everywhere. It stacked up very well against the Vulcan non-
humour he’d gotten used to as Captain of the Enterprise.

He glanced over at his communications officer, who
nodded. “Commander Endilev and Lieutenant Keliss both
acknowledge and are on route, Captain.”

“Thank you, Lieutenant. Mr. DeSalle, you have the
bridge.”

His second-best helmsman and best jack of all trades slid
out of his chair and came to attention. “Aye, sir. I have the
bridge.” The backup duty officer was at the helm almost before



DeSalle stepped away.
With a quick glance at the visiting captain and his CMO,

Kirk started for the turbolift. “Gentlemen.” There wasn’t much
doubt that either would follow, S’Kresh for tactical reasons,
and McCoy so he’d get some idea of how prepared sick bay
might have to be in the next few hours.

 
 



Chapter Thirteen
The door slid aside for Spock to enter the briefing room

and all eyes present turned to watch the Vulcan take his seat
and retrieve the small remote to control for the central viewer
on the table top. Patient might not have been the right word to
describe the anticipation, but impatience would have had no
effect on the Vulcan’s rate of travel and the Enterprise crew
present knew that very well. Kirk suspected the Gorn present
were just being polite.

He smiled at his first officer, knowing the expression
wouldn’t be lost on the Vulcan, but would certainly go
unacknowledged. “Welcome, Mr. Spock. We’ve all been eagerly
awaiting your arrival.”

“Indeed.” He pressed two buttons on the remote and didn’t
spend any time on greetings or small talk before launching into
his analysis. “I will spare a repetition of the moon’s physical
data. Additionally, the gas giant itself is incidental to our
potential purpose here, but does generate interference at a
variety of wavelengths that may help short-range
communications go unnoticed and make detailed tracking
difficult. If you’ll turn your attention to the view screen.” An
image appeared on each of the small screens. “On Mr. Scott’s
recommendation, the second probe had a slightly different
configuration than the first and was able to gather more detail
in its three additional seconds of operation near the moon.
While I suspect the beam was used to deliberately crush the
probes, there is insufficient data to determine that with a high
degree of certainty.” He touched a control to sharpen the image
slightly. “This enhanced image shows a cluster of small
structures partially hidden by foliage, including what appears
to be an oversized tractor projection cone. Interference with
sensors is minor and there does not appear to be significant
additional structure under cover. However, of greater
importance…” A quick zoom in to show a very regular, very
straight line. The image was grainy and had poor contrast and
lighting. “Next to those, under cover of vegetation, is what I



believe to be a warp nacelle.”
Kirk raised an eyebrow, not quite unconsciously. It was

rather rare for his first officer to present things with that kind
of language. “Believe, Spock?”

One sharp nod preceded the response. “Based on the
visible patterns in the admittedly low-resolution image, eighty-
two-point-seven percent certainty.”

“Believe it is, then.” He turned to S’Kresh, hoping the Gorn
would be able to shed some light on what they could see so far.
“Captain, is there anything you can infer from the imagery Mr.
Spock has provided?”

S’Kresh appeared focused on the monitor. “A small base.
Non-standard configuration. Judging by the size, unless there
are large portions of it completely hidden under foliage or
underground, which seems unlikely with the pre-fabricated
construction, there are likely no more than 50 or 60 soldiers in
residence if it is fully populated, plus technical services and the
crew of the camouflaged A’kess.”

Antenna twitching back and forth just a little, Endilev
frowned at the image. “And assuming they are all Gorn.”

“It seems likely.”
The Andorian nodded. “Agreed. Likely, but at this point

I’m unwilling to rule anything out until we’ve had direct contact
with our adversaries. What kind of defenses should we expect
going in?”

“Normally, such an outpost would be farther under visual
cover, even though that would have little effect on sensors in
most cases. It may be new enough that the foliage hasn’t been
sufficiently replaced after construction, or possibly they are
relying too heavily on interference from the gas giant or
distance from anything of strategic value. If it is otherwise
typical for an outpost on an uninhabited planet, automated
ground defenses should be heavy stunners to avoid leaving
noticeable scars in the surrounding landscape or interfering
with the local wildlife more than necessary.”

“Only stunners?”
“Lethal weapons are for battle.”



The Security commander leaned back a bit, frown not
quite disappearing. “I can agree with the sentiment. So armour
should protect us that much.”

“Yes, but only until the alarm is raised. Weapons under
manual control are likely to be somewhat more dangerous.”

While the interaction between his former enemy and his
security chief was interesting, Kirk had more questions for
Spock to answer. “Any sign of the ships we drove off?”

Spock’s left eyebrow twitched. “Negative. Their heading
may have been an attempt to lead us away from this system,
which they will certainly know by now was unsuccessful. It
took them on a far divergent path from the primary vessel.
However, as it is unlikely their long-distance communications
are less effective than our own, I do not think we can discount
their return.”

S’Kresh gave an exaggerated Gorn nod. “We shouldn’t
ignore the possibility and we shouldn’t assume there are no
additional ships lying in wait or on their way. We don’t have
enough information to determine the extent of the conspiracy
or dissident faction.”

“Working under pressure is nothing new to this crew. With
your permission, Captain.” He didn’t wait before turning to his
Chief of Security. “Commander Endilev, you’ll work with Lt.
Keliss–”

Claw tips drummed on the table top, not hard but sharp
across Kirk’s words. “With respect, Kirk-Captain, Keliss flies
and is very good at her job, but the ground is mine. I lead our
marines.”

Ship’s captain and ground commander. Kirk was no
stranger to small unit tactics, and could organize a small-scale
battle if he had to, though it wouldn’t be his preference. He
knew where his strengths were. A vision of organized Gorn
marines under the command of the being in front of him
pushing through the jungle with heavy weapons passed
through his head. If the contest on 2466 PM had been anything
other than one on one, would he have stood a chance? “My
apologies, Captain, for assuming where I shouldn’t have. I



meant no offense.”
“I took none.”
No, you just made damned sure we all understand the

actual operational chain of command on the ground. But Kirk
could give a little on that in the interests of Federation security.
“In that case, please allow Commander Endilev to assist you in
drafting assault plans. She has access to all of the Security
Department’s resources. This must continue to be a joint
mission.” A joint chain of command was unusual but made
certain that one of his own people had access to everything.
Things had gone smoothly so far, but he needed to take every
step possible to keep things on an even footing.

S’Kresh nodded again, again an exaggerated gesture Kirk
thought obviously designed to reassure the non-Gorn in the
room. “I agree, but the Gorn must be seen to lead any ground
assault. Were it not for the ambassadors, this would be purely
internal politics.”

Kirk found it hard to disagree with that sentiment. “Were
it not for the ambassadors, I don’t think any of us would be
here, but believe me, Captain, I do understand.”

The door slid open again, an unusual event so far into a
briefing, but the person who walked through shouldn’t have
been a surprise to Kirk, even though everyone invited was
already in attendance. Ambassador Nguyen, in a dark,
conservatively cut suit strode into the room, back straight, and
her eyes immediately finding Kirk’s. “Captain.” The gaze flicked
around the table. “Everyone. My apologies for interrupting. I do
understand this is more a council of war, but I feel obligated to
earn my keep.”

While she hadn’t come that far into the room yet, the door
timer had obviously run down and it closed behind her. Kirk let
the silence go on for a second or two before gesturing to an
empty chair. “I suppose that’s fair, Ambassador. While I
dragged you along in the first place, I’ve tried not to make you
feel pressured to perform.”

“I find I don’t regret being dragged along, Captain.” She
flashed a grin. “And no pressure at all.”



Kirk smiled back at the polite lie, at least he thought there
was only one, thankful for the chance to adjust the tension
level she must be feeling at putting herself in the middle of a
conversation she couldn’t be up to date on. “And I’d hardly say
you haven’t earned your keep. Your advice has been invaluable
and has probably prevented any number of
misunderstandings.” He motioned again to the empty chair.

And this time, Nguyen slipped into the seat with a nod.
“That’s kind of you to say, Captain Kirk and, with respect,
S’Kresh-Captain, I have learned more about Gorn custom in
the past few days than during the entire term of negotiations
between the Hegemony and the Federation.”

“I am flattered to be a source for your study, Ambassador.”
Nguyen flushed. “That’s not… quite what I meant.”
“Consider it humour, Ambassador. The learning has gone

in both directions. What did you wish to contribute?”
“My presence on the planet.”
And that was certainly a bombshell. He struggled for a

way to change Nguyen’s course while giving her a way to
contribute to what was primarily a combat mission.
“Ambassador, while I understand your desire to help, I don’t
think an assault on certainly fortified structures is quite up
your alley.”

With an innocuous smile, Nguyen nodded again. “You’re
absolutely right, Captain. An armed assault, whatever shape it
takes, is not my forte. Put a phaser in my hand and I’d be
lucky to hit the broad side of a starship from fifty metres, but
that’s not what I’m suggesting.”

An exceptionally honest, if a little brutal, assessment of
her combat abilities. In Kirk’s experience, most people who had
no experience in the military arts had a vastly inflated notion of
how well they’d do completely untrained. “I’m curious then,
Ambassador. Exactly what are you suggesting?”

She took a deep breath. “That I would be the only official
Federation diplomatic presence on the planet who isn’t held
captive.”

Kirk allowed the words to settle around the table, then



gave a few seconds more for everyone to roll them around in
their minds, including him. “That’s… an interesting
perspective, Ambassador.”

S’Kresh put both meaty hands on the conference table and
leaned forward across them, head tilting to one side as he
regarded the ambassador. “Hmm. This could present some
tactical challenges, but strategically speaking, I see value in
this.” His head straightened. “Ambassador Nguyen, I am
flattered by your trust.”

“I, uh, thank you?”
Wondering if she’d thought the tactic completely through,

or maybe not expected to win the argument so easily, Kirk
smiled. “It brings a new meaning to the phrase ‘gunboat
diplomacy’ but I don’t disagree, Captain.” He turned to his
Security Chief. “Commander Endilev, do you think you can fit a
suit of armour to the Ambassador?”

Endilev straightened, recognizing an order when she heard
it no matter how it was phrased. “With no difficulty, Captain,
but I’m afraid I don’t understand. Why is she coming along?”
Blunt, but a fair operational question.

Gorn eyes glittering, S’Kresh let his mouth fall open
slightly. “As a credited diplomatic personage, Ambassador
Nguyen’s presence on the mission makes it one of inter-
governmental co-operation rather than merely military. Should
she stay under Gorn escort while the assault progresses, a
bodyguard detailed by another political entity, even if kept
away from actual combat itself, there is no way for any possible
opposition in either parliament to claim a misunderstanding
over jurisdiction, during or after the fact.”

Antenna drooping slightly, Endilev sighed. “I suppose
that’s why I’m in Security, then, sirs.”

And why Kirk was in the centre seat of a starship that
spent most of its time on various frontiers, but he was still
learning. There wasn’t a lot of choice. “Politics is everywhere,
Commander. You just need to keep your eyes open.”

“Yes, sir.” Her tone definitely said unconvinced.
Kirk nodded once and decided it might be time to start



wrapping up what had become a longer briefing than he’d
expected. They needed to move quickly while the odds were less
against them. “Captain S’Kresh, will your soldiers accept escort
duty for Ambassador Nguyen’s official visit to the planet in
question?”

“On their behalf, I accept with honour.”
With a grin, he turned back to Nguyen. “There you have it,

Ambassador. You’ll be going along.”
Nguyen straightened, still slightly flushed. “Thank you,

sir. I admit I didn’t quite expect you to agree.”
“A case of ‘be careful what you wish for’?”
Nguyen shook her head. “I think I just wish to get all of

the ambassadors back in one piece each.”
“I’ll second that wish.” He looked around the table. “Does

that more or less cover the ground we need to? I think we have
some preparations to make.”

“Agreed.” S’Kresh tensed, but didn’t quite rise as no one
else had moved to yet. “I doubt we all need to be involved in
putting together assault plans.”

Endilev stood, starting the chain reaction, but still had
something on her mind, clasping her hands behind her back.
“Captain, I wonder if I might request something for this mission
that’s outside of Security’s normal resources?”

“You can certainly ask, Commander.”
Her lips pursed for a moment, and Kirk had just long

enough to wonder at the hesitation from his normally direct
subordinate. She didn’t keep him waiting long. “Among other
things, Mr. DeSalle is an excellent pilot.”

Ah, now it made sense. “I couldn’t agree more,
Commander. Shall I tell him you said so?”

“I would be most appreciative, sir.”
“I hope he can take the compliment. It will certainly

improve his morale to hear his skills are well thought of, and I
do prefer my officers’ morale to be high.” He looked at the now-
standing Gorn. “Captain S’Kresh, is it reasonable to match
your troop numbers with our own personnel?”

What calculations were running through S’Kresh’s mind,



he wondered but didn’t try to guess at. “Balance is often
appreciated.”

Kirk glanced at Endilev. “You’ll need at least two shuttle
craft then, Commander. I’ll leave you to the specifics.”

“Thank you, sir.”
S’Kresh looked at his second, rising from her seat. “Fighter

pilot you may be, Keliss-Lieutenant, but I believe we will
require one or more bombing runs.”

Keliss clapped a fist to her chest. “It is my honour to
serve, S’Kresh-Captain.”

Kirk seemed to be almost the last one sitting. He rectified
that as he directed a question at his first officer. “Mr. Spock, in
your opinion, is the tractor beam more or less powerful than
Balok’s.”

Spock considered for a moment. “It is of similar
magnitude, Captain, but based on available data, I estimate
that it to be less than half as powerful. Further, its efficiency
will be somewhat reduced by intervening atmosphere, even at
close range. However, we should not discount its potential use
as a weapon, as evidenced by the fate of our probes.”

Or a distraction. Something else that could make a big
difference in his own tactical planning. You could never be too
prepared for a situation, unless it meant using too much time
to get there.

 
 



Chapter Fourteen
Captain’s Log, Supplemental. We will
momentarily drop from a short warp drive hop to
land deeper into system PT7928, the primary star
named Hushakk by the Gorn, where the rogue
Gorn faction holding the Ambassadorial teams
kidnapped from Cestus 3 has a small base.
Captain S’Kresh and Commander Endilev will
lead the rescue mission while the Enterprise
takes the high ground. My hope is that the
ambassadors have not been mistreated and are
easily retrieved. However, things are rarely as
simple as we hope, and we’ve planned for it to be
much more difficult than that baseline scenario.
 
On the view screen, parts of the view ahead shifted a little

as stars apparently moved in the background. The real motion,
or as real as it got with warp drive, was on the part of the
Enterprise. As the engine hum dropped below the normal
background noise of the bridge, the stars came to a rest and
automatic magnification made a swirling ball of dark bands
expanded from nothing to fill most of the screen. Kirk
straightened in his seat. “Status reports, please.”

“All stations report green.” Uhura didn’t even look up from
the communications station, continuing to monitor multiple
intra-ship communications bands at the same time.

At the helm, Sulu flicked a couple of switches. “Hangar
doors open.”

Beside him, Chekov nodded, adding his own input a few
seconds later. “Fighters have launched, sir. Gorn transport and
shuttles Kepler and Copernicus following as soon as they have
adequate clearance.”

“Thank you, all. Red alert. Shields up as soon as the last
shuttle clears the distance. Mister Sulu, start the clock,
please.”

“Shields up, aye. Clock running, aye.”



The red alert klaxon began and Uhura let it get three good
blasts in before dropping the bridge volume low enough that
they could all function. Kirk flicked a switch on his command
chair intercom. “Kirk to Captain S’Kresh, Commander Endilev:
good luck and good hunting.”

“And to you, Kirk-Captain.”
“Thank you, sir.”
He changed channels. “Lt. Keliss, please keep a channel

open to the Enterprise. We may need you back at some point
and I’d appreciate knowing you’re listening.”

“Understood, Enterprise.”
Switching the comm panel off, he looked around the

bridge and issued a few more quick orders, not so much to
undermine his people’s jobs as to let them know he was paying
attention. “Sit tight, Mr. Sulu. They’re expecting us, but we
should be outside of their detection range as long as we hold
still behind the gas giant. Let’s give our people time to get into
position. But please keep the phasers warm, Mr. Chekov. We
don’t want to spend any extra time getting up to speed when
we need them.”

“Aye, sir.”
“Aye, keptin.”
“Mr. Spock, keep your sensors peeled, if you please. There

are more separatists out there somewhere. We know that
much, even if we don’t know how many. I’d like some warning
if some of them are about to show up.”

“Of course, Captain.”
“Lieutenant Uhura, anything you know, I need to.”
“Understood, sir.”
He leaned back a little in the chair, not quite relaxing but

wanting to give the appearance that he wasn’t really worried
about anything. His bridge crew was well seasoned by now and
knew their jobs more than well enough that he didn’t need to
give more than general direction the vast majority of the time.
Micromanaging wouldn’t help anyone’s stress levels. Whatever
appearance he wanted to give to his junior officers, it wasn’t
one of impatience or nervousness. He didn’t like the waiting



any more than Chekov did but, a recurring thought, he was
better at it, having had a lot more practice.

*
“Status report.”
DeSalle didn’t waste a glance on his mission commander.

He needed too much focus on the instruments and view ahead.
“We’re tight on the Gorn transport and running about ten
seconds ahead of schedule. No scans detected. No opposition.”

He could, however, envision the Andorian chief of Security
giving an exaggerated nod for the benefit of any other humans
who might be looking their way. “And Copernicus?”

At that, he did risk a glance at a particular indicator,
something he checked very frequently anyway to be sure.
“Right on our exhaust vents. Jerrik’s a good pilot.” He grinned
without making eye contact. “Almost as good as I am.”

“I’d heard he was better. Why do you think you’re in the
lead shuttle?”

“The Gorn are in the lead shuttle. I’m the one keeping us
from being the middle ship in a three-ship accident.” He smiled
wider, still not looking at the Andorian Security Chief. “Isn’t
that why you asked for me?”

Endilev grunted, and if he were to put a human emotion to
it, he would have picked satisfied. “Prove me right.”

He began to feel a little resistance in the controls and,
underneath the quiet whispers between various security crew
members in the shuttle, started to catch the tiny grinding
sound that would eventually become a roar. “Entering
atmosphere now.” It picked up volume quickly and then settled
into the background as the air around them went from near-
vacuum to merely thin enough to suck the moisture out of your
body in a few seconds. “Clear.” He checked several readings.
“No scans detected. Fighters are over the horizon. We’re on our
own.”

“Good.” He had the sense of Endilev leaning back in what
was technically the copilot’s seat. “Touch your antenna that all
goes well.”

DeSalle had to chuckle at that one, always entertained by



other species’ idioms making the crossing into standard
English. “You mean ‘cross your fingers’.”

“Why should I cross my fingers?”
“It’s an expression to wish someone or something luck.”
“That makes no sense.”
He shrugged. “It probably makes just as much sense as

touching your antenna.”
“No, it doesn’t. Andorian antennae are actually sensory

organs receiving input from their surroundings. Fingers, while
often sensitive to what they are touching, are merely grasping
appendages common to most andoriod species.”

“Andoriod?”
“Yes, of course. The word doesn’t work in Standard?” She

sighed. “Humans are odd.”
Wanting to laugh again but not quite willing to spare the

attention it would take, DeSalle settled for a smile. “You’re just
figuring that out?”

“No, long ago. But there are frequent reminders.”
“Oh, and Andorians are so normal.”
“Of course.” She paused. “Well, most of them. To a point.

Understandable, at least.”
DeSalle kept his eyes on his boards. “Having no wish to be

charged with insubordination… continuing descent.” He flicked
a couple of switches and slid the sensor bar up to maximum
sensitivity even though that would cost him some detail. With
the background interference, he wanted as much warning of
anything out of the ordinary as he could get.

“Wise choice.” Endilev sucked in a quick breath to project
her voice through the shuttle’s interior. “Time for final weapons
check, everyone. Power cells fully charged. Armour seals tight.
Look out for each other and yourselves. We’ve got a job to do
and I would appreciate the opportunity to accomplish it
without casualties.”

Behind him, DeSalle heard a variety of whines and clicks
as power levels, readouts, and seals were confirmed. He
couldn’t hold back the excitement much more on his own.
“Ladies and gentlemen, the cavalry is on the way.” He hoped



the thought would somehow carry across the intervening space
to the imprisoned ambassadors even as he recognized it for the
silly, romantic impulse that it was.

Endilev leaned forward far enough to fully enter his
peripheral vision. “What?”

DeSalle grinned and shook his head. “More silly human
stuff.”

“As if there could be an end to it.”
Still trying not to laugh as he kept the Gorn attack shuttle

squarely in view, he eased the view screen magnification back
to take in more of the world around them. “Make you a deal,
Commander. Buy me a drink when this is over and I’ll tell you
everything you need to know to understand humans.”

“A complete understanding of humans? For only one
drink? It seems a bargain. And after the advice I gave to
Lieutenant Gareth, I could hardly turn the offer down. Shall we
complete the transaction when we return to Cestus III? I
should be able to offer a better class of beverage there.”

“Done.” He nodded, wondering what Andorian-slanted
advice the young Security officer had received. But that wasn’t
a thought he could spend a lot of time on at the moment.
Something about keeping a shuttle flying and in one piece.
“Now, if you don’t mind, ma’am, from here I really want to
focus on getting us to the landing zone in one piece.”

“Ah. Please don’t let me distract you then, Mister DeSalle.
I prefer my shuttles in one piece almost as much as I prefer
myself that way.”

*
Occupying the middle seat in the front row of the Gorn

transport, and not terribly comfortable with how loose the
straps holding her small body in the too-large space seemed,
Ambassador Nguyen tried to unclench her fingers from the arm
rests as the sound of atmosphere rushing by the hull slowly
faded underneath the growl of the small ship’s overpowered
engines. She also tried to ignore the frequent trips S’Kresh
made to and from the cockpit.

To her left, Sirik, piloting the ship, turned her head just a



little towards her. “Are you well?”
For a moment, Nguyen thought the question was directed

at her, reminding herself that she still had a very hard time
deciding where Gorn vision focused, but Tasik, occupying the
seat on her right, answered. “Far better than when I woke this
morning. There will be no effect on my abilities, Arms
Sergeant.”

“That was not my suggestion. I merely expressed concern
over your wellbeing.”

Tasik’s broad shoulders, made broader by the dull grey
armour, lifted and dropped once. “Huh. That little human
drinks too much.” Which told the ambassador that the party on
one of the recreation decks had been exactly that, a party, and
not an exaggeration.

“I believe one might say the same about others in
attendance at last night’s gathering.”

“Present company included, Arms Sergeant.”
“Perhaps. And there was, of course, the honour and

reputation of the Hegemonic Marines to consider.” Sirik’s head
didn’t turn any farther, but her voice rose a few decibels. “And
are you well, Ambassador? Your skin is taking on a Gornish
cast and I don’t recall you being at the celebration in question.”

She shook her head and tried a smile she didn’t feel at all.
“A little motion sickness. I’ll be fine.” When she got out of the
ship and onto ground she couldn’t tell was moving. Until
people started shooting at her.

Tasik grunted again. “Apologies should be offered, though
it is a tactical consideration. The inertial compensators are set
below full to give the pilot a sense of motion to react
appropriately to. We will land soon and it will end.”

Peeling one set of fingers off the arm of her seat, Nguyen
nodded. “I know, and I do understand. I’ll get through the ride.”
She managed to get the other set off, too, and folded her hands
in her lap to suggest a level of relaxation she didn’t feel. “It’s
just, well, I’m not as comfortable with this whole trip as you
might think. It’s still a good idea, but when I told Captain Kirk I
couldn’t hit the broad side of a starship with a phaser, I wasn’t



exaggerating by much.”
Tasik looked to her side, pointing with his chin. “Yet I see

you carry a pistol, Ambassador.”
Nguyen, very conscious of the weapon, hoped she didn’t

have to draw it until she turned it in back on the Enterprise.
“Commander Endilev was very insistent. She claimed it went
with the armour, but-”

Stretching her legs for a moment, Sirik turned her upper
body a little towards Nguyen. “I may understand better than
you think. We all had our first drop at some point. But
consider, Ambassador Nguyen, you may be a diplomat by
profession, but this is a combat mission. While I do hope you
won’t have to use the phaser you’re carrying, it is better far
that you have the means to defend yourself if necessary.”

Tasik chuckled, an almost gargling sound in the reptilian
throat. “And while your target, should you have one, will be
considerably smaller than a starship in that case, it will also be
considerably closer, and trying to shoot you. Such things tend
to improve one’s aim.”

Nguyen sighed. “Corporal, I’ve handled a phaser exactly
once before. I don’t think I have aim to improve.”

Tasik gave another exaggerated shrug. “We must all begin
somewhere.”

She leaned her head back, stopped from resting it against
the slight cushion by her helmet, and sighed again. “I hope
you’re both good shots.”

Sirik patted the heavy rifle strapped to her chest. “That is
beyond question.”

*
“Time elapsed 19.5 minutes, Captain.” Message delivered,

Spock turned back to his scanner, sweeping the moon and
surrounding space, looking for any hints that they’d been
detected or of incoming combatants.

Straightening a little in the command seat, Kirk glanced at
the gas giant taking up most of the view screen before looking
down at his crew. “Warm up the torpedoes to match the
phasers, Mr. Chekov. This little bit of waiting is over.”



Chekov nodded and snapped two switches. Another light
or two brightened on his panel. “Torpedoes standing by,
keptin.”

“Excellent. Commander Sulu, on Mr. Spock’s Mark,
execute a microburst of warp speed to bring us out from
behind the planet. Put us within 100,000 km of the moon and
in line of site with the Gorn base if you can. Let’s get their
attention.”

“Aye, aye, sir.”
“Lt. Uhura, open a channel the instant we drop out of

Warp. Mr. Spock?”
“Stand by… 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, mark.”
The warp engines spun up and back down again before

the hum had gotten much into his threshold of hearing.
“Ninety-three thousand kilometres, sir. And the base should be
just in visual range rotating towards us as the moon turns.”

“Very nice, Commander.”
“Thank you, sir.”
Uhura turned just far enough in her seat to make eye

contact. “Hailing frequencies open, Captain.”
No visual, but Kirk resisted the urge to straighten further

and tug on his uniform shirt. “This is Captain James T. Kirk of
the Federation Starship Enterprise. You know why we’re here.
We demand the unconditional return of the Federation and
Gorn diplomatic missions kidnapped from Cestus 3. Respond
immediately or we will be forced to attack.”

He looked to Uhura who waited several seconds before
shaking her head. “No response, Captain.”

Wanting to shrug, he looked at the view screen, now
adjusted to show the lush, green moon. “There will be no repeat
offer.” He waited for a count of five and tried not to sigh. Be
firm. Offer clear choices. “Very well. We will begin selecting
targets.” Which was a bluff, but hopefully a good one.

Uhura put a hand to her earpiece. “Signal, Captain. Audio
only.” Anticipating the order to put it on speaker, she flipped a
switch and nodded to him.

A gruff voice filled the bridge, probably male, at least that’s



the way the translator decided to put it through. “Federation
starship, you are in space clearly delineated as territory of the
Gorn Hegemony. We do not recognize your authority to
participate in an internal matter. Depart or be destroyed.”

Kirk shook his head. “Aside from some of the abducted
ambassadors being Federation citizens, we have official
permission of the Hegemony to retrieve all Treaty Envoys. In
short, we do not recognize this as an internal Gorn matter. This
is your final warning.”

No delay in response from the unidentified Gorn speaker.
“It is your choice, Enterprise. Depart or be destroyed.”

“Transmission cut at the source, sir.” Quick fingers moved
across the board. “Shall I try to re-establish contact?”

“No thank you, Lieutenant. I think their position is fairly
clear. Not unexpected, but I’d hoped.”

Spock appeared beside the command chair with his
patented raised eyebrow. “‘Official permission’, Captain?
Perhaps a slight exaggeration.” He clasped his hands behind
his back.

“Well, we technically had an escort. And forgiveness will be
easy enough if we’re successful.” He smiled at his first officer.
Plus, the location and actions would set Kirk up as an easy
scapegoat if they weren’t.

“Something of a personal mantra.”
“Perhaps.” He looked back to the view screen. “Hmm.

Either I wasn’t firm enough or they need some convincing.”
Spock followed his gaze for a moment. “I do not believe I

understand.”
Kirk sighed and slumped a little. “I tried to take Captain

S’Kresh’s advice, but maybe my timing is off. Or maybe my
delivery wasn’t forceful enough. Clear, clean choices that leave
honour intact. Lt. Uhura, we’re ready for Phase 2. Send the
signal pulse.”

“Sending now, Captain.” And Uhura pressed a single
switch near the middle of the communications board.

 
 



Chapter Fifteen
A light began to flash in the middle of the tiny

communications section of DeSalle’s panel. “There’s the signal.
We have a green.” He looked up at Commander Endilev who
didn’t comment that the blinking light was actually orange.
“Good luck.”

She looked over her shoulder and nodded to the tightly-
packed crew she’d brought with her. Visors began to slap down
as she turned back to her pilot. “Stay down but stay close.”

DeSalle grinned. “With the engines hot. Count on it. Good
luck.”

She clapped a gauntleted hand on his shoulder as the
hatch began to open. “We’ll take it.” Straightening, she looked
at the small sea of helmets. “All right everyone. Assigned teams
and stay focused. Primary objective is ambassadorial safety.
Secondaries as convenient and as laid out in the briefing. I
remind you all that Captain S’Kresh has operational command.
Any order he gives is an order. There are two sets of Gorn out
there and the first one of you to point your weapon at one of
the friendlies will be in the brig for the rest of the tour not to
mention getting the butt of my rifle in the back of the head. Got
it?

The chorus of responses was a combination of “Sir!” and
“Ma’am!” Standard had a lack of appropriate formal pronouns,
but she supposed it came from the originating species having
only two primary genders. Base Andorii was much more
convenient, but somehow she doubted the right words would
ever work their way into Federation Standard. Humans,
particularly, seemed to like to oversimplify. “Right, time to earn
our keep. Let’s go!”

In pairs, her team began to jump out of the shuttle and
spread out into the nearby jungle cover, weapons ready,
scattering for early reconnaissance and looking for their initial
objectives.

*
Keliss enjoyed the hiss of air rushing past the cockpit.



Flying in atmosphere was always an additional challenge.
Doing it over jungle was almost like training back home.
“Scanners to maximum. Ensure the scout vessel is crippled on
our first pass, but we must know if there are other combat-
capable ships on the ground. We also need to minimize damage
to the base itself to avoid risk to the ambassadors. Claw-tip
accuracy.”

Her wing mates, Agesh and K’lek, both acknowledged as
she turned down the inertial compensators another five
percent.

“I have visual contact with the installation.” There was a
tightness in the words, but Agesh had flown enough, trained
enough, that it was only natural tension of the moment
showing through.

K’lek chimed in, less tense but more excited, or perhaps
just displaying the tension a little more. True combat was a
thankfully rare event. “Confirmed. The Scout shows cleanly on
my targeting scope.”

“Mine as well.”
Flicking the safety shields from her weapons controls, she

focused on her own display. “Begin attack run.” More strafing
than bombing, and use of her intellect had helped her avoid
making the correction during the briefing.

Her HUD focused on the almost hidden scout vessel,
outlining the hull profile in bright orange as the base began to
pass underneath them. Heart racing, she depressed the trigger
on her blaster cannon and allowed a rapid fire stream to reach
out for the duranium hull until the lines of fire passed it and
she pulled up.

The run was over in a few heartbeats and Keliss directed
her sensor suite to survey the damage, pleased by what it
reported. “Excellent work. Both warp nacelles heavily damaged.
Weapons pod one destroyed. Multiple hull breaches. Landing
gear fused on the port side.”

“Hmm.” She heard several clicks and snaps before K’lek
said more. “I would consider the vessel a wreck, but scanners
indicate the impulse drive is untouched. Second pass?”



Her mouth dropping open in a fierce grin, Keliss agreed
with the sentiment. “Very well, but keep to this side of the
base. We have troops on the ground, as does the Enterprise.”

Two voices came together as she banked the fighter.
“Understood.”

*
Hidden from view under thick blue-green cover, if not

necessarily from modern sensors in spite of the scattering
effects of her armour, Commander Endilev listened to several
not-very-distant explosions. “That sounds like our signal.”

“Agreed.” Beside her, Captain S’Kresh thumped a fist
against his chest and she heard a sound not too different than
a Starfleet communicator powering up. “Begin the assault.
Scanners active. As briefed, the ambassadors are the primary
mission. Find and protect them at all costs.” He tapped his
chest again for another chirp.

Rolling her shoulders, Endilev raised the height of her
crouch just a little to see the buildings across the semi-
clearing. “Preferably taking down the tractor beam on the way.”
Nearby, and from several directions, the sounds of automated
stunners, Gorn blasters, and Federation phasers reached her
ears as the assault began.

S’Kresh grunted. “And causing as much damage to the
base as possible to make holding it untenable, but the
Ambassadors are paramount.”

She nodded. “Naturally.”
Some of the firing moved closer and she caught sight of a

few flashes between two buildings.
“Nguyen-Ambassador, please stay with your escort. Sirik-

Arms Sergeant, Tasik-Corporal, the Ambassador’s safety is
your primary responsibility above all else. Keep her intact, but
available.”

“Understood, Captain.” Sirik’s words were calm and
controlled, and clearly meant to reassure. Tasik only nodded in
an exaggerated way.

Nguyen chuckled, but it sounded forced to Endilev. She
knew the ambassador was more uncomfortable than she



wanted anyone around her to believe. “As if I’d let them out of
my sight, Captain.”

With a grunt, S’Kresh began to rise. “Now the work
begins.”

Antennae folded almost comfortably under her helmet,
Endilev had to resort to an open smile to convey her
expression. “And the fun.”

“Remarkable, Commander.” S’Kresh cast a sidelong glance
at her, easier than for most andoriods thanks to his eye
placement and size. “For a moment, with my eyes shielded, I
might have believed you to be Gorn.”

A compliment, perhaps. She took one hand off her phaser
rifle to gesture ahead. “Your lead, Captain.” The sound of
phasers and blasters increased in intensity and, closer, she
caught a growl or two as soldiers and security officers of several
species moved forward through jungle to their targets.

*
Keliss pulled up from the second strafing run with her

wing mates and waited for the detailed report from her sensor
suite. As with the first time, Agesh’s filtered voice reached her
ear membranes first. A keen vision for analysis, that one. “I
think we can safely call the ship scrap, Keliss-Lieutenant. The
hull may be salvageable, but all propulsion and weapons
systems are completely inoperative. Some slight damage to the
support building next to it but sensors indicate no rubble or
shrapnel beyond that first wall. We do good work.”

Grinning, Keliss reset her sensor package to scan the
ground and sky around her. “It is our honour to serve.
Fortunately, there are also times it is our pleasure.”

She could hear the joy in Agesh’s returned words. “Beyond
doubt.”

Dismissing the sudden proximity alert, her eyes flicked to
the small lidar display, a clear identification of fighters
launching from the far side of the base. One, with twitchy claws
apparently, let a quick blast from their onboard weapons fly
wide of any mark and doing nothing more than possibly
vaporizing the tops of distant trees and disturbing the local



wildlife.
“Lieutenant.”
Keliss nodded, her hearts rising in her chest at the

approaching combat. “I see them K’Lek. They also see us.You
are free to engage. Hunt together but let us try to do so by
leading them away from the base.”

“Understood.” A single word in unison from both wing
mates.

As she turned her ship, Keliss knew she had one
additional duty before being completely free to surrender to
combat and flicked a switch on the tiny communication panel.
“Keliss signaling Enterprise. We have equivalent resistance.
Twice our number. We are engaging and cannot respond at this
time. Updates when convenient.” She flicked it back and
ensured her weapons were at full capacity even as she pulled
her looping turn tighter.

*
“—and cannot respond at this time. Updates when

convenient.” Listening to Keliss’ voice filtered through the
overhead, Kirk moved to the group B possibilities in his head.
Additional support had just gotten a lot less likely. Enterprise
was on her own, but there was nothing new about that.

“Understood, Lieutenant. Good hunting. Enterprise out.”
He cut the connection and nodded sharply to Lieutenant Uhura
before turning to other matters. “Move us away from the planet,
Mr. Sulu. One quarter impulse. I’d like a little more
maneuvering room.”

“Ahead one quarter, aye.” The engine hum begin, a low
whine that was almost soothing most of the time, and it
continued even after the lurch tried the jerk the ship out from
under them. “We’re, uh, not moving, sir.”

Spock bent over the science console for a moment to verify
what the entire crew already understood. “The tractor beam is
active.”

And they didn’t even feel it kick in. Someone had a deft
hand on the controls. Or claw. “So I gathered, Mr. Spock. I
could wish it had a slightly more limited range.”



He stared into the viewer for a few more seconds before
standing. “We did suspect. New data now supports the model,
both in its strength and reduced collimating efficiency due to
planetary atmosphere.”

“But we can break free.”
The Vulcan gave a short nod. “I believe so. At this

distance, it will take all of the power Mr. Scott can provide.
Perhaps–” A small alarm sounded from several panels at once,
and Spock glanced down to the standard readouts. “Warp
signatures, Captain. Five of them. Identical to the A’kess-class
vessels we encountered before.” He raised an eyebrow as he
looked up. “Apparently, they do have some reserves.”

“Apparently.” Moving on to Group C. “Five vessels? Seems
familiar.” Only now they didn’t have fighter support. As S’Kresh
had said, this might get very interesting, but in no way was the
Enterprise out of the running.

“Affirmative. We have approximately ninety seconds until
they arrive. Quite impressive. They appear to have shielded
their approach from us with both the local sun and the gas
giant primary. It speaks to some surveillance of this system
which we have not detected.”

Which, considering it was supposed to be a secret base,
probably should have been less surprising, but Kirk settled for
irritating. They always seemed to be at a disadvantage in
situations like this. “I’ll admire the tactic later. Lt. Uhura,
contact Commander Endilev. Tell her the tractor beam just
became a little more important.”

In his peripheral vision, Uhura turned away, putting one
hand on the board and the other to her ear piece. “Enterprise
to rescue team. Commander, your secondary objective is now
critical. Repeat, secondary objective now critical.”

Kirk didn’t wait to hear the response before hitting a pair
of switches on his command chair’s miniature communications
panel. “Kirk to engineering.”

“Scott here, Captain.” Instant response, as if Scotty had
been waiting for the call. Knowing his chief engineer, he
probably had.



“We’re stuck in that tractor beam, Scotty, and I need every
ounce of power you’ve got to break out of it.”

“Ounce, sir?” Kirk wasn’t sure if there was anything in the
voice he should be offended at. “You’ve got it, sir. Every
microwatt. On demand.”

Engineers and their terminology. Still, he couldn’t be too
unhappy with things. “What would I do without you, Scotty?”

“Probably stay at home, sir.”
He closed the channel and looked at the two junior officers

in front of him. How many battles had Sulu and Chekov flown
him through now? Not the time to be wondering that. Nostalgia
could come later. “Chekov, all weapons systems stand by. Sulu,
full power. Get us out of that beam.”

Nodding, Chekov turned away, his hands already finding
the places they needed. “All weapons standing by, aye.”

Sulu wasn’t any slower. “Aye, aye.”
And the engine hum started to build again. This time, it

was going to get a lot louder and a lot stronger.
 

 



Chapter Sixteen
“Repeat, secondary objective now critical.”
Standard communicators were a pain in the nethers

during a firefight, but Commander Endilev assumed they were
better than nothing, or at least better than whatever they’d
replaced. “Understood, Enterprise. Endilev out.” She spun the
dial to a different frequently. “Captain S’Kresh, Commander
Endilev.” She paused long enough to be sure he’d received the
communication request. “Enterprise needs the tractor beam
down.”

“Understood, Commander.” A blaster shot heard over the
channel underscored the words. “Do what is required.”

She deepened her own crouch by reflex. “Thank you, sir.
Selliuk and Hensen will continue to report directly to you. I’ll
take my team to bring down the tractor beam.”

“Acceptable. Please keep me apprised of your progress as
needed. Hunt well, Commander.”

“Thank you, sir. Endilev out.” She flipped the
communicator closed and stuck it back to the magnetic slot on
her side, immediately more comfortable and hoping she
wouldn’t need it again anytime soon. “All right, we follow the
power readings.” She looked at the nearer of the two officers
with her. “Gareth, that’s you.”

“Aye, sir.” The young man pulled a tricorder from nowhere
and flipped the lid to activate the device. Spinning one of the
tiny knobs with the thumb of the same hand, he nodded
forward and to his left. “This way. About two hundred fifty
metres.” Not that they could see much between the jungle
canopy and the small buildings around them. Knowing the
ground they’d covered, she could have guessed the general
direction, but didn’t feel the need to comment on it.

“Lead on, Lieutenant.” She raised her voice to carry to the
rest of her squad, all within a fifteen or twenty metres of her
crouched position, close but not close enough for a single strike
to get more than a couple of them. “Stay close but stay aware.
We need to get the tractor beam down fast, but I’m not



interested in anyone sneaking up on us.”
The chorus of acknowledgements was satisfying in both

volume and number.
*

Harnessing the energy of a tightly controlled matter-
antimatter explosion, the Enterprise’s engine hum ran up to
almost painful levels. It continued to climb until, suddenly,
Kirk’s stomach lurched to the left as the ship pulled away from
the tractor beam and out of its zone of effect. The engine noise
dropped back a few decibels as Kirk smiled. “Well done, Mr.
Sulu. Keep us moving. Let’s see if we can avoid getting caught
in it again.”

Too experienced to waste a glance over his shoulder at his
captain, Sulu nodded and continued his work, speaking loud
enough to carry. “Aye, sir. Initiating a randomized course
change sequence.”

“Impeccable timing, Mr. Sulu.” Spock released his grip on
the edge of his console. “The Gorn ships are coming out of
warp, weapons at the ready.”

“Okay then.” Kirk looked at his helmsman again. “Keep
things as random as you can, Sulu, but let’s go out to meet
them in a round-a-bout sort of way.” He looked over at
communications as the engines shifted into a higher gear
again. Mr. Uhura?”

Two clicks before she nodded. “Hailing frequencies open,
sir.”

“Thank you.” He took a deep breath. Time to be firm again.
Maybe he’d be better at it this time, from a Gorn perspective, at
least. “This is Captain James T. Kirk of the Federation Starship
Enterprise. We are here on a joint rescue mission with the crew
of the GHS Longtooth and you intervene at your peril. If
necessary, we will engage and destroy you.”

Uhura turned towards him. “Incoming visual, Captain. On
the main viewer?”

Kirk felt like that was an improvement over his interaction
with the base on the moon. He nodded and turned towards the
front of the bridge just as the close up view of a Gorn head and



shoulders wavered in. “Garush-Captain. We have much respect
for your strength, Kirk-Captain, but your victory is far from
certain. Though small, we are five. And this time, you are one.
Odds favour the pack.”

If they knew Enterprise was alone, either their scanners
had gotten better or they had communications with the base.
“That can be true, but how many of you will be left when it’s
over?” He wondered if she might be one of the captains of the
ships who’d escaped the first battle. Would she remember that
we’d rescued some of her comrades?

The Enterprise jerked back a bit under them. Kirk saw
Uhura reaching to cut the contact but shook his head. For
now, he wanted the channel to remain open. Let the opposing
commander see the coolness and ease with which they handled
the distraction. At the same time, let them know Kirk respected
the power involved in that distraction. “Mr. Sulu.”

The helmsman nodded. “Aye, aye.” The engine whine built
for a second or two and Kirks’ stomach gave another little hop
as they broke away again.

Spock had clearly noted Kirk’s non-verbal exchange with
Uhura and bent to his station to play along. “The tractor beam
is weaker at this range and easier to break away from. It could,
however, be an inconvenience.”

“Yes, it could.” He looked back to the view screen. “And it
might tip the odds just a little to your favour, Garush-Captain.”
Suddenly the Gorn word order seemed both important and
natural. Respect her strength and position. “But consider this:
what happened is no longer a secret. Whatever your faction
had planned has already fallen apart. More ships will follow us
very soon.

“Reinforcements will not save your ship. Nor will the fact
of discovery.”

Kirk felt his jaw clench and forced it to relax. Threatening
his ship was never a good idea, but he had to keep to the script
without getting angry. “But they will save the Treaty. Even if
you destroy us, it’s over.”

The Gorn’s head turned to the side for a moment and he



wondered if they were receiving a report of some kind. “That
will depend on the outcome of the surface battle.”

“Will it?” He shook his head, deliberately exaggerating the
motion to make it obvious to Gorn eyes. “Relocating won’t help
you, Captain. How long before the Federation reinforcements
get here? How long before the Hegemony sends its own
reinforcements? Whether you’re ready to admit it or not, you
can only prolong the end. Dragging it out will merely further
unite the Federation and the main force of the Hegemony
against you. How does that help your cause?” He didn’t think it
did, but then, he wasn’t Gorn and maybe—probably—there
were cultural factors at play he couldn’t be aware of that were
preventing him from wrapping his head fully around that
cause. He could only keep his back straight and be firm with
his adversary, hoping to leave them an out to save face while
still retaining their strength.

*
Whatever the name of this planet was, it should have

some syllables in it that talked about how the heat and
humidity. Nguyen couldn’t remember the last time she’d been
so sweaty when it didn’t involve a marathon. Why didn’t
Starfleet armour have some kind of air conditioning unit built
into it?

Fifty metres or so in front of her, a Gorn she was sure
wasn’t on their side, stuck a head and half a torso out from
cover to point a nasty looking blaster rifle in her direction.
Nguyen took careful aim and pulled the firing stud. She
watched as the stun beam splashed against the tree behind her
target and the target ducked back under cover.

Beside her, Sirik took careful aim on where the head
would appear again if the other soldier was unintelligent
enough to try again from the same place. “That was an
excellent shot, Ambassador. You nearly hit her.”

A few metres away, Tasik agreed. “It was close enough to
make her duck.”

Taking the gender cue in mind, Nguyen pulled herself a
little lower in their own cover. “I didn’t really want to hit her.



She’s just doing her job, but thank you anyway.” She still
wasn’t happy carrying a phaser, but she was managing. And
the compliment, joking as it was, felt good.

Tasik shrugged and seemed to blend further into the
brush. “Sometimes it’s a soldier’s job to be shot at. If you get
hit, it’s a bad day. My preference is for it to always be someone
else’s bad day.”

“Don’t you think they have the same preference?”
“Of course, Ambassador, but who would you prefer to

win?”
It was hard not to sigh. They used her title but didn’t

really take it into account in the discussion. Maybe she should
think about it as camaraderie or an attempt to set her more at
ease in the high-stress situation. Maybe she should appreciate
that they weren’t taking extra care of her feelings and treating
her as they would any green marine. “I would prefer to arrange
things so that no one had a bad day.”

“What a wonderful universe that would be.”
She had to agree with that, at least.
Sirik’s aim relaxed and Nguyen decided the other soldier

must have moved. “Whatever the clan and political affiliation of
the Gorn at this base, they should understand the risks of the
choices that brought them here.”

Simplistic. Her studies indicated that most people
simplified things to a large degree and the state or polity or
some other authority often assisted with that. “And if they
don’t?” A rapid stutter from a blaster somewhere nearby made
her shrink even closer to the ground, heart hammering in her
chest, fingers tightening on the phaser as she picked out a spot
in the brush where some of the leaves might be smoking. She
raised her phaser again, training it on the spot.

Tasik might have been aiming in the same place, but
Nguyen wouldn’t spare the glance from her own shot. “Then
they are learning them now.”

She let the exhale carry some words with it. “You know, at
the moment that seems fair.” And squeezed the stud.

*



Endilev, Gareth, and two other members of her squad
dropped into scattered crouches behind whatever barriers they
could find to conceal them from local prying eyes and blaster
fire. The rest of the squad took up defensive positions in pairs,
spaced widely so a lucky grenade—which had been in
thankfully short supply during this battle—couldn’t catch more
than two of them, much less the whole group together. She’d
noted the spacing several times during this battle, pleased that
it was training that seemed innately understood among the
non-Andorian Starfleet personnel she’d served with so far.

Gareth had his tricorder out again to do a quick scan. He
pointed to a building they almost couldn’t see beyond their
barrier. “That building, Commander.”

She glanced up. Almost wasn’t the same thing as couldn’t,
and there was some fairly obvious equipment thrusting from
the top of the three-story and completely unobscured by foliage
from their vantage. “Ah, the one with the roof retracted and
what looks like a giant tractor projector sticking up out of it?”

Gareth glanced up and then down at his tricorder again.
“That’s what the power readings indicate, Commander.”

Suppressing a sigh, Endilev nodded. “Thank you, Ensign.”
I’m certain sarcasm is a trait common to humans. And yet—

An explosion came from somewhere in front of them and
one of the pairs of her people she could see opened fire towards
the building she wanted to go into. “It’s never easy.” A deep
breath as she checked the power level on her phaser rifle.
“Enterprise crew, take them down!”

 
 

 



Chapter Seventeen
They fought well together, far better than their opponents.
Simulations were one thing, practice runs another, but

the aerial combat over the jungle only showed how well they
had meshed as a unit. They’d already removed two of the six
enemy fighters from consideration and a further one was
struggling. They had sustained damage, of course. No true
battle was bloodless, but Keliss was pleased with the result so
far and with how well they were communicating just as a
matter of course.

Speaking of which. “Hard left, Agesh.”
Agesh turned her fighter, pushing down as well as left to

avoid the blast that passed through the course she’d set.
“Thank you, Keliss-Lieutenant.”

“Acknowledged, Agesh-wingmate.”
K’lek’s voice cut into the channel, negating the distance

between them. “I have damage to thruster three, twelve percent
decreased maneuverability. Shields re-established at ten
percent. Blasters charged to maximum. Returning to combat.”

Keliss appreciated her wingmate’s dedication, but would
prefer to find a little more tactical advantage in the return.
“Negative, K’lek. Only four remain capable of combat. Get some
power back to your shields. We’re fine for the moment. Don’t
circle back until you’re at least fifty percent charged.” Her
fighter shook and she pushed and then pulled on the control
yoke, veering to the right.

“Acknowledged.” K’lek’s tone betrayed nothing. “But the
hit you just took would tend to make you a liar.”

“Shields at eighty percent. Minimal damage.” She
skimmed the readouts. “Agesh, try to concentrate your fire on
target five.”

“Target five, acknowledged.”
K’lek’s fighter flashed by close enough to Keliss’ cockpit

that she should have been able to see inside if he’d been
moving slower. The sound of blasters set on rapid fire trailed
behind him and somewhere behind her a series of impacts



preceded an explosion. “I believe there is something to be said
for the element of surprise, however.”

“Not to mention the element of disobeying orders.”
“I freely submit myself for discipline.”
Keliss scanned the readouts again, seeking the

appropriate advantage. “Perhaps when we return victorious.
Three combat capable enemy fighters remain. Let’s finish this.
Target three.”

Both her wing mates acknowledged the order and their fire
slowly converged on the new target, which unexpectedly cut
power to drop at least a dozen times its height straight down
putting Agesh in the path of a long strafe from one of its
remaining wing mates.

Keliss saw the fire and smoke trailing from Agesh’s port
fuselage.

“Agghh. I have lost shield power.” Several bursts of static
followed the words as Keliss and K’lek both tried to disengage.
“And engines. And the main computer. Losing altitude.
Attempting manual restart.” The sound of blaster fire and at
least one impact reached across the channel.

K’lek, less controlled now, though Keliss had a hard time
identifying the emotion her wing mate worked to control.
“Maneuvering for covering fire.”

“Negative. Restart ineffective. No power. Continue with
mission. I am ejecting.” After a moment, Agesh exhaled deeply.
“Ejection system failure.”

“Damn.” She spun her fighter away from the smoke trail
so she wouldn’t have to see her wing mate crash. “Long flight,
Agesh.” Blaster fire flashed past her cockpit, far closer than she
would like, leaving sizzling air in its wake.

“That would be pleasant. I wish you a successful hunt.”
“Thank you, wingmate.” There were words Keliss wished

she had time and focus to speak, but the opportunity
disappeared.

“Agesh out.” She dropped from the channel, and Keliss
knew it was to avoid being a distraction to the mission still in
progress.



“Her ejection system might work yet. She’ll keep trying.”
Strain in the words the Keliss wouldn’t let herself feel right
now.

“It might, K’lek.” She emptied her lungs and drew a fresh
breath in. “And we still have three insurgent fighters to deal
with before we’ll find out. Target three has suffered the most
damage. Focus your fire and try to keep your shields up.”

“Acknowledged.”
*

In the relative shelter of the thick-walled pre-fabricated
building, his own marines at all entrances and covering all
openings, S’Kresh reviewed the details present in the
holographic map spread across the table in front of him. To his
left, a junior officer waited for orders. Sporadic weapons fire
reached his ear membranes. He focused on the young officer.
“Summary report, Kralesh-Ensign.”

Kralesh straightened. “S’Kresh-Captain. Three of five main
buildings emptied and secured and we have clean sensor
readings on most of the rest of the base. There is only one
building shielded from us.”

Touching a claw tip to the middle of the map, S’Kresh
nodded. “That will be where the ambassadors are held.”

“It is well defended, S’Kresh-Captain.”
“Of course. Which is why we will bring all of our resources

together.” He touched a claw tip to three other spots, leaving a
glowing orange circle behind at each. “Here, here, and here.”

Kralesh leaned forward. “I…see, I think. You will commit
the reserve squad, S’Kresh-Captain?”

S’Kresh nodded, seeing the beginnings of tactical
understanding in the glittering eyes. “Tactically unsound if this
were to be a drawn out battle, but once we have the
ambassadors, or even the building they are in, the battle will be
over. The secessionist forces are limited beyond that
perimeter.” He wasn’t certain secessionist was the correct word,
but it felt better to say than most of the others he might have
chosen.

“Bold and aggressive, I—” The young officer looked up. “I



do not seek to question, only to understand.” Her hand
clenched into a thick fist and smacked against her breast plate.

“And so I answered.” His jaw dropped open, and S’Kresh
hoped the smile took some of the sting from the young Gorn’s
pride. “Questions of planning are acceptable. Blind obedience is
for the heat of battle.” And even that, not always completely
blind. At the doorway in the next room, he heard a blaster
reach out into the jungle. “Which this may still be. Come. You
will provide covering fire while I signal the change in battle plan
to our forces.”

Another fist smack against the breast plate. “I obey.”
S’Kresh ignored the action as he tapped the communicator

built into his gauntlet. A stray thought threatened to derail him
for an instant as he wondered why the Federation soldiers
didn’t do the same with their armour. “All team leaders. Stand
by for plan revision. Coordinates of primary target follow.
Converge while striking targets of opportunity.”

*
“Really?” Ambassador Nguyen almost stood up. She

probably would have, which was not a good idea in the present
circumstance with the appreciably greater than non-zero
chance of being shot, had it not been for Tasik’s restraining
hand.

Glittering eyes met her when she turned her head to Sirik.
“S’Kresh-Captain’s phrasing was clear, Ambassador. You are to
be present as a Federation representative when we take the
building.”

“I thought I’d just be—”
Now that her moment of potential self-endangerment was

in the past, Tasik’s hand dropped away. “Symbolic? Our
briefing as your detail suggested the diplomatic fiction needed
to be less than completely fictional. Sometimes even symbols
need to earn their keep, Ambassador.”

Raising her arm to point the embedded tricorder, or
whatever the Gorn equivalent was, forward, Sirik nodded. “I
doubt you’ll need to do much, Ambassador. Stand next to
S’Kresh-Captain when he accepts the surrender of whoever is



in charge of the base.”
The other Gorn shrugged, waiting for the reading. “Well,

you might want to have some small speech prepared. Someone
will probably be recording, after all.”

“A good thought, Tasik.”
Nguyen felt her stomach knot up for reasons that had

nothing to do with being in combat for the first time in her life.
“Speech?” Public speaking was part of an ambassador’s job
sometimes, and even in tense situations, but she didn’t relish
the idea of having to make a speech with guns pointed at her,
especially not without some time to prepare in advance.

“Just a little one.” Sirik lowered her arm. “Try to have your
phaser holstered but visible when the time comes. Best to
appear non-threatening if you can, though capable of defense
and proudly diplomatic. Speak from a position of strength but
without the need to use it.”

Nguyen had the feeling of a joke carried just a little too far,
but paired with the unease of it not being completely a joke. “If
I didn’t know better, I’d swear you two had a sense of humour.”

“Such things are strictly forbidden in the Hegemonic
Marines, Nguyen-Ambassador.” Tasik exchanged a completely
inscrutable alien look with his superior.

“Right.” She took a deep breath to play along, pulling
together a few key phrases in her head. “How does this sound?
‘As an authorized representative of the United Federation of
Planets, in conjunction with authorities representing the Gorn
Hegemony, I accept your surrender under the terms outlined
by Captain S’Kresh of the GHS Longtooth and pledge an
immediate end to hostilities on this planet pending the official
approval of both governments.’ Suitably vague?”

Sirik nodded vigorously. “Brilliant, Ambassador.”
“I completely agree. As if she had been hatched to the job,

Arms Sergeant. But I’d suggest that perhaps we should move
with a little more purpose. One has noticed in the past that
S’Kresh-Captain does not like to be kept waiting.”

“A good point.” Sirik consulted her tricorder. “Scans
indicate our way is clear. If you are ready, Ambassador?”



“Gods.” She sighed. “Let’s just go.”
*

“Covering fire!”
Commander Endilev rushed forward underneath the

barrage of fire she’d just ordered, picking up a good thirty
metres before finding cover again and hearing at least one Gorn
snarl and hit the ground after a heavy stun impact. “Hustle!”
Worried her voice hadn’t carried far enough in the sudden lull,
she raised it. “Now! I doubt we’ve got long before they regroup.
Gareth, grab Kim and get the charges set. That tractor needs to
go offline now.”

Gareth slid to a halt on one knee beside her, already
motioning to the officer she’d flagged for his partner, an
obvious choice since they were two of the three carrying the
explosives and Li was a good hundred metres behind them at
the moment. “Aye, aye.”

Not waiting for the two of them to get moving, she pulled
out her communicator and flipped it open. “Endilev to Kepler.”

DeSalle’s response was immediate. She suspected he’d
kept the channel open the entire time they’d been gone waiting
for any call for assistance she might make. She’d hoped she
wouldn’t have to make this one. “Kepler. DeSalle here. What’s
up, boss?”

Humans. “I have two beings down and could use a pick up
if your skills are up to it, Commander.” She hoped both of
those beings would make it, but the blaster burns were not
promising. It still seemed unfair of the opposing Gorn to fight
back with lethal force when their opponents were clearly not,
but one couldn’t always dictate the terms of battle.

“I have your signal, ma’am. Find me a clear patch the size
of a shuttle, I’m on my way.” Even over the communicator, the
sound of his engines drawing additional power was clear.

“Just don’t land next to the building with the big tractor
cone sticking out of the top. It’s going to blow up very soon.”
Even sooner than she might have thought. Gareth and Kim
came running out of the open doorway.

“Understood.”



She flipped the communicator shut as the two young
officer dropped to the ground beside her. Gareth sucked in a
couple of deep breaths. “Charges set, sir.”

“That was quick, Ensign.”
Gareth spit out three or four words at a time in between

puffs. “Well, Commander, thinking we might want to preserve
some evidence instead of just collapsing the building, we just
sort of slapped them on the power feeds and a couple on the
base of the projector, then ran out.”

“Not bad thinking, Ensign. Short timer, I hope.”
Gareth nodded. “A little under thirty seconds to go,

Commander.” Which she supposed was why they’d been
running.

“Good.” The communicator appeared back in her hand
and she quickly dialed it to the primary frequency. She
wondered if some competent Starfleet engineer would take a
suggestion. There was much to admire about the
communicators built into Gorn combat armour. “Endilev to
Enterprise. Charges are set.”

 
 

 



Chapter Eighteen
Every so often, the inertial compensators gave Kirk just a

little hint of the sudden changes involved in the erratic course
Sulu was keeping his ship on. The sensation wasn’t too
unpleasant, just enough of a gentle lurch in his stomach to
help him feel like the tactic might be effective.

Klaxon long since turned off, at least on the bridge, the
Red Alert beacon continued to flash in a couple of highly visible
spots as the crew waited for some indication of action from the
incoming Gorn ships. They continued to close, but had slowed
the rate of that closure, taking an angled approach that had so
far kept them well outside of weapons’ range.

At the communications station, Lieutenant Uhura
straightened more in her seat and put a finger to her ear piece.
Without lowering it, she turned to face Kirk. “Receiving a
message from the Resolute, Captain. Commander Singh reports
she is on the way in the company of the Pearson—” she paused
for a moment to let a smile blossom—“and the GHS Longtooth,
sir. ETA six hours.”

Well, that was one worry less than he’d had a few minutes
ago. Still, it wasn’t soon enough to be have any effect on the
outcome of the current situation. Garush-Captain was still
correct on that point. “Thank you, Lieutenant.” He turned back
to the view screen and opened his mouth to give an order when
the Enterprise lurched to one side.

“The tractor beam has re-acquired our position.” Spock
moved one hand across the controls of his board even as the
other steadied him with a Vulcan-strength grip on the panel’s
edge.

Which changed the order Kirk had been about to give.
“Mr. Sulu—” And then the Enterprise lurched a little less in the
opposite direction to change it again.

Uhura didn’t turn all the way around this time.
“Commander Endilev signaling, sir.”

Kirk smiled, thinking that maybe the odds had tipped
back to even and even was better than the Enterprise usually



got. “Acknowledge with thanks, Lieutenant, and tell her she
may proceed as before. Then open a channel to the incoming
Gorn vessels.”

Uhura nodded, flicked a switch. “Acknowledged,
Commander. Thank you. Proceed with primary objective.” She
re-flicked that switch and then tapped another. “Hailing
frequency open, Captain.”

Kirk inhaled, straightening his uniform just as the Gorn
face appeared on the main scree. “Garush-Captain, if you’re in
contact with your base on the planet, you’ll know that the
tractor beam has been disabled.”

Garush turned her head to the left, fixing Kirk with a
glittering one-eyed stare. “I know that there is a battle being
fought on the ground.”

“Have it your way, Captain—”
She interrupted. “I also know that if your reinforcements

are real, they will likely arrive only marginally before ours. The
battle will be significant.”

Not wondering too hard about the intercepted
transmission in the moment, Kirk continued as if she hadn’t
said anything. “—but I’ll tell you that we’re only interested in
getting the Ambassadors back. Both sets. This is not about
territory. It’s about people.”

Garush seemed to lean forward into the pickup. “What of
Tanish, the world you call Cestus 3?”

Kirk leaned forward himself, narrowing his eyes, and
tilting his head just a little to not-quite match the Gorn. “All
claim to Cestus 3 was ceded to the Federation by the
Hegemony as a gesture of goodwill to initiate treaty
negotiations. If you have a problem with your government’s
solution, that is purely an internal matter and something
beyond our power, or my interest, to discuss here.” He
narrowed his eyes a little, looking for some indication of
emotion or thought process on the reptilian face. “Captain, we
can end this right now.”

For several seconds, the only noise was the background
instrumentation of the Enterprise’s bridge, sounds he almost



never even noticed any more unless they were absent but now
standing out in the extended pause. He struggled to find
differences in body language or expression. Did Garush’s chin
lift a little? Did the skin tighten around those glittering eyes?
Did the eyes get brighter? Did her back get a little straighter?
Kirk could answer a definitive maybe to any or all of those
things, but there wasn’t a single one he could lean far enough
towards yes on to give him a clue about her thought process.

Garush raised her head and leaned back before giving a
single, sharp nod. “I will confer with my junior Captains and
those in command of the base if they will hear me. Perhaps we
can… discuss a resolution.”

Kirk leaned back just enough to feel the cushioning of his
chair and allowed a broad smile on his face, careful to keep his
teeth behind his lips where they belonged. That seemed to be a
bit of a double standard, considering how visible Gorn teeth
were ordinarily, but he’d live with it. He waited a few seconds
before responding. “That’s fair, Garush-Captain. We’ll await
your decision.”

The view screen went blank as the channel was cut from
the opposite side. Without being asked, Spock flipped up a view
of the approaching ships and they seemed to slow as Kirk
watched, though relative motion was always a tricky thing
without anything other than stars in the background to
compare against.

At the navigation station, Chekov sighed. “And now we
wait.”

Kirk grinned, and allowed himself to be part of the
conversation this time. “And now we wait, Mr. Chekov. But
with shields at full strength and nice, warm phasers.”

“Aye, sir.”
*

“Acknowledged, Enterprise. Endilev out.” Endilev closed
her communicator just as the building in front of her exploded
for the second time, this time throwing bits of its structure and
contents outwards. She dropped behind her minimal cover as
debris began to rain down over top of them. She spent the



entire time glaring at Gareth, whose tan skin got darker and
darker. When the last significant pieces seemed to have hit the
ground, she turned the glare into a scowl. “Lieutenant, that
was not thirty seconds.” Even if she’d been counting the slightly
shorter Andorian variety.

Gareth turned even darker. “No, ma’am.”
“And there was more than one explosion.”
“Yes, ma’am.” He peaked up and over the barrier to survey

his handiwork before looking back at his CO. “Um, perhaps
the, um, random phaser fire inside the building had something
to do with it.”

She opened her mouth to say something more, but closed
it again to reconsider as she recognized the sound of an
approaching shuttle. “I’m not even going to ask at the moment,
Ensign, but I do remember you saying something about
preserving evidence.” She held up a hand. “No, do not. We will
discuss this later when we have the leisure of not being in a
battle zone. At this moment, you and Kim will help get our
wounded on the shuttle when Commander DeSalle touches
down, then get back to providing cover against anyone who
might still be fighting on the other side of things.”

Gareth saluted. “Yes, Ma’am.” He ran off in crouch, phaser
rifle at the ready, giving him the appearance of some ungainly
water creature.

Watching for several seconds, Endilev tried not to sigh.
“‘Random phaser fire.’ Humans.” She pulled out her
communicator and flipped it open, dialing the frequency she
needed with her thumb. “Endilev to S’Kresh.”

 
 

 



Chapter Nineteen
Federation Special Ambassador Theris, a tall, lean

Efrosian whose hair seemed closer to blonde than the usual
white, straightened from the palm press with his Gorn
counterpart and they both turned to face the gathered
audience in the much cleaner but somewhat worse for wear
treaty hall. The walls and ceiling had been repaired, but there
were a few somewhat obvious seams visible as well as a smaller
number of slightly more spread out chairs. “With the signing of
this historic peace treaty, we enter into a new age of dialogue
and friendship between the Gorn Hegemony and the United
Federation of Planets.”

Standing with the rest of the gathered crowd, through the
extended applause from the audience, Kirk wondered if
everyone was in attendance who’d been at the first treaty
signing attempt the previous week. There were some medical
issues visible if he cared to look, but most things seemed to
have been dealt with. Just behind him, he heard the two
primary documentarians bickering

“Are you getting the handshakes? Both styles?”
“Would you stop? Unless you’re interested in your voice

being part of the non-narration soundtrack, that is. The setup
is fine. We’re getting everything.”

“It’s just exciting. This is history, you know!”
“Yes, I know. That’s why we’re here.”
Kirk didn’t try to suppress a smile. Let anyone looking

think he was just extra pleased for the final signing. That
wasn’t all that far from the truth, anyway. As the applause
finally started to die down, and the murmurs of the mixed
crowd—far more mixed than it had been the first time he’d
stood in this room, and that pleased him even more—took its
place, Kirk turned to face the being next to him and allowed
himself an even broader smile with a raised eyebrow. He offered
two open palms and S’Kresh didn’t hesitate to press his to
them. “Another interesting day, Captain?”

The Gorn captain’s mouth dropped open, suddenly



reminding him of a giant version of the Denevan Gecko his
nephew kept as a pet. “In quite a different way. With the
resolution of our mission, certain political factions within the
Hegemony will look at each other more closely, perhaps even
communicate with each other. On our side of the border, it is
first of many interesting days.”

Along with the rest of the Enterprise delegation, Kirk
stepped away from the seating area with his former enemy.
Spock was the quickest to find words, however, tilting his head
to one side. “Certainly not the first.”

“No, I’d guess not.” Kirk laughed. “The last week or so has
been pretty interesting, and enlightening. And I think it’s safe
to say there are interesting days ahead on both sides of the
border.”

S’Kresh gave an exaggerated nod. “Truth. I cannot claim to
speak for Parliament or the Hegemon, but I would suggest it is
not the same galaxy it was when we last stood on this world.”

“I would venture to say that the galaxy is always in a state
of change, S’Kresh-Captain.”

“An interesting point of view, Spock-Commander. I find it
easy to agree.”

A small space formed around the little group and Kirk was
already starting to get a little uncomfortable in the crowd. He
looked at the standard Federation chronometer on the wall,
thinking ahead to other events. “We’ve got about two hours,
Captain. Do you have the time for a drink?”

S’Kresh nodded, a gesture that still seemed exaggerated to
Kirk and he hadn’t gotten around to asking if that was normal
for a Gorn nod or if S’Kresh were just being polite to the non-
Gorn around him in making the gesture so obvious. He
probably wouldn’t ever get to it. “I believe so.”

Kirk slipped his communicator from the pocket of his
dress pants and flipped it open as Spock cleared his throat.
“Perhaps outside might be more appropriate, Captain,
considering the last time a transporter beam removed members
of a Gorn delegation from the Treaty Hall unannounced.”

He flipped it closed again and slipped it back into his



pocket. “Your logic is impeccable as always, Mr. Spock.”
“Of course.”
“Let’s slip away while we can, gentlemen.” He gestured for

the door that seemed far too distant.
*

Kirk’s quarters seemed a little tight with the four of them
around the small table, especially considering the size of
Captain S’Kresh. Blue liquid poured into four glasses and four
hands belonging to three species picked them up, holding them
at chest level. He breathed deep. “Absent companions.”

S’Kresh nodded. “Fallen comrades.”
Four glasses touched and rose to four mouths, returning

to the small table empty.
Doctor McCoy breathed a heavy sigh and if his glass hit

the table with more force than necessary, Kirk chose not to
notice in the moment. “I wish I could stop drinking that toast.”

Eyebrow raised, Spock turned a bit to face McCoy more
directly. “What forces you to continue, Doctor?”

“Death certificates.”
Something everyone else seemed to find difficult to argue

with. A short silence followed before S’Kresh huffed loudly. “If I
may be permitted a less sombre observation, it is interesting
how quickly word spreads.”

Grateful for the change in topic, whatever it was changing
to, Kirk took the opportunity to fill three of the glasses,
honouring his first officer’s general tendency to refuse alcohol
except in very specific circumstances. “In what way, Captain?”

“Classified the details of our mission may be, but several
formerly cool officers have openly expressed respect for the
strength of the Federation, and particularly yours, Kirk-
Captain.

McCoy snorted. “Don’t feed his ego.”
“Not my intention, McCoy-Doctor. It is merely that I have

been asked a number of times since our return how the space
battle was won with no weapons fire exchanged.” S’Kresh fixed
Kirk with one glittering eye. “I have to admit to some curiosity
myself.”



Kirk thought back to the moment, the thoughts in his
mind at the time, looking for a way out that might end without
any more bloodshed. “I took some advice and was firm with the
opposing Captain. She found that it made more sense to talk
than fight.”

The Gorn captain’s mouth fell open. “I wish I had been on
the bridge to witness the event. The result itself is barely more
impressive than the effect the spreading story has. It is a
difficult realization for many Gorn.”

Spock nodded, clasping his hands behind his back. “I
have often found that to be the case with humans, as well as
with many other species.”

“Vulcans, of course, never fight.” McCoy knocked back his
second drink.

“I do not believe I said that, Doctor, merely that—”
Smiling, Kirk raised a hand. Much as he privately enjoyed

the interplay between his two closest friends, they should
probably maintain some level of professionalism with a visiting
captain in attendance. “Gentlemen, please. Could we possibly
have a successful mission that doesn’t end with the two of you
bickering over some semantic difference?”

That brought the two of them up short and, no surprise, it
was McCoy who found his voice first between the pair.
“Bickering, Jim? Spock and I never bicker, do we, Spock?” He
looked at the science officer with a raised eyebrow of his own.
And, of course, Spock fell in line against the common enemy.

“I would never use the word bicker, Doctor. A spirited
exchange of opinions.” The Vulcan tucked his hands behind his
back and canted his head to one side.

“Exactly.” McCoy looked back at Kirk with a sharp nod,
smug grin on his face.

With a sigh, Kirk decided to let the discussion drop there.
“I will agree with you though, Mr. Spock. Humans do tend to be
combative by nature. It’s a long road, but we are learning.”

“Indeed, Captain.”
S’Kresh set down an empty glass. “It is a difficult lesson

for the Gorn.”



“It is a difficult lesson for any species, S’Kresh-Captain,
even Vulcans.” Spock managed not to sound superior making
the statement.

*
A light breeze slipped under Kirk’s collar as they stood at

the new memorial, erected behind the Treaty Hall in the ankle-
high yellow grass, not quite cool enough to draw a shiver but a
good reminder that this was not a moment to be comfortable.
The last few notes of ‘Flowers of the Forest’ drifted from
Commander Scott’s bagpipes and the Gorn base drum struck
its last in the same moment. Well timed considering just how
little preparation they’d had available.

Pulling his dress uniform tunic straight, he stepped into
range of the pickup so his words would carry to the
surrounding crowd, fully three quarters of the crew of the
Enterprise and Longtooth both, leaving just enough beings
behind to keep the ships in orbit running and ready, plus most
of the staff and crew of the base, all of the diplomats on planet,
and probably half of the civilian colonists. Together they made
quite a crowd.

Captain S’Kresh stepped up beside him.
Kirk breathed deep, but tried to keep the breath quiet, out

of the audio pickup, still unsure why S’Kresh had wanted him
to speak first in the ceremony. “We come together today,
soldiers and diplomats.”

S’Kresh picked up the thread. “Hegemony and
Federation.”

They spoke the next words together. “To honour our fallen
heroes.”

The bagpipes began again, alone, cycling through the last
few measures.

Kirk breathed in. “To walk the path of peace sometimes
demands sacrifice. In our quest to stay on that path, six
Hegemonic soldiers, five Starfleet officers, and one pilot from
the GHS Longtooth made the ultimate sacrifice.”

S’Kresh took the next words, as they’d rehearsed. “Their
sacrifice made the Peace Treaty signed this day possible, the



avoidance of war not just between our two powers, but within
the Gorn Hegemony itself. So we stand in the light, beside this
monument inscribed with their names in the Gorn and
Federation scripts. Let them be remembered for all time.”

“Today we stand in an open field, but in time this grassy
patch of land will become a park in what I hope will be the
capital city of a thriving colony, a place of peace and
commerce.”

“Of joy and tranquility.” The bagpipes allowed a long note
before trailing off. Behind the speakers, the Gorn holding the
drum raised her fist as S’Kresh moved forward into the
ceremony. “So all will know their names, we give them to the
wind to wrap around this world. Grazesh-Trooper of Shedrill’s
Morn.” She beat the drum twice.

Kirk waited for the drum to fade. “Ensign Maria Hachez of
Galinor.”

Boom, boom.
“D’tresh-Trooper of Shedrill’s Eve.”
Boom, boom.
“Ensign Robert Proulx of Earth.”
Boom, boom.
“Azjek-Trooper of Shedrill’s Eve.”
Boom, boom.
“Crewman Tanalnem of Andor.”
Boom, boom.
“Tarrell-Trooper of Gornholm.”
Boom, boom.
“Ensign Victor Rasmussen of New Copenhagen.”
Boom, boom.
“Ziskos-Corporal of Gornholm.”
Boom, boom.
“Chief Stefanos Kolcek of Deneb.”
Boom, boom.
“Palmej-Corporal of Hazash.”
Boom, boom.
And here, S’Kresh spoke a second time. “Agesh-Pilot of

Rejak.”



Boom, boom.
The drum came to rest and Kirk allowed the silence that

followed to stretch for long seconds before speaking again. “The
Gorn have an ancient tradition to honour fallen heroes called
the ‘Salute by Arms.’ My first officer, Mr. Spock, informs me
there is a parallel in Earth history, lasting well into the 21st

century, the 21-gun salute. The Gorn tradition uses six low
powered blasters, fired three times each. It seems fitting today.”

S’Kresh raised his head, looking up into the sky. “In
recognition of the joint nature of the battle and of the fallen,
three Security Officers from Enterprise will join three
Hegemonic Marines in the execution of this duty, phasers
joining blasters for the Salute. Keliss-Lieutenant.”

In front of the captains, and standing on the ground in
front of the monument, Keliss came to attention. “Shoulder!”

Three paces in front of her, Three Enterprise security
officers stood across from three Hegemonic Marines. All rose
their rifles to point into the sky at a precise sixty-degree angle.

“Fire!”
The high whines of phasers mixed with the low growls of

blasters, all set at one one-hundredth power.
“Fire!”
The sound mixture was strange to Kirk, soothing and

stirring at the same time. Maybe a suitable mark in his
memory for the lives lost, something he’d so rarely gotten in his
career.

“Fire!”
Once more, and Kirk forced down a lump in his throat,

thinking about his next words, a tradition that went far back in
history.

“At rest!”
The six soldiers lowered their rifles to a ready position, at

rest but still theoretically available. Kirk tried to straighten his
back even more, clasping his hands behind him to pull his
shoulders taught and tighten the uniform across his chest as
he pulled in a deep breath. “‘They shall not grow old as we that
are left grow old. Age shall not weary them, nor the years



condemn. At the going down of the sun and in the morning, we
will remember them.’”

Behind him, behind the bagpipes and the drum, a bugle
began to play ‘The Last Post’.

*
Scotty raised a full glass of scotch, bringing the amber

liquid to eye level for a critical gaze. Not so much the sipping
variety as the getting good and drunk to help ease the pain of
memory variety. He brought the glass a little higher and over
the centre of the table. “Absent companions.” Around them, the
bar was filled beyond capacity with two types of uniforms,
mingling freely and exchanging similar toasts.

Beside Scotty, Chekov raised his own glass. “Absent
companions.”

Keliss, Tasik, and Sirik shared the table, lifting their own.
“Fallen comrades.”

The five of them touched glasses of their various alcoholic
poisons in the air over the table. Scotty took two good swallows
of the almost harsh caramel liquid before setting it down again.
Around them, other toasts could be heard every few moments
between and among the members of two different services.

The glass Chekov set down was empty of vodka. “It is a
strange thing to say goodbye to friends.”

Scotty sighed. “Aye, lad. That it is.”
Chekov nodded. “I knew Robert, Ensign Proulx, at the

academy. He was a year behind me, but I tutored him in Warp
Mechanics for a semester.” He stared into the empty glass for a
moment before a server who happened to be near the table put
another full one in front of him. “Which is funny as I barely got
through the course myself the year before.”

“Agesh had been my wing-mate for several years.” Keliss
eyed her own glass, still about half full of something Scotty
didn’t recognize. “Whoever is assigned to replace her will have
much to live up to.”

He swallowed a sigh. “Well, now, lass. It’s never easy to
say goodbye whether you knew the person well or not.” He
raised the glass again. “They leave a hole that never quite fills



in, but I’ve always found surrounding oneself with friends and
good drink while swapping stories can make the ache a little
softer, at least for a time.”

Sirik raised her glass to match. “Wise, Scott-Commander.
I will drink to that very well.” Other glasses followed and
another drink seemed obligatory for everyone else after that.
Somewhere in the bar, a low, deep humming began, and the
Gorn at their table all cocked their heads.

Chekov raised his glass again. “Ensign Robert Proulx.”
The rest of them repeated the name. “Ensign Robert

Proulx.”
Glasses clinked and they all drank.
Keliss raised her drink next. “Agesh-Lieutenant.”
Chorus. “Agesh-Lieutenant.” Glasses clinking and down.
No one looked up for a few seconds. The humming grew

louder and Scotty started to be able to pick individual notes out
of it. He wondered if it was some kind of Gorn funeral custom.

Tasik looked up suddenly. “Azjek was a poet.”
Sirik looked up at her comrade, eyes glittering. “Now that

is something I did not know.”
“He never shared.” Tasik’s mouth dropped open for a

moment before snapping shut again. “I caught him writing on
watch one night two years ago. Historical ballads, he claimed,
but would let no one read them.”

Leaning back in his chair, Scott felt someone brush by
behind him, rapidly followed by someone else. There wasn’t a
lot of space left for moving around in the bar, but he thought
people were continuing to cram in. Clearly, the colony needed
more places for social gatherings. Of course, once all of the
treaty brouhaha was over, the population would drop back to
normal levels and it wouldn’t matter anymore. “I hope such
things are passed along to his clan and family. Someone should
appreciate the work.”

Sirik nodded. “As well as any personal logs he kept, yes. It
is traditional.”

Tasik raised his glass. “Azjek-Warrior Poet.”
Chorus. “Azjek-Warrior Poet.” Glasses clinking. Drinks.



Chekov looked into his glass. “My glass is empty again.”
“Easy enough to fix, lad. Especially seeing as how we’ve

got many more toasts to drink.” He turned to look for one of the
harried servers in the bar just in time for a tall Andorian
woman to appear out of the crowd.

“Commander Scott.” Endilev tried a small smile, looking
around the table. “Gentle beings, I was supposed to meet Mr.
DeSalle here, but he drew shipboard duty for the day. I hope
this is not an intrusion.”

“Of course not lass, er, Commander. We’d welcome the
company if you’ve a mind to join us.”

Somehow, she had a chair at hand. “I would be honoured.
And if it is permitted, I will purchase the next round.”

“Very kind of you, Commander.” Chekov smiled back.
“And you are only one round behind. Well, two behind me.”

Endilev sank into the chair. “I shall try to make up for the
disadvantage.”

 
 



Chapter Twenty
He’d spent far too much time in his dress uniform today,

but this was the last event, even if it promised to drag on for
hours. Tomorrow, Kirk could go back to his regular uniform
and wait for the last of his crew to return from shore leave so
that they could get called to whatever the next emergency was
for the Enterprise to solve. He half-wished the call would come
in the middle of this diplomatic reception, but didn’t want to
cut his crew’s mourning time short or the down time that had
yet to be enjoyed by those who’d drawn duty for the
ceremonies.

Although, he did have to admit it was a much more
intimate gathering than he’d expected. The same hall that had
held hundreds earlier in the day probably accommodated no
more than one hundred guests tonight, plus a few humanoid
servers offering drinks and appetizers circulating through the
room. Plenty of open space to allow for more private
conversation.

Light instrumental music of unknown origin played in the
background, Kirk scanned the room and turned in time to see
Ambassador Nguyen and Captain S’Kresh approaching. To
Kirk, the Gorn dress uniform still looked a lot like a lighter
version of the combat armour they’d worn, but Nguyen had
traded her standard work clothing for an iridescent blue
evening gown far more suited to the formal occasion.

And that meant he had at least two friends at the
reception, though it was a strange word to use for one of those,
Kirk thought. “Captain. Ambassador.” Kirk turned his best
smiled on her. “I doubt I’m the first to say it, but please accept
my congratulations on your new post.” He bowed as she
blushed and couldn’t resist trying to make the colour a little
darker. “What was the exact title again?”

Straightening, she pretended to look off into the distance.
“Federation Special Envoy to The Gorn Hegemony.” The serious
look dissolved into a chuckle. “Thank you, Captain. I can’t
imagine how it came about, but apparently the Gorn requested



me.”
S’Kresh gave an exaggerated, human-style shrug.

“Obviously, word of your willingness to go into battle to save
the Hegemony somehow found its way to the Diplomatic
Council’s ears.”

“I’m flattered, S’Kresh-Captain, but I really didn’t do
anything during the battle.”

“Please, ambassador.” S’Kresh shook his head, which had
the effect of shaking most of his torso. “I have read the reports
of all Gorn under my command during the operation. They
consistently state that your conduct during the battle displayed
honour and integrity, and that you defended yourself as
required.”

“I’ll admit to actually using my phaser, but—”
S’Kresh held up a large three-fingered hand. “Further, you

not only volunteered to put yourself in that dangerous position,
but presented a well-thought argument as to why you should
do so and had the tenacity to see it through. The reports
forwarded to the Diplomatic Council were quite detailed,
containing even Manesh-Corporal’s recording of your surrender
request delivered under fire.”

Nguyen bunched her face up probably much more than
she intended. “I thought Tasik was joking about recording.”

S’Kresh dropped his mouth open. “He probably was. I had
not ordered such a recording or even requested that you be
more than present as I demanded the surrender of the
installation’s command crew, though it was well done.” S’Kresh
tilted one hand at waist level, briefly displaying the paler palm.
“I am impressed that you grasped Gorn humour, however. In
my limited experience it tends to be misread or missed by most
humans.”

“That probably has something to do with the typically
deadpan delivery, which I suspect is more than just a
translator issue.” She tried to smile. “I’ve noticed it’s often a dry
humour. Very dry.”

Kirk had to laugh. “I’ve noticed the same thing,
Ambassador, but think about it. The Gorn respect strength,



and you certainly showed that. Plus, I seem to remember you
saying that you learned more about Gorn during the five days
of pursuit than in the three years of negotiations. I’d suggest
you might have learned more than the rest of the Federation
delegation during that time. It’s entirely possible that you’re
now the leading expert on the Gorn on our side of the border.
Who better to serve as Envoy?”

Nguyen shook her head. “I’m not denying that it’s going to
be the most exciting thing I’ve ever done, Captain, even
counting the battle I just lived through, and I’m thrilled to take
the post, but it should have gone to someone much more
senior.” She spread her hands. “I’m a very junior member of the
Corps.”

“Sometimes, being good at your job is only part of the
equation, Ambassador.”

Kirk did his best Vulcan eyebrow raise. “It’s not what you
know, but who you know, Captain?”

“Hmm. An interesting saying that comes through the
translator as almost Gornish, Kirk-Captain. In this case, I
might suggest that it was more about who knows the
ambassador.”

“And being in the right place at the right time.”
A throat clearing behind the Kirk made him step back and

half turn, his hand twitching almost as if he wanted to reach
for a phaser, but that probably wouldn’t have been the best
thing to draw on a Senior Federation Ambassador even if he’d
been carrying one. Still a little jumpy. Something to work on.

Ambassador Theris smiled, however, and at least
pretended he didn’t see the almost-action before giving a small
bow of his own. “And a good word from your superiors is
usually seen in a positive light.”

Blushing, Nguyen gave a deeper bow of her own.
“Ambassador. My apologies. I, I didn’t see you.”

Kirk nodded his head but didn’t try to cover his smile at
her embarrassment. “Ambassador.”

S’Kresh gave a formal Gorn bow, touching both fists to the
opposite sides of his chest as he did so. “Theris-Ambassador. It



is an honour.”
Theris shook his head firmly. “No, I think in this moment

the honour is entirely mine. I have expressed my thanks
several times, and probably to more ears than you are perhaps
aware of, but wish to do so again, purely from a personal
position. A note of gratitude has gone into the record of
everyone involved in the rescue operation, but I will admit to
being thankful for my rescue personally. It was not a terribly
onerous imprisonment, in fact quite dull from our perspective
with nothing but ourselves as company and quite separated
from our counterparts, but I suppose it was a dangerous one,
even if it didn’t seem so at the time. So, thank you.”

“That’s very kind of you, Ambassador.” Kirk nodded again.
Nguyen couldn’t leave it at that, though. “Sir, I, we did

what we had to do—”
Theris raised a hand. “To save the Treaty and prevent a

war. Yes, of course. Envoy Nguyen, Captain Kirk, S’Kresh-
Captain, I do understand that beings such as yourselves see it
as your duty to, hmm, do what must be done. But it is
sometimes appropriate that the rest of us show our gratitude in
more open and obvious ways. Now, if you will excuse me, the
Hegemon’s Voice is waiting to give a small toast. Please feel free
to avail yourselves of a passing glass.”

“Ambassador.” Kirk, Nguyen, and S’Kresh said the word
almost together and almost to Theris’ retreating back.

“That was… odd.”
Kirk nodded. “It certainly was, Captain.” He looked around

the room, saw a tray of glasses making a winding path towards
them but that would probably arrive long before the toast
actually began. “How long before we can politely leave?”

S’Kresh let a gust of air pass his jaws. “It is my experience
that these events tend to last a very long time.”

Kirk joined with a sigh of his own. “Mine, too.”
Nguyen laughed, but almost certainly recognized the

distraction for what it was. “At least an hour, gentlemen, and
more likely two or three before you can safely depart. The
longer you can force yourselves to stay, the better for



intergovernmental relations, not to mention your careers. You’ll
both be in high demand so you might as well try to enjoy
yourselves.”

“In your company, Ambassador, it’s certainly possible.”
The Andorian server arrived with a tray full of tall, metal
champagne flutes, and Kirk snared one to pass to Nguyen.
“Perhaps another drink?” He plucked two more from the tray,
thanking the server, and offered one to S’Kresh.

The drink was accepted, of course. “Perhaps several
more.”

“Something we can absolutely agree on, S’Kresh-Captain.”
He raised his glass with a quick glance to the front of the room.
It looked like they still had a few seconds before Theris reached
the front of the room. Time enough. “To the interesting days
ahead.”

S’Kresh and Nguyen touched their glasses to his.
“Interesting days.”
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